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TMRC 2020 | Chairman’s
Welcome
Welcome to The 31st Magnetic Recording Conference. TMRC 2020 is organized
under the auspices of the IEEE Magnetics Society and it is exclusively devoted
to magnetics-based data storage and memory technologies. TMRC is regarded
as the premier conference for professionals in these fields.
This year’s TMRC is unique in that it is the first time that it is being held virtually
in response to the COVID 19 global pandemic. While we will certainly miss the
in-person experience that has made TMRC so rewarding in the past, we’ve
made every effort to provide you with a virtual platform and program to make of
this a very worthwhile event.
As has been the practice in recent years, one-half of the conference is devoted
to the physics and applications of MRAM and related magnetic phenomena such
as spin-orbit torque (SOT-MRAM), voltage-controlled (VC-MRAM) and other novel
magnetic phenomena with potential impact on storage and memory
applications. This year’s focus is on “novel materials, devices and
advanced technologies for magnetic data storage and memory
applications”
The invited talks, each 30 min in length, cover six sessions on HDD and MRAM
during the first three days of the conference. They encompass 36 invited
speakers, all of whom are recognized experts in their field. They will inform us
about recent developments in Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR),
Advanced HDDs, Microwave-Assisted Magnetic Recording (MAMR), MRAM and
related magnetic phenomena. The invited presentation sessions will be
supplemented on the last day of the conference by three sessions consisting of
16 contributed talks of 15 minutes each. These contributed talks would have
been the traditional posters in a face-to-face event. We are also happy to
continue the recently established practice of allowing all presentations to be
published, after proper peer review and acceptance, in the IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics.
In closing, I would like to give my sincere thanks to the entire organizing
committee. This is an all-volunteer team of dedicated professionals from
academia and industry that has worked for almost a year to make this event the
best it can be. This year we were caught in the middle of our efforts deciding on
how best to deal with the novel COVID pandemic and contemplating having to
cancel the event altogether. It is our hope that having decided to take TMRC
virtual, you still walk away completely satisfied by it as, I am sure, would have
been the case had we held it in the beautiful UC Berkeley campus as first
intended.
Last, but not least, I would like to take this opportunity to recognize the
generosity of our corporate sponsors. My deepest gratitude to them for
answering our call for help. Their contributions make it possible for us to offer
this conference at very affordable rates.
On behalf of the entire organizing committee it is my pleasure to welcome you
to TMRC 2020!
Gerardo Bertero
General Chair, TMRC 2020
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TMRC 2020 Program Overview
All times are US Pacific Time (US-CA)

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Monday August 17th
Session A
HAMR, System, Media
and Recording Physics
3:00pm to 7:00pm

HDD

Session B
Recent Progress in STT-MRAM

MRAM

3:00pm to 7:00pm

Tuesday August 18th
HDD

Session C
MAMR Writer, Media
and Recording Physics
4:00pm to 7:15pm

MRAM

Session D
STT/SOT MRAM and
New Computing Devices I
3:00pm to 6:30pm

Wednesday August 19th
Session E
Reader, Channel, and Tape

HDD

4:00pm to 6:45pm
Session F
STT/SOT MRAM and
New Computing Devices II
10:00am to 12:45pm

MRAM
Thursday August 20th
Session G
MRAM

Session H
HDD Signal Processing

Session I
HDD Recording Physics

10:00am to 11:40am

3:20pm to 5:50pm

6:00pm to 7:20pm

Contributed talks

Time zone table
Live talks take place during periods indicated in green

US-CA

US-MN

US-NY

UTC

UK

CET

India

8am
9am
10am
11am
noon
1pm
2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm

10am
11am
noon
1pm
2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
midnight

11am
noon
1pm
2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
midnight
1am

3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
midnight
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am

4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
midnight
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am

5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
midnight
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am
7am

8:30pm
9:30pm
10:30pm
11:30pm
12:30am
1:30am
2:30am
3:30am
4:30am
5:30am
6:30am
7:30am
8:30am
9:30am
10:30am

4

China
Singapore
11pm
midnight
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am
7am
8am
9am
10am
11am
noon
1pm

Japan
Korea
midnight
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am
7am
8am
9am
10am
11am
noon
1pm
2pm

TMRC 2020 Invited Presentations
Monday August 17th, 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm
Session A: HAMR, System, Media and Recording Physics
Session chair: Randall Victora (University of Minnesota)
Presentation

Mon PM

Title

Speaker

A1

3:00-3:30 PM

Geometrical scaling limits in
heat assisted magnetic recording

Stephanie Hernandez
Seagate Technology

A2

3:30-4:00 PM

Analysis of adjacent track erasure for HAMR media

Randall Victora
University of Minnesota

A3

4:00-4:30 PM

Thermal erasure in heat assisted magnetic recording

Ali Ghoreyshi
Seagate Technology

4:30-4:45 PM

Break

A4

4:45-5:15 PM

Energy barrier analysis of high density HAMR simulations

Eric Roddick
Western Digital

A5

5:15-5:45 PM

Impact of incoherent magnetization switching
in FePt-L10 grains

Jian-Gang (Jimmy) Zhu
Carnegie Mellon University

5:45-6:00 PM

Break

A6

6:00-6:30 PM

Anisotropic heatsinks for heat assisted magnetic recording

Pierre-Olivier Jubert
Western Digital

A7

6:30-7:00 PM

Heat assisted magnetic recording dependence on reader for
conventional and shingled magnetic recording

Steven Granz
Seagate Technology

Session B: Recent Progress in STT-MRAM
Session chair: Luc Thomas (Applied Materials)
Presentation

Mon PM

Title

Speaker

B1

3:00-3:30 PM

High speed spin-transfer torque MRAM for
last level cache applications

Guohan Hu
IBM

B2

3:30-4:00 PM

Manufacturable embedded STT-MRAM technology at 22FDX
node and TCAD modelling of MRAM Devices

Hemant Dixit
GLOBALFOUNDRIES

B3

4:00-4:30 PM

Recent progresses in STT-MRAMs and nonvolatile brain-inspired
processors based on CMOS/MTJ hybrid technology for ultralowpower IoT/AI systems

Tetsuo Endoh
Tohoku University

4:30-4:45 PM

Break

B4

4:45-5:15 PM

Effects of self-heating in perpendicular MRAM

Dmytro Apalkov
Samsung

B5

5:15-5:45 PM

Eigenvalue-based micromagnetic analysis of
magnetic tunnel junctions for magnetic
random access memory devices

Vitaliy Lomakin
UCSD

5:45-6:00 PM

Break

B6

6:00-6:30 PM

Review of STT-MRAM circuit design strategies, and
a 40-nm 1T-1MTJ 128Mb STT-MRAM design practice

Hiroki Koike
Tohoku University

B7

6:30-7:00 PM

Engineering of magnetic materials for
advanced spintronic devices

Jyotirmoy Chatterjee
UC Berkeley
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TMRC 2020 Invited Presentations
Tuesday August 18th, 4:00 pm to 7:15 pm
Session C: MAMR Writer, Media & Recording Physics
Session chair: Simon Greaves (Tohoku University)
Presentation

Tue PM

Title

Speaker

C1

4:00-4:30 PM

Extended concept of MAMR and its
performance and reliability

Akihiko Takeo
Toshiba

C2

4:30-5:00 PM

Design and numerical study of flux control effect
dominant MAMR head: FC writer

Naoyuki Narita
Toshiba

C3

5:00-5:30 PM

Investigation of spin-torque induced magnetization dynamics
in all-in-plane spin-torque oscillator

Yuya Sakuraba
National Institute for Materials
Science

5:30-5:45 PM

Break

C4

5:45-6:15 PM

Design concept of MAS effect dominant MAMR head
(MAS effect dominant MAMR head design)

Masayuki Takagishi
Toshiba

C5

6:15-6:45 PM

Microwave-assisted magnetization switching
behavior in granular media

Satoshi Okamoto
Tohoku University

C6

6:45-7:15 PM

Characterization of PMR films using time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr effect (TRMOKE)

Cristian Papusoi
Western Digital

Tuesday August 18th, 3:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Session D: STT / SOT MRAM and New Computing Devices I
Session chair: Seonghoon Woo (IBM)
Presentation

Tue PM

Title

Speaker

D1

3:00-3:30 PM

Improvement of free layer coercivity through film and
encapsulation interface control in STT-MRAM devices

Sahil Patel
Applied Materials

D2

3:30-4:00 PM

Ultrathin free layers for lowering the
switching current in STT-MRAM

Tiffany Santos
Western Digital

4:00-4:15 PM

Break

D3

4:15-4:45 PM

Electric-field switching of perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions
for ultralow-energy spintronic memory devices

Delin Zhang
University of Minnesota

D4

4:45-5:15 PM

Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia interaction in
oxide and metallic systems

Hans Nembach
NIST

5:15-5:30 PM

Break

D5

5:30-6:00 PM

Interaction between spin waves and
magnetic domain walls for wave-based computing

Luqiao Liu
MIT

D6

6:00-6:30 PM

Developments in spin-orbit torque based
magnetic tunnel junctions for neuromorphic computing

S. N. Piramanayagam
Nanyang Technological
University
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TMRC 2020 Invited Presentations
Wednesday August 19th, 4:00 pm to 6:45 pm
Session E: Reader, Channel and Tape
Session chair: David Bogy (UC Berkeley)
Presentation

Wed PM

Title

Speaker

E1

4:00-4:30 PM

Deep neural network-based detection and partial response
equalization for multilayer magnetic recording

Benjamin J. Belzer
Washington State University

E2

4:30-5:00 PM

A study on AM-FM combined detection for three-dimensional
magnetic recording using dual STO reading

Yasuaki Nakamura
Ehime University

E3

5:00-5:30 PM

A multi-track timing error detector for
two dimensional magnetic recording

Elnaz Banan Sadeghian
Stevens Institute of Technology

5:30-5:45 PM

Break

E4

5:45-6:15 PM

Progress and issues in CPP-GMR sensors for read heads

Tomoya Nakatani
National Institute for Materials
Science

E5

6:15-6:45 PM

Magnetic recording technology advancements of LTO tape

Edward Childers
IBM

Wednesday August 19th, 10:00 am to 12:45 pm
Session F: STT / SOT MRAM and New Computing Devices II
Session chair: Luqiau Liu (MIT)
Presentation

Wed AM

Title

Speaker

F1

10:00-10:30 AM

Spin-orbit torque MRAM: fundamentals,
technology integration and perspectives

Kevin Garello
IMEC (now at Spintec)

F2

10:30-11:00 AM

Spin-orbit interaction in Fex-Si1-x/Co Bi-layers

Sayeef Salahuddin
UC Berkeley

F3

11:00-11:30 AM

Sputtered topological semimetals and
benchmarking for STO-MRAM

Shan X. Wang
Stanford University

11:30-11:45 AM

Break

F4

11:45-12:15 PM

Radio-frequency synapses for neural networks
made of spin-torque nano-oscillators

Nathan Leroux
UMR CNRS-Thales

F5

12:15-12:45 PM

Probabilistic computing with stochastic
magnetic tunnel junctions

Kerem Camsari
Purdue University
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TMRC 2020 Contributed Presentations
Thursday August 20th, 10:00 am to 11:40 am
Session G: MRAM
Session chair: Vitaliy Lomakin (UCSD)
Presentation

Thu AM

Title

Speaker

G1

10:00-10:20 AM

Evaluation of thermally-driven spin torques generated by
microwave-heating-induced magnetic anisotropy change in a
magnetic tunnel junction

Gleb Dmitrievich Demin National
Research University of Electronic
Technology

G2

10:20-10:40 AM

Trends and applications for emerging memory technologies

Tom Coughlin
Coughlin Associates

G3

10:40-11:00 AM

Vertical transistor selector for MRAM

Kadriye Deniz Bozdag
Spin Memory, Inc.

G4

11:00-11:20 AM

Field-free toggle spin-orbit torque MRAM with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

Naimul Hassan
University of Texas at Dallas

G5

11:20-11:40 AM

Inversion of the spin-torque effect in MTJs via
resonant magnon scattering

Igor Barsukov
UC Riverside

Thursday August 20th, 3:20 pm to 5:40 pm
Session H: HDD Signal Processing
Session chair: Benjamin Belzer (Washington State University)
Presentation

Thu PM

Title

Speaker

H1

3:20-3:40 PM

Minimum-bit-error rate tuning for
2D-PDNP multitrack detection

Shanwei Shi
Georgia Institute of Technology

H2

3:40-4:00 PM

Deep neural network media noise predictor
turbo-detection system for one and two dimensional
high-density magnetic recording

Amirhossein Sayyafan
Washington State University

H3

4:00-4:20 PM

Convolutional neural network based symbol detector for
two-dimensional magnetic recording

Jinlu Shen
Washington State
University/Qualcomm

H4

4:20-4:40 PM

Joint multi-level readback for array-reader based
interlaced magnetic recording

Seungwook Yoon
Gwangju Institute of
Science and Technology

4:40-4:50 PM

Break

H5

4:50-5:10 PM

Signal detection using extrinsic information from
neural networks for bit-patterned media recording

Seongkwon Jeong
Soongsil University

H6

5:10-5:30 PM

A study on neural network detector in SMR system

Madoka Nishikawa
Ehime University

H7

5:30-5:50 PM

Multitrack detection with 2D iterative soft estimate
aided neural network equalizer for heat assisted
interlaced magnetic recording

Yao Wang
Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Thursday August 20th, 6:00 pm to 7:20 pm
Session I: HDD Recording Physics
Session chair: Hirofumi Suto (Toshiba Corporation)
Presentation

Thu PM

Title

Speaker

I1

6:00-6:20 PM

Simulating resonant magnetization
reversals in nanomagnets

Jinho Lim
Northwestern University

I2

6:20-6:40 PM

Stability of spin torque oscillators with dual free layers

Alexander Goncharov
Western Digital

I3

6:40-7:00 PM

Effect of spin torque oscillator cone angle on recording
performance in microwave assisted magnetic recording

Simon Greaves
Tohoku University

I4

7:00-7:20 PM

Spin transfer torque (STT) magnetic recording

Jeongmin Hong
Huazhong University of
Science and Technology
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A1
GEOMETRICAL SCALING LIMITS IN HEAT ASSISTED MAGNETIC
RECORDING
Stephanie HERNANDEZ1, Zengyuan LIU 1, Peiran JIN 1, Steven GRANZ 1, Raman
VENKATARAMANI2, William RADICH2, Tim RAUSCH 1, John DYKES 1, and Edward GAGE
1

1) Seagate Research, Seagate Technology, Shakopee, Minnesota
2) VLSI Channels, Seagate Technology, Longmont, Colorado
An ongoing effort [1] exists to quantify the ultimate limit areal density capability (ADC) limit of Heat
Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) systems. Recent ADC demonstrations featuring the latest state of
the art heads and media stand at around 2.27 Tbpsi [2]. One assumption is that if the geometrical scaling of
the individual components can be achieved, ADC scaling would follow. Although process limits in the
fabrication of media and heads [3] will ultimately determine the lower limit of component geometries, in
this work we aim to quantify the system level requirements as a function of ADC for HAMR systems through
micromagnetic modeling.
The magnetic recording “trilemma” states that in order to maintain the media, or spatial, signal to noise
ratio (SNR) as bit sizes decrease, the media grain diameter must also decrease. If that is the case, the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the media must also increase to avoid thermal instability. HAMR employs
a heat source during the write process to reduce the energy barrier of the recording medium. This has enabled
the development and use of media made of FePt-based materials. In addition to exhibiting high
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, very small grain sizes have been demonstrated in FePt media [4] through
intelligent process and materials design.

Fig 1: Media SNR as a function of thermal gradient expressed as change in temperature across the width of
a grain for two different grain sizes (5 nm and 7.5 nm). The arrows represent the actual thermal gradient
values in K/nm for the points highlighted.
Much research has also gone into the development of future recording head designs with the goal of
continually improving performance, while at the same time maintaining reliability [5]. A typical HAMR
head features a near field transducer (NFT) that provides a highly concentrated thermal spot within the media.
This thermal spot has a size, shape, and temperature gradient that are determined by the properties of the
NFT and its interaction with the media optical and thermal properties. The down-track thermal gradient
(DTG) is one of the most important metrics that define how well bit transitions are recorded. Figure 1 shows
media SNR as a function of the DTG over the grain diameter, for two chosen grain diameters, obtained from
micromagnetic modeling [6]. Single tone patterns are recorded on 50 unique randomly generated media
instances. Media SNR is calculated directly from the resulting magnetization patterns. By scaling the shape
and width of the thermal profile, the thermal gradients shown in the figure are obtained, at a similar track
width for all of the data points. Fig 1 illustrates the importance of the thermal gradient on media SNR, and
suggests that, all other factors being equal, bit quality may be entirely dependent on what the thermal gradient
is relative to the grain size. Roughly the same SNR is obtained for two different grain sizes at the same rate
of temperature change across the length of a grain. The arrows illustrate that, even though the rate of
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temperature change across a grain is the same for the two cases, the actual thermal gradient values in K/nm
are quite different. For large grains, we see a plateau in SNR, and a subsequent decrease, as the thermal
gradient increases. In this case, it might be possible that grains are not spending enough time at temperatures
that allow enough spontaneous magnetization to be susceptible to the applied magnetic fields.
Table 1: System scenarios for 2.4, 4.1, and 6.0 Tbpsi ADC targets, assuming a spatial SNR of around 10-11
dB.

The different system scenarios shown in Table 1 are obtained from a micromagnetic system model that yields
spatial SNR using an ensemble waveform analysis [6]. The thermal profile properties, magnetic writer
properties, reader cross-track resolution, and media properties are combined such that a spatial SNR of
around 10-11 dB is obtained for each of the scenarios illustrated. Reader cross-track resolution and channel
bit density (CBD) are optimized to achieve a BER of –2.0 dec using the channel model described in [7].
CBD is defined as:
CBD = PW50/BL,
where PW50 is the full width half maximum (FWHM) of dStrans/dx (the derivative in the downtrack direction
x of the signal in the vicinity of a transition Strans), and BL is the bit length in the downtrack direction. CBD
is a measure of the reader downtrack resolution, and is roughly equal to the number of bits in the downtrack
direction that can be resolved by the reader. CBD and reader SNR are varied to elucidate the trade-offs
required to maintain a similar level of performance. As CBD increases, due to either increasing linear density
or increasing PW50, higher SNR is required to achieve a similar BER given that more signal is required by
the channel to deconstruct the greater inter-symbol interference present in the system. As ADC increases,
the level of reader SNR required to overcome CBD increase is higher. For 2.4 and 4.1 Tbpsi, a 0.1 CBD
inflation requires in 1 dB reader SNR requirement increase. At 6 Tbpsi, 0.1 CBD inflation requires a 2.5 dB
reader SNR increase. However, it might be possible to relax the reader resolution and reader SNR
requirement at very high ADC if the spatial SNR is improved through optimization of the write process. This
illustrates not only how small the component geometries need to be at high ADC, but also that simply
maintaining the media and reader SNR may not be sufficient to maintain a reasonable level of performance.
REFERENCES
1) C. Rea, et. al, “Areal Density Limits for HAMR and PMR”, IEEE Trans. Magn., 52(7) 3001304, 2016.
2) S. Granz, et. al, “Areal Density Comparison between Conventional, Shingled, and Interlaced Magnetic
Recording with Multiple Sensor Magnetic Recording” IEEE Trans. Magn. 55(3) 3100203, 2019
3) C. Rea, et. al, “HAMR Performance and Integration Challenges”, IEEE Trans. Magn. 50(3) 3200605,
2014
4) Y. Kabota, et. al, “Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording’s Extensibility to High Linear and Areal Density”,
IEEE Trans. Magn., 54(11) 3201206, 2018
5) A.V. Itagi, et. al, “Integrated Near Field Transducer Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording Head: Design and
Recording Demonstration”, 2009 Optical Data Storage Topical Meeting
6) S. Hernandez, et. al, “Ensemble Waveform Analysis to Compare HAMR Recording Characteristics of
Modeled and Measured Signals”, IEEE Trans. Magn., 52(2) 3000406, 2016.
7) R. Venkataramani, U.S. Patent 8,737.460
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A2
Analysis of Adjacent Track Erasure for HAMR Media
R.H. VICTORA1 and Niranjan A. NATEKAR1
1) University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA, natek003@umn.edu
I. INTRODUCTION
In HAMR, the need for improving the recording performance has led to different system level
optimizations. Various NFT (Near Field Transducer) designs have been explored [1] to improve the laser
optics and obtain a narrow heat spot. At the same time, different media designs like the High Tc Thermal
ECC (Exchange Coupled Composite) media [2] have been introduced to improve the SNR (Signal to Noise
Ratio) and jitter in the recording process. In an effort to reduce the temperatures in the HAMR process, a
low Tc Thermal ECC media [3] was introduced. The goal of maximizing user areal density demands that
adjacent tracks be closely spaced. Here, we explore the effect of multitrack writing on different HAMR
media. Since adjacent tracks are overwritten in this process, we quantify the Adjacent Track Erasure (ATE)
effect and explore efforts to reduce this effect for different HAMR media.
II. SIMULATION SETUP & RECORDING PARAMETERS
We implement micromagnetic simulations to quantify the ATE for different HAMR media. Since the
ATE in the HAMR process is restricted primarily to tracks immediately adjacent to the track being
overwritten [4], we implement the writing process on just two tracks to reduce the simulation time. Track 1
is written using a single tone sequence and Track 2 is written using a 16 bit PRBS (Pseudo Random Bit
Sequence). Since the optimum track spacing for multitrack writing in the presence of a noise free reader is
70% of the heat spot FWHM [5], the heat spot FWHM and track spacing in our setup is maintained at 30nm
& 21nm respectively. The bit length in the writing process is 20nm and each bit is written with a 1ns duration.
Track 1 is written first and Track 2 is then overwritten multiple times, and the decrease in the SNR for the
Playback Signal on Track 1 is used as an indicator to characterize the ATE effect.
III. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION
ATE is first evaluated for single layer FePt media with varying thickness. The decrease in the SNR for
the single tone playback Signal is given in Eqn. (1) where ’B’ denotes the decrease in SNR (or the extent of
ATE), ‘A’ denotes the SNR for a single write pass of Track 1 & 2 and Write No denotes the number of times
Track 2 is written. A higher value for ‘B’ denotes a larger ATE.
(1)

SNR (dB) = 𝐴 + 𝐵 × ln(𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜)

We calculate the Single Tone Signal SNR by implementing multitrack writing for ten media (or 180
transitions), each with similar Grain Pitch (GP) and Grain Size Distribution (GSD). We restrict the maximum
number of times Track 2 is overwritten to 8, since it helps establish a trend in the SNR reduction while
establishing an upper limit to the simulation time. Fig 1 shows the value of the parameter ‘B’ (SNR decrease
for every overwrite of Track 2) for different recording conditions for multitrack writing for the FePt media.
From Figure 1, we can conclude that decreasing the single layer FePt thickness makes the structure more
susceptible to the ATE effect. This is because reducing the thickness makes the structure becomes more
susceptible to thermal fluctuations. It can also be seen that, as the Read Width (RW) increases, the reader
detects a greater overlap of Track 1 due to Track 2 leading to a greater ATE presence.
Fig 1 also shows the presence of ATE for high and low Tc thermal ECC media. The same simulation
process is implemented to observe the ATE for these HAMR media. The high Tc thermal ECC media (Tc
(write layer) = 900K/Tc (storage layer) = 700K) is surprisingly less susceptible to the ATE compared to FePt
media of lower thicknesses (7.5nm & 6nm) in spite of a low write layer thickness and high writing
temperature. This can be explained by the substantially high anisotropy of the write layer. For low Tc thermal
ECC media (Tc (write layer) = 600K/Tc (storage layer) = 500K), the ATE is substantially higher. This is
understood by realizing that the reduced Tc of the FePt storage layer reduces its anisotropy and the lower
writing and heat spot temperatures reduce the thermal gradient at the write temperature significantly (16
K/nm) compared to a higher value for the other HAMR media (~ 25 K/nm).
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To reduce the ATE, we implement two techniques 1) Alter the applied field angle from the default
22֯ value (in the X-Z plane) 2) Introduce controlled Intergranular Exchange Coupling (IGC) as a fraction of
the renormalized exchange at different temperatures [6]. Fig 2 shows the value of the parameter ‘B’ when
these techniques are implemented. While the ATE in the single layer FePt media (6nm) seems to be
impervious to the changes in the applied field angle, small applied field angles appear to reduce the ATE for
the High Tc thermal ECC media (3nm/6nm). However, small angle also reduces the SNR in general, leading
to the conclusion that 30 degrees actually yields the best SNR even in the presence of overwrite. Similarly,
introducing a finite IGC improves the writing performance of the single layer FePt media by reducing the
ATE. Other techniques like applying a time limited heat pulse can be explored to reduce the ATE further.
We believe the ATE is proportional to the thermal stability factor at a temperature just below the
write temperature. The proposed hypothesis correctly predicts the ATE in the single layer FePt media
assuming coherent rotation. For the Thermal ECC media, other mathematical techniques that capture
incoherent rotation can be used to calculate the thermal stability factor and verify this hypothesis.
Establishing this hypothesis helps understand the scientific principle behind the existence of ATE in HAMR
and should help reduce the ATE for different HAMR media.
REFERENCES
1) M. H. Kryder et al., "Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording," in Proceedings of the IEEE, vol. 96, no. 11, pp.
1810-1835, Nov. 2008
2) Z.Liu & R.H.Victora (2016). “Composite structure with superparamagnetic writing layer for heat-assisted
magnetic recording”, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 52, no. 7, pp. 1-4, July 2016
3) N.A. Natekar, W.Tipcharoen & R.H.Victora, “Composite media with reduced write temperature for heat
assisted magnetic recording”, Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 486 (2019) 165253
4) S. Kalarickal, A. Tsoukatos, S. Hernandez, C. Hardie and E. Gage, "Adjacent Track Interference in HeatAssisted Magnetic Recording: Impact and Implications," in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, vol. 55, no. 7,
pp. 1-4, July 2019
5) Z.Liu et.al, “Composite media for high density heat assisted magnetic recording”, Appl. Phys. Lett. 108,
232402(2016)
6) N.A.Natekar, Z.Liu & R.H.Victora (2018), “SNR improvement by variation of media and recording
parameters for a HAMR Exchange Coupled Composite media”, AIP Advances 8, 056513 (2018)
Fig 1. ATE for different HAMR media

Fig. 2. ATE improvement for HAMR media of varying
intergranular exchange coupling and applied field angle
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Heat-assisted magnetic recording is a promising technology for increasing the areal density of hard disk
drives beyond conventional perpendicular magnetic recording, particularly at narrow track widths. In
HAMR, a plasmonic near-field transducer momentarily heats the recording media to reduce its coercivity
below the magnetic field of the write head. However, heating the recording area can also increase the
temperature of adjacent tracks and erase previously recorded information. Therefore, understanding the
erasure mechanism and the scaling of coercivity near the Curie temperature (𝑇𝑐 ) is an essential part of
improving HAMR areal density. In addition to thermal effects, the applied magnetic field is instrumental to
the erasure mechanism, and it has been shown that on-track erasure can be used as an effective metric to
estimate the field from the magnetic write pole [1].
In general, Sharrock’s equation can provide an accurate analytical prediction for coercivity (𝐻𝑐 ) [2].
However, in the case of HAMR media, Sharrock’s equation might not be the best method to calculate 𝐻𝑐
since it requires an accurate knowledge of the energy barrier and attempt frequency near 𝑇𝑐 [3], [4]. An
alternative approach is to use micromagnetic simulation to model erasure. Erasing a written track under the
different applied magnetic fields can be used to estimate the change in the effective anisotropy field (𝐻𝑘 ).
In this study, we use micromagnetic simulation to model the Write Current Assist Percentage (WCAP)
measurement used to predict the anisotropy field (𝐻𝑘 ) of recording layer [1]. Specifically, we calculate the
erase temperature of a single frequency micro-track for different values of the applied field. The main
advantage of this method is that we can directly calculate 𝐻𝑘 for any type of complex media multilayer
structures. By using WCAP modeling, we show that 𝐻𝑘 for the erasing process can be described effectively
with the scaling equation:
𝑇

𝐻𝑘 = 𝐻𝑘 (0) (1 − 𝑇 (𝑡
𝑐

𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝛽

)
)

[1]

where the 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 ) is the finite size scaled curie temperature for exposure time 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 , 𝛽 is the critical
exponent, and 𝐻𝑘 (0) = 2𝐾𝑢 /𝑀𝑠 . In Eq. 1, 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 ) directly depends on the time scale that the recording
grain experience temperature 𝑇. As the exposure time increases, 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 ) starts to become smaller than
bulk value ( 𝑇𝑐 (∞) ). In fact, at 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 ) , recording grains can have some spontaneous
magnetization. However, depending on the observation time, thermal fluctuation can lead to magnetization
reversal and zero average magnetization in the heated area. As depicted in Fig. 1a for the case of single
layer FePt recording media, 𝑇𝑐 (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 ) ≈ 𝑇𝑐 (∞) − 13 when the exposure time is around one nanosecond.
In addition to temperature scaling, we can directly study the field angle dependence of 𝐻𝑘 by erasing the
micro-track at different applied field angles. Our modeling shows that for the case of single layer FePt
media, field angle dependence of anisotropy field can be described effectively by the Stoner-Wohlfarth
model as an approximation.
A. Ghoreyshi
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In addition to providing fundamental information, the WCAP measurement is an effective metric for
evaluating head-media interaction. When 𝐻𝑘 (𝑇) of a specific recording medium is known, WCAP can be
used to predict the magnetic field from the head or to evaluate the performance of different design features
such as write pole geometry, Magnetic Soft Underlayer (SUL) thickness, and write current waveform
(Fig.1b).

REFERENCES

1. Saunders, Douglas A., et al. "Magnetic Field Strength Measurements in Heat-Assisted Magnetic
Recording." IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 55.12 1-5 (2019).
2. Sharrock, M. P. "Time dependence of switching fields in magnetic recording media." Journal of
Applied Physics 76.10 6413-6418 (1994).
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Fig. 1 a) 𝐻𝑐 is calculated from WCAP modeling for FePt ( 𝛽 = 0.6 and 𝑇𝑐 = 717𝐾), the fitted line is
the equation 1 , b) is the WCAP field as a function of write current (WC) for different design features.
Design A(blue) has higher magnetic head field than design B(red), the dashed lines are full thickness SUL,
the solid are 60% SUL thickness
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ENERGY BARRIER ANALYSIS OF HIGH DENSITY HAMR
SIMULATIONS
Eric Roddick, Lei Xu and Richard M. Brockie
Western Digital Corporation, San Jose, CA 95119 USA

I. INTRODUCTION
Some form of heat assistance is likely to be required to achieve >3Tbpsi recording density and continue
the long progression of capacity growth of magnetic recording in hard disk drives. To provide useful
component design guidance, micromagnetic simulations of heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) must
include estimates of the areal density of the recording system. In earlier work prepared for Intermag 2020
we investigated the influence of both near-field transducer and medium design on areal density. Exploring a
range of medium and NFT designs we demonstrated that once the thermal gradient of the head & medium
system is sufficient, the achievable jitter (and hence linear density) is governed by the magnetic properties
of the medium. Including read-back parameters, we outlined requirements for HAMR recording systems
capable of achieving > 2 Tbpsi in hard disk drives with product margins [1].
After briefly summarizing the results of our Intermag calculations we will extend our analysis
considering the following topics.
II. ANALYTICAL JITTER
Natekar and Victora [2] have recently proposed a refined analytical jitter formula for HAMR:
𝜎

= 𝜎 +𝜎

+𝜎

(1)

,∇

where the first 2 terms represent the jitter due to, respectively, the mean (𝐷) and standard deviation (𝛿𝐷)
of the centre-to-centre grain separation distribution. The final term estimates the jitter due to the HAMR
writing process and contains the ratio of the width of the switching probability distribution [3] and downtrack thermal gradient (𝜎 ⁄∇ ).
Applying the limit ∇ → ∞ ⟹ 𝜎
,∇ → 0 enables an estimation of the limiting jitter based upon
only three parameters: the medium distributions (𝐷, 𝛿𝐷) and the reader width (𝑀𝑅𝑊) with the
assumption that the written track width is larger than MRW. Figure 1 shows jitter from our simulations
plotted as a function of ∇
for 2 media: a low density medium with wide distributions (medium A, left)
and a high density medium with narrow distributions (medium E, right). The limiting analytical jitter values
estimated by considering stable grains in the population at the storage temperature are also plotted and show
remarkable agreement with the limiting jitter value for thermal profiles with high thermal gradients. At
TMRC we will present results of extending this analysis to include the writing effects that are specifically
excluded in the limiting case.
III. ENERGY BARRIER DISTRIBUTIONS
Histograms of the energy barrier distributions for media A & E used in the simulations to calculate jitter
in Figure 1 are plotted in Figure 2. Medium A, with large grains and wide distributions, has a corresponding
broad energy barrier distribution with a peak around 400 𝐾 𝑉⁄𝑘 𝑇 and a significant low tail extending
well below values of 100 𝐾 𝑉⁄𝑘 𝑇. Medium E, with small grains and narrow distributions, in contrast has
a narrow distribution peaked around 200 𝐾 𝑉⁄𝑘 𝑇, but again has a tail that extends below
100 𝐾 𝑉⁄𝑘 𝑇 which indicates a potential for thermal activation at storage temperatures.
We will present results of additional AD simulations exploring the effect of adjacent track interference
which will be analyzed in the context of the calculated energy barrier distributions.
Eric Roddick
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Figure 1: Jitter as a function of down-track thermal gradient for a wide range of thermal profile widths and shapes. The jitter
asymptotes to a limiting value for high thermal gradients. The asymptote value for each case is estimated to high accuracy
using Naketar & Victora’s jitter formula in the limit of 𝛻 → ∞.

Figure 2: Histograms of energy barriers: medium A (left) has a low grain density and wide distributions, medium E (right) has
a high grain density with narrow distributions.
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Impact of Incoherent Magnetization Switching in FePt-L10 Grains
Jian-Gang (Jimmy) Zhu and Yu Yan
Data Storage Systems Center, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
In a L10 ordered FePt grain, pure Fe and pure Pt atomic monolayers alternate along the ordering
direction. Studies have shown that induced magnetic moment from the Pt monolayers is less
than 10% of the total magnetic moment and the Fe-Pt and Pt-Pt exchange coupling are
significant weaker than that of Fe-Fe bonds within each Fe monolayer [1][2]. Experimentally
measured magnetization temperature dependence, especially near Curie temperature, should
be dominated by the properties of Fe monolayers alone. Based on such physical picture, we
develop a new micromagnetic model: Each L10 ordered FePt grain is modeled as a chain of
exchange coupled macro-spins with each macro-spin representing a single Fe monolayer and
the effect of Pt monolayer is incorporated as the exchange coupling between adjacent
macrospins. Unlike most of the existing micromagnetic models, this model explicitly takes into
account the atomic structure resulted from the L10 ordering in FePt particles.
Using this new model, systematic micromagnetic modeling has been performed to study
magnetization switching of the L10 FePt grains in granular thin film media during heat assisted
magnetic recording process as well as magnetization switching characteristics at room
temperature. It is found that at room temperature, a magnetization switching always starts as a
reversed domain nucleate at one end of the grain followed by expansion of the reversed domain
via domain wall motion all the way towards the other end with complete magnetization reversal.
However, cooling down from Curie temperature, multiple oppositely magnetized domains
within a FePt grain can be formed during the recording process, as shown in Fig. 1b. In
particular, grains at transition centers can have domain walls stably remain within the grains
that enables grains to have fractional magnetic moments. The presence of grains with fractional
magnetization yields a reduction of transition noise. Figure 2 shows the calculated medium
SNR as function of inverse bit length (red). If we artificially force all the grains to become
signal domain by eliminating the smaller domain in each multi-domain grain, the recalculated
SNR (shown as black curve) is plotted for comparison. The change of SNR is significant. In
other words, the presence of the fraction magnetic moment grains effectively enables the same
SNR with narrower track width. On the other hand, the effective activation volume is
significantly smaller than that of the grain volume due to the alternating Fe and Pt monolayers,
limiting the grain diameter from reduction, a widely-accepted direction for increasing linear
density. These calculation results seem to provide an explanation for current success of HAMR
in achieving high track densities while facing challenges in increasing linear density capability.
[1] Antoniak C, Lindner J, Fauth K, et al. Physical Review B, 2010, 82(6): 064403.
[2] Mryasov O N, Nowak U, Guslienko K Y, et al. EPL (Europhysics Letters), 2005, 69(5): 805.
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Fig. 1 Left: Illustration of atomic structure in a L10 ordered FePt grain. Right: Magnetization states during

the cooling in recording: (a) Temperature slightly below Tc: each Fe monolayer acts rather independently;
(b) Forming well-defined domains slightly above recording temperature; (c) A domain wall remains within
a grain in the transition center after recording.

Fig. 2. Calculated recording SNR (red) as a function of linear recording density with a simulated magnetization
pattern shown on the right. The color represents the perpendicular magnetic moment of each grain with deep blue
and bright yellow representing single domain grain magnetized in opposite directions. Any color in between
indicates the grains are multi-domain resulting in fractional magnetic moment. The black curve is the calculation
result obtained by artificially pushing out domain walls to eliminate the smaller domains in the multi-domain
grains in which case the transition noise is increased, yielding a reduction of SNR.
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Heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) realizes large areal recording densities by locally heating a
high-anisotropy FePt recording layer during the write process. The magnetization of the FePt grains
freezes in the direction of the head write field when the temperature cools just below the grains’ Curie
temperature, close to 700K. A large temperature gradient is needed to achieve high densities because of the
inherent grains size and property distributions. The localized heat spot in HAMR comes from the
absorption into the medium of a strong electromagnetic field generated by the optical near field transducer
(NFT) located at the air-bearing surface of the HAMR head. The thermal properties of the medium stack
define the heat flow and therefore the resulting temperature profile. To improve the thermal gradient, a
heatsink layer is introduced below the recording layer. The role of the heatsink is to move the heat
generated in the recording layer down away from the recording layer towards the substrate to limit lateral
heat spreading in the recording layer itself. The stronger the heatsink, the larger the lateral thermal gradient
in the recording layer and the higher the potential recording density. Conventional heatsink materials
include metals such as Cu, Au, Ag, Ru, Cr, W, Rd or their alloys. They have isotropic thermal properties,
meaning that their in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities are the same.
In this work, we evaluate the use of anisotropic heatsinks for heat-assisted magnetic recording. First,
we present three-dimensional thermal modeling results that demonstrate that, contrary to a common belief,
the performance of the HAMR heatsink is determined by its in-plane thermal conductivity rather than its
out-of-plane thermal conductivity. Second, we present time-domain thermo-reflectance (TDTR)
measurements to extract experimentally both the in-plane and the out-of-plane thermal conductivities of an
anisotropic heatsink material made of (Cu/Ta) multilayers.
Optical and thermal modeling is carried out to calculate temperature profiles in a simplified HAMR
medium stack as a function of the in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities of the heatsink layer.
The medium stack comprises a 5-nm-thick carbon overcoat, a 10-nm-thick FePt recording layer, a
5-nm-thick MgO thermally resistive layer, a 60-nm-thick heatsink layer and a glass substrate. A
three-dimensional absorption map is calculated for fixed media optical properties and assuming that the
NFT is positioned 5 nm above the surface of the HAMR disk. This absorption map is used as an input to
the Comsol thermal modeling. Conventional optical and thermal properties are used for each HAMR stack
layer [1] and only the heatsink in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities are varied systematically.
The disk velocity is 15 m/sec. For each condition, the input laser power is scaled to achieve a fixed written
track width of 60 nm and the corresponding downtrack temperature gradient is extracted. Fig. 1 shows the
evolution of the temperature gradient as a function of the heatsink in-plane and out-of-plane conductivities.
For HAMR media with a glass substrate, the heatsinking strength and the resulting thermal gradient are
dominated by the heatsink in-plane thermal conductivity. Lateral heat spreading in the heatsink is much
more efficient than vertical heat flow because of the very low thermal conductivity of the glass substrate.
Anisotropic heatsinks with large in-plane thermal conductivities can therefore be very efficient alternatives
to isotropic heatsink materials for HAMR.
Separating in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities is experimentally challenging. One
reference experimental technique to measure the thermal conductivity of thin films is time-domain
thermo-reflectance [2, 3]. This pump-probe method measures optically the temperature decay at the
surface of a sample following a picosecond laser excitation. Both in-plane and out-of-plane conductivities
Pierre-Olivier JUBERT
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affect the TDTR response but, given the measurement conditions, the TDTR response is usually most
sensitive to the out-of-plane contribution of the thin-film thermal conductivity. Here, we purposely
measure identical (Cu/Ta) multilayer anisotropic heatsink fabricated on a highly thermally conductive
substrate, Si, and on a substrate with low conductivity, thick thermal oxide on silicon. With the first
conductive substrate, the heat flows mostly vertically; the TDTR spectra are more sensitive to the heatsink
out-of-plane conductivity. With the low conductivity substrate, more heat flows laterally in the heatsink,
making the TDTR spectrum slightly more sensitive to the heatsink in-plane conductivity. The TDTR
spectra are fitted simultaneously, which gives high sensitivity to the heatsink thermal anisotropy. Fig. 2
shows the experimental TDTR spectra and fitting results. For this (Cu/Ta) anistropic heatsink, we derive
experimentally an out-of-plane thermal conductivity of 11.5 W/mK and the in-plane thermal conductivity
of 69 W/mK, which makes such multilayer material a good candidate as HAMR heatsink.
REFERENCES
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3) D. G. Cahill, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 75(12), 5119 (2004)

Fig. 1 Contour lines of the recording layer temperature gradient in K/nm calculated as a function of the heatsink
thermal conductivity in-plane (κIP) and out-of-plane (κOP). The input laser power is adjusted to a constant written
track width of 60 nm.

Fig. 2 Experimental time-domain thermo-reflectance spectra for 20x (circles) and 10x (squares) Cu/Ta
multilayers heatsinks deposited on Si (black) or thermal oxide (blue). The lines result of the numerical fitting of
all four spectra at once.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) is the next generation hard disk drive technology which
enables continued and significant areal density growth [1]. As the track pitch continues to scale down, the HAMR
reader must continue to scale. The scalability of the current reader technology is greatly challenged at high track
densities [2-3]. With significant growth in areal density, the reader width must reduce with high signal to noise ratio
(SNR) to avoid side reading from adjacent tracks. Typically, there is a tradeoff between reader width and SNR [4-5].
For HAMR areal density to continue to scale, innovations to enable reader width reduction without SNR degradation
are necessary. Traditional reader head media spacing (HMS) reduction and reader width scaling may not be enough
to improve the reader resolution for high track pitches. In this paper, we compare the areal density capability (ADC)
of HAMR Conventional Magnetic Recording (CMR) and HAMR Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) at various
reader clearances with integrated HAMR readers and cross tested (CT) narrow high SNR readers.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We investigated the areal density capability for HAMR CMR and HAMR SMR with native and CT narrow
high SNR readers on a spinstand using the ASTC areal density metric [6] but with 6x adjacent track writes for both
CMR and SMR. For this study, ten integrated HAMR heads and ten narrow high SNR readers were used. The
HAMR writing was done with the integrated HAMR heads and reading with both integrated native readers and cross
tested with the narrow readers. The integrated HAMR heads and media were similar to those used in a previous
study [5]. Spinstand measurements were with writer current 45 mA, reader clearances of 0, 1, 2, & 3 nm, writer
clearance of 1 nm, radius of 29 mm, skew 0o and 7200 rpm with linear velocity of ~22 m/s. Channel areal density
(Tflux/in2) was measured. A code rate of 0.89 was used to calculate user areal density (Tbit/in2).
II. RESULTS
The areal density capability of the ten HAMR heads and the cross tested readers are shown in Figure 1. At
1 nm reader clearance, the average HAMR CMR ADC of 1.5 Tbit/in2 was observed with the native readers and 1.73
Tbit/in2 with the CT readers. A 15.3% CT ADC gain was observed for HAMR CMR with the narrow readers. For
HAMR SMR, an ADC of 1.69 Tbit/in2 was observed with the native readers and 1.93 Tbit/in2 with the CT readers
with a 14.2% CT ADC gain. At 1 nm reader clearance, the HAMR CMR to SMR ADC gain for native readers was
12.7% ADC whereas for the CT readers was 11.2% ADC. The native HAMR reader ADC slope vs reader clearance
was calculated as seen in Figure 2. For HAMR CMR, the native readers observed a slope of 44 Gbit/in2 per nm and
for HAMR SMR, a slope of 45 Gbit/in2 per nm. The CT readers observed a slope of 56 Gbit/in2 per nm for HAMR
CMR and 62 Gbit/in2 per nm for HAMR SMR. The narrow cross tested readers observed a steeper ADC dependence
on clearance than the native reader.
II. CONCLUSION
Innovations to enable novel HAMR readers with scalable reader widths and high SNR are needed to
enable continued and significant areal density growth for HAMR as track pitches continue to scale down.
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Figure 1: HAMR CMR and SMR Areal Density with Native and Cross Tested Narrow Readers

Figure 2: HAMR CMR and SMR Areal Density Sensitivity to Reader Clearance for Native and Cross
Tested Readers
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HIGH SPEED SPIN-TRANSFER TORQUE MRAM FOR LAST LEVEL
CACHE APPLICATIONS
G. HU, J. J. NOWAK, M. G. GOTTWALD, S. L. BROWN, C. P. D’EMIC, P. HASHEMI, J.
KIM, G. LAUER, J. Z. SUN, T. SUWANNASIRI, P. L. TROUILLOUD, S. WOO, and D. C.
WORLEDGE
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, USA, hug@us.ibm.com
I. INTRODUCTION
Significant progress has been made in the field of spin-transfer torque (STT) MRAM in recent years.
As the first generation embedded STT-MRAM products, targeted for eFlash replacement, have matured in
major foundries [1-3], the next application space in mobile cache for wearables and IoT products is also on
the horizon. However, the long-held promise of using MRAM as last level cache (LLC) remains
challenging, despite extensive research efforts in the last 15 years [4-5]. This is largely due to the difficulty
of writing MRAM devices reliably at the required speed of LLC, somewhere around 3 ns. For STT-MRAM
devices, high- speed performance has been limited by poor write-error-rate slope, large device-to-device
variations in write voltage, and anomalies in write-error-rate curves. Alternative approaches have
therefore been suggested for achieving high speed writing. Among them, spin-orbit torque (SOT) MRAM
has been the leading contender, being studied extensively in both academia and industry [6-7]. However,
SOT MRAM devices are typically three-terminal structures which significantly reduce the density of
MRAM and therefore eliminate the system-level performance benefit compared to SRAM. Here we show
that instead of resorting to the low-density SOT approach, it is possible to achieve reliable 2 ns writing in
standard two-terminal STT-MRAM [8].
II. RELIABLE SWITCHING AT 2 NS
By materials optimization, we were able to significantly improve the switching current and
write-error-rate (WER) slope dependence on write pulse width, and suppress the WER anomalies for high
speed switching. Fig. 1 shows three WER curves of a single device with improved materials properties,
measured with 30 ns, 10 ns and 5 ns write pulses. As the write pulse decreases from 30 ns to 5 ns, both the
switching voltage and the WER slope show a very weak pulse-width dependence and no WER anomalies
were observed at 1e-6 error floor. For devices with the same materials, we demonstrated reliable 2 ns
switching of 254 devices measured down to the 1e-6 write-error floor, shown in Fig. 2. A single device was
measured down to the 1e-11 error floor with 2 ns write pulses, shown in Fig. 3. No obvious WER anomalies
were observed. Reliable 3 ns switching was also achieved in STT-MRAM devices with a completely
different free layer materials design. Our results open up the possibility of developing two terminal
STT-MRAM for LLC applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-transfer Torque (STT) based Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM), which enables
low power and high-speed operation, are being developed and are entering the commercialization phase
for both stand-alone and embedded applications [1-2]. For embedded applications, however, major
challenges are faster switching & high endurance which requires significant engineering at device level.
Recently, many semiconductor companies have started offering embedded-MRAM (eMRAM) for eFlash
replacement [3-4]. However, STT-MRAM for cache-like applications is still in the development stage with
a few recent demonstrations of STT-MRAM for cache-like applications, achieving >1E10 endurance
cycles and claiming projected cycles of >1E12 [1,2,5].
This presentation will discuss the manufacturable embedded STT-MRAM technology at 22nm
FD-SOI platform offered by GlobalFoundries. We report high performance Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
(MTJs) from 40Mb STT-MRAM macro at sub-ppm failure rate for high volume manufacturing. We
demonstrate a superior endurance performance of >1E12 cycles at 1 ppm failure rate using 40Mb macro.
Finally, we also present TCAD modelling framework for MRAM devices that offers useful physical
insights for process optimization along with the hardware data.
II. DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the specifications of the eMRAM macro fully integrated on 22-nm FDX platform. The
chip is equipped with a bias control system to guarantee reliable operations across the operating temperate
range of -40~125 °C. The MTJ stack used meets the data retention requirement, meeting solder-reflow
BER < 10 ppm at 260 °C. Simultaneously, achieving 10 year data retention at solder-reflow temperature
along with sub-ppm BER has been challenging and is achieved by careful process optimization. TCAD
Micromagnetic simulations have been performed to understand the domain-wall assisted MTJ switching
and the thermal energy barrier. Furthermore, the temperature coefficients of the energy barrier have also
been evaluated to gain the physical insights. Figure 2 shows the 40MB Macro and cross-sectional view of
the MTJs using high resolution TEM imaging. We developed advanced MTJ film and etch processes, to
achieve low BER at short pulse-widths write operations using “one-time pulse”. The stochastic LLGS
simulations have been performed to understand the pulse width dependence of the switching current. The
Fokker-Plank equations are used to estimate the bit-level Write Error Rates and Read Disturb Rates that
effectively describe the temporal variations.
III. SUMMARY
The embedded STT-MRAM possess unforeseen challenges coming from process and integration steps
involved in the manufacturing of an integrated circuit. To begin with, for faster MTJ switching with high
endurance, it is crucial to retain as deposited magnetic parameters at film level unaltered in the MRAM
devices. However, maintaining adequate magnetization at reduced dimension has proven to be challenging
due to annealing and etch steps involved. Over past years, we have carefully optimized the MRAM stack
to meet all the desired criterion using advanced thin film deposition and etch techniques, supported by
TCAD device modelling. As a result, we demonstrate a superior endurance performance of our 22-nm
FDX eMRAM meeting both data retention and endurance requirements simultaneously that qualifies for
industrial-grade MCU applications.
HEMANT DIXIT
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Logic

22nm FD-SOI

Density

40Mb

Bit-cell

1T-1MTJ

Chip size (including bias and ECC)

4 mm2

Read Access Time

22 ns @ -40~125 °C

Write Cycle Time

200 ns

Clock Frequency

40 MHz

IO Width

X78 (x64 data + x14 ECC)

Power Supply (Core/IO)

0.8V / 1.5V

ECC

2bit-ECC (not enabled)

Table. 1 Specifications of 40 MB STT-MRAM Macro.

Fig. 1 40 MB MRAM Macro and inset showing the Cross Sectional TEM image of MTJs.
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Abstract This invited paper reviews our recent progresses
in STT-MTAM and Nonvolatile Brain-Inspired processors
with CMOS/MTJ hybrid technology. The STT-MRAM as
NV-working memory and AI processors are particularly
suitable for future IoT / AI systems that require ultra-lowpower and high-performance computing at the same time.
I. STT-MRAM
In order to reduce the operating power of computer
systems, it is effective to make working nonvolatile
memory, and to cut off the power of memory in stand-by.
From the viewpoint of operation speed, tough endurance,
and low operation voltage under good compatibility with
CMOS, STT-MRAM is the most probable candidate for
nonvolatile working memory at present.
With a differential type memory cell, high-speed STTMRAM was developed, as shown Fig. 1. With 6T-2MTJ
STT-MRAM cell technology, 1Mb STT-MRAM achieved
to read/write of 1.5ns/2.1ns. Next, we proposed the
smallest 2T-2MTJ STT-MRAM cell and demonstrated
1Mb STT-MRAM with the 500psec operation latency.
These results of differential type STT-MRAM are
sufficient for cache memory application.

(a)

MTJ). The prototype object recognition processor is
fabricated under 90nm-CMOS/70nm-MTJ hybrid process
on 300mm-wafer. The 4-Transistors&2-MTJs memory
cells are adopted to completely eliminate standby power.
A self-directed power-gating technique leveraging the
non-volatility, high access speed and unlimited endurance
features of the p-MTJs is employed to shut down idle
circuit blocks during not only the standby periods but also
the full operation periods. The measured peak operation
power consumption of the prototype chip is only 130 W
and can be further optimized corresponding to the format
of reference data (Fig. 3).
Compared to the latest conventional researches, the
significant improvements of both power performance and
circuit density are achieved as shown in Fig. 4.

(b)
Fig. 3 Prototype NV-Brain-inspired object recognition processor
with 90nm-CMOS/70nm-MTJ and its results of operation power
consumption and reference data dimensionality.

Fig. 1. (a) 1 Mbit 6T-2MTJ 90 nm STT-MRAM,
(b) 1 Mbit 2T-2MTJ 90 nm STT-MRAM

Finally, we have also achieved high performance in
128Mb STT-MRAMs with 1T-1MTJ type single side cell
as shown Fig. 2. By our high performance MTJ technology,
even though chip density increases more than 100 times,
and cell structure is not a differential type, our developed
128Mb STT-MRAM achieved 7nsec operation speed. The
result is realistic performance for cache memory
application.
1.8

(b)

Vdd (V)

1.6

(a)

Fig. 4 Further performance comparisons of the operation power
efficiency and circuit density.
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Fig. 2. (a) 128 Mbit 1T-1MTJ 40 nm STT-MRAM,
(b) Schum plot of 128Mb 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM

II. CMOS/MTJ hybrid Nonvolatile Brain-Inspired VLSIs
Focusing on the indispensable nearest neighbor search
(NNS) function of the brain, we have developed a
nonvolatile object recognition processor with NSS fulladaptive to any data format, employing nonvolatile
memories base on our IPMA type perpendicular MTJ (p-
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, there were a number of breakthroughs in understanding the complex behavior of a
free layer in perpendicular MRAM [1-4]. Despite that, there are still some experimental observations that
are not adequately understood in the MRAM community. One such example that has been debated for the
last few years without reaching an irrefutable understanding includes the dependence of switching current
or figure of merit on the resistance-area product (RA) [5,6]. In this work, we present a comprehensive picture
based on modeling and experimental measurements that demonstrates that a number of unsolved effects
(including aforementioned RA-dependence observation) can be explained by the presence of resistive (Joule)
heating during the current pulse application.
II. MODELING OF TEMPERATURE INCREASE DURING SWITCHING

Temperature increase DT (0C)

Our 3D modeling of Joule heating of a realistic perpendicular MRAM structure (including bottom and
top electrodes) predicts large and very fast (1-3 ns) temperature increase with an applied voltage pulse of
amplitude comparable to typical switching voltages of MRAM cells. Simulation results suggest that
depending on the assumed thermal conductivity of the materials comprising and surrounding MTJ stack,
temperature increase is expected to vary between ΔTmin and ΔTmax as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of experimental data (symbols) on two different MTJ processes with 3D modeling of
Joule heating.
III. VERIFICATION OF TEMPERATURE INCREASE AND EFFECTS ON SWITCHING
For experimental verification, we have developed a technique to directly measure temperature increase
as a function of applied voltage on the same MTJ stack that is used for switching evaluation [7]. This method
relies on the temperature sensitivity of the switching field of the reference layer, and unlike a similar
technique relying on the coercivity change of the free layer [8] reduces the unwanted contribution of the spin
transfer effect and makes extraction of temperature increase more direct. To understand the implications of
Dmytro Apalkov
E-mail: d.apalkov@samsung.com
tel: +1-408-544-5146
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the Joule heating on device behavior, we have included temperature increase and associated effects into a
micromagnetic model (using MuMax finite-difference code [9]) taking into account temporal variation of
temperature during STT switching. As an example, we compare the modeled dependence of switching
current on RA with experimental measurements in Fig. 2 for a switching pulse of 50 ns.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of normalized switching current density for P->AP switching on resistance-area product for
50 ns switching pulses.

In conclusion, we will discuss some other important and not obvious implications of Joule heating on
free layer behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the magnetization dynamics driven by spin transfer torque (STT) is important for
designing magnetic devices, such as magnetic random access memory (MRAM). The important
parameters that can be obtained by solving the LLG equation are the infinite duration critical switching
current J c 0 at zero temperature, switching current J for a given pulse duration or switching time W
for a finite pulse duration at zero or non-zero temperature. In the single-spin approximation, these
parameters can be obtained exactly or approximately via analytical derivations [1]. However, using the
single-spin results for cases of larger devices, e.g. memory cells of size > 20 nm, may be inadequate due to
the non-uniform magnetization dynamics. For such larger-size devices there is a set of properties that
require a different treatment. Using the LLG equation does provide this information but it may be time
costly and may not provide sufficient physical insights for understanding the behavior and designing
structures.
Here, we present a framework in which the dynamics of switching is predicted by obtaining a set of
resonant modes and complex resonant frequencies of a device based on the LLG equation linearized
around the equilibrium state. This approach allows obtaining the switching parameters much faster and
possibly more reliably, and also provides physics insights.

II. EIGENVALUE APPROACH
We represent the magnetization as m m 0 v , where m 0 is the equilibrium magnetization state in
the absence of STT term and v is a small magnetization variation around this equilibrium state. We, then,
linearize the LLG equation and define a linear eigenvalue problem
jZ (1 D 2 ) v

m 0 u h( v )

H0 u v

D m0 u v u H0

m0 u m0 u h .

Here, H 0 is the effective field corresponding to m 0 , v is the complex resonant mode magnetization
variation, Z is the corresponding complex resonant frequency, and h is the effective field corresponding
to v and it includes the linearized STT effective field component (e.g. for the damping torque the
linearized STT effective field is h E v u p , where E is a coefficient related to the STT efficiency and
current, and p is the polarizer direction). This eigenvalue problems can be solved either directly by a
proper eigenvalue solver or via a perturbation analysis [2]. The solution is a set of resonant frequencies
Zn and corresponding resonant modes v n . It should be noted that since E depends on the current,
which can be time dependent, the resonant solutions can also be time dependent. We note, however, that
the STT term is weak as compared to the fundamental resonant solution obtained without it, so that it adds
only a small components, mostly pronounced in the change of Im{Zn } , whereas Re{Zn } and v n are
only slightly changed.
The solutions of the eigenvalue problem provide an important information for J c 0 , J , and W . For
instance, based on the solutions for Im{Zn } we can find the threshold condition such that Im{Zn } 0 ,
which corresponds to J c 0 . Any current greater than J c 0 would lead to Im{Zn } 0 corresponding to an
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Review of STT-MRAM circuit design strategies,
and a 40-nm 1T-1MTJ 128Mb STT-MRAM design practice
Hiroki KOIKE, Takaho TANIGAWA, Toshinari WATANABE, Takashi NASUNO,
Yasuo NOGUCHI, Mitsuo YASUHIRA, Toru YOSHIDUKA, Yitao MA, Hiroaki HONJO,
Koichi NISHIOKA, Sadahiko MIURA, Hirofumi INOUE, Shoji IKEDA, and Tetsuo ENDOH
Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan
I. INTRODUCTION
STT-MRAM is now an essential component for future low power consumption electronics. Recently, a
number of STT-MRAM developments have been successively disclosed by major LSI vendors [1-9], and some
of them announced that risk mass-production of STT-MRAM had started. This invited paper reviews, in this
opportunity, STT-MRAM circuit design strategies, which cover memory cell design, sense amplifier (S/A) and
reference generator (Refgen), and array architecture. Furthermore, as one example of STT-MRAM design, a
128Mb STT-MRAM chip using 40-nm standard CMOS and 3X-nm MTJ technology will be presented [10].

II. DESIGN STRATEGIES OF STT-MRAM
The circuit design strategies of STT-MRAM are described as follows: (1) memory cell design, (2) sense
amplifier and reference generator, (3) array architecture. In each section, the perspectives for designing the
individual part will be presented.
(1) Memory cell design: Memory cell circuit design can be divided into two modes, write and read. The key
point in the design for write operation mode is the matching between cell transistor's current drivability and
MTJ switching current, as shown in Fig. 1. In a typical MTJ, there is an asymmetry between the threshold
switching current from Parallel(P)-state to Anti-Parallel(AP)-state and that from AP-state to P-state [11,12]. The
driving power of transistor also has an asymmetry. Therefore, the matching between threshold switching current
of the MTJ and the write current supplied via the cell transistor must be appropriately taken cared. To address
this requirement, some solutions have been developed: to use "top-pin" MTJ structure (including not only
device-structural top-pin but also "equivalent" top-pin which swaps the top-pin to the bottom-pin by wire)
[13-16], to use PMOSFET for cell transistors [16-18], to increase the drivability of cell transistors [19,20], etc.
On the other hand, the key point in the design for read operation mode is to control the magnitude of the read
current, that is, trade-off mediation between read signal amount and read disturbance. Since these are the design
issues that are highly dependent on MTJ and CMOS performance, the optimum solution needs to be chosen
depending on the process technology to be used.
(2) Sense amplifier and Reference generator: In the case of STT-MRAM, the S/A has two kinds of aims as
follows; the first is to obtain high read performance, the second is to bridge between the voltage mode operation
of peripheral circuits and the current mode operation of STT-MRAM cells. Many types of S/As have been
developed, closely related to the array architecture [1-3,8,9,21-29]. The RC-delay was reduced by applying the
current-sensing method on long wires like bit line (BL)s/data line (DL)s [21-22]. In addition to the proposed
S/A scheme constructed by the current conveyer block and the main amp block, the developed S/A achieved the
above two aims at the same time (Fig. 2). Next, for Refgen, there are two types as follows (Fig. 3). In Type-1,
both the MTJ resistance of P-state and AP-state is used [8,26]. In Type-2, some offset to the resistance for P-(or
AP-)state of MTJ is added [2,9,23,30]. The latter method based on the P-state resistance, whose value has little
dependency on the bias across MTJ, can provide a stable reference under the operational voltage fluctuations.
(3) Array architecture: In read operation, there are various factors which affect the read performance, such as
variations of memory cell and reference signals, signal path differences between memory cell and reference cell,
etc. In order to compensate for the performance degradation caused by these factors, it is necessary to solve
complex combinatorial problems including cell array configuration, peripheral circuit layout, variation
compensation methods, etc [1-9,23,26,28-30]. In our approach [23], the device-variation tolerant array
architecture was introduced (Fig. 4), which can cancel out the signal loss caused by parasitic elements.

III. 40nm-LOGIC-PROCESS COMPATIBLE 128Mb STT-MRAM
As one example of the state-of-the-art STT-MRAM design, a 128Mb STT-MRAM chip was designed and
fabricated using 40-nm standard CMOS and 3X-nm MTJ technology [10,31,32]. To keep process compatibility,
we used only standard-Vt and low-Vt of core transistors, which were normally provided, and did not use any
special devices in the MRAM core. Fig. 5 shows a microphotograph of the 128Mb STT-MRAM. The fabricated
chip achieved 14/7 ns write speed at 1.2/1.8 V, respectively, that is enough speed for last level caches, etc. [10].
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IV. SUMMARY
In this invited paper, the current design issues and our solutions of STT-MRAM were reviewed. Moreover,
with showing the developed 40nm-logic-process compatible 1T-1MTJ 128Mb STT-MRAM, developed our
technologies including cell, S/A and array architecture were effective to improve operation speed and its margin.
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ENGINEERING OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED
SPINTRONIC DEVICES
J. CHATTERJEE1,2, L. AVILES FELIX1, P. COELHO1, A. PATTABI2, A. CHAVENT1, R.
SOUSA1, I.L. PREJBEANU1, J. BOKOR2 and B. DIENY1
1) SPINTEC, Univ.Grenoble Alpes/CEA/CNRS, 38000-Grenoble, France
2) Dept. of Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciences, University of California Berkeley, CA 94720,
USA
In this decade, the quest of global digitization creates enormous demand of computation, memory and storage
capability. To satisfy the demand, energy-efficient, and faster memory and storage devices are required.
Spintronic devices, especially various magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) devices [spin-transfer torque
(STT)-MRAM, spin-orbit torque (SOT)-MRAM], and ultrafast all-optical and/or electrical memory devices are
being intensively studied to fulfill this demand. In this abstract, we discuss the development of a: i) back-end-ofline (BEOL) compatible seedless multilayers (SL-MLs) to use as a reference layer of top-pinned magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ), double-MTJ and a 2-bit MTJ stack, and ii) ferrimagnet-ferromagnet heterostructures for alloptical switching to build prototype MTJ based ultrafast memory devices.
I. SEEDLESS MULTILAYERS FOR SPINTRONIC MEMORY DEVICES
Emerging spintronic devices such as double-MTJ STT-MRAM[1], SOT-MRAM[2] and racetrack memory[3] are
getting special attention due to the added advantages of increased STT-efficiency, improved reliability and high
storage density respectively. SL-MLs are required as a reference layer (RL) above the MgO tunnel barrier for
these devices. We report SL-MLs of the form [Co/Insertion layer/Pt]n, deposited on top of half-MTJ
(MgO/FeCoB/texture breaking layer). Among different non-ferrous insertion layers (Ta, Cu, Mg, W, Ru and Al),
Ta produces the highest effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (Keff), which is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
thicknesses of different components (texture breaking layer, Co, Ta insertion, and Pt) are optimized to achieve a
back-end-of-line (BEOL) compatible top-RL using Ta inserted SL-MLs, exhibiting more than twice the Keff
compared to a conventional top-RL comprising the MLs without any insertion. Using this optimized RL, we
designed top-pinned-MTJ and double-MTJ stacks with stable magnetic properties after enduring a BEOL
annealing process. The double-MTJ has two reference layers across the free layer (FL). The top-RL acts as control
layer (CL). Depending of the relative magnetization alignment of the CL with respect to the RL, the memory cell
can be operated either in read-mode allowing high voltage reading or in write-mode allowing low voltage writing.
The voltage-field phase diagrams of Fig 1(b) of a double-MTJ memory cell in read and write-mode shows that
the average critical voltage is 1.9 V in read-mode and 1.5 V in write-mode. The STT-efficiency prefactor
(calculated from the slope of phase boundaries) in write-mode is 28% larger than that of read-mode. A 2-bit
memory stack, as shown in Fig 1(c) was designed using the Ta inserted SL-ML as a RL. Both the FLs can be
independently written by a combination of STT and SOT or only by SOT.
(d) 2bits-MTJ
Cap or Large spin-orbit material

Free layer

(a)

MgO barrier

TBL

RL

FeCoB
[Co/Pt]p-MLs
[Co/Pt]n-MLs
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(b)

TBL
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MgO barrier
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(d)

Free layer

Large spin-orbit material

Substrate

Fig. 1 (a) Keff of “Ta 30/FeCoB 3/MgO ~ 10/FeCoB 11/ W 6/[Co 6/I/Pt 17]5/Ru 50 Å” MLs with different insertion
(I) layers after annealing at 400°C for 10mins. (b) Phase boundaries of the bistable zones of voltage-field phase
diagrams in read and write -modes of 50 nm double-MTJ cell. (c) Schematic of a 2-bit MTJ stack, where black,
brown and blue arrows respectively represent the magnetization directions of hard layer (HL), RL and. Similar
color convention of arrows is used to explain ascending branch of M(H) loop depicted in (d).
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The ascending branch of the M(H) loop of this stack is shown in fig 1(d). The two free layers have different
coercivity as shown by green minor loop of inset figure. Hence this Ta inserted SL-MLs are promising to build
various advanced spintronic memory and also logic devices requiring a top reference layer.
II. ALL-OPTICAL SWITCHING OF FERRIMAGNET-FERROMAGNET HETEROSTRUCTURE
Ultrafast helicity-independent all-optical switching (HI-AOS)[4] as well as ps current-pulse driven magnetization
reversal[5] of a ferrimagnetic GdFeCo suggest the pathway of realizing ultrafast magnetization reversal of a MTJ
based memory element. Previously, MTJ devices were fabricated using GdFeCo as a free layer[6]. But due to low
spin polarization of GdFeCo and lack of thermal treatment the TMR was so small (0.6 %) that it was very far
from realizing a practical memory device. Therefore, it is important to switch a ferromagnet, which is known to
have higher spin-polarization, with ultrafast excitation. In this report, we will therefore reveal the investigation of
RKKY exchange coupled ferrimagnet-ferromagnet heterostructures showing a path to realize ultrafast all-optical
and electrical switching of an MTJ cell. The first heterostructure is “CoGd/Pt spacer/[Co/Pt] multilayers”, where
the thickness of the Pt spacer layer defines the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling or
decoupling. Polar magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) hysteresis loops shown in Fig 2(a) exhibit decoupling, AFM
and FM -coupling respectively for Pt spacer’s thickness of 4 nm, 3 nm and 1 nm. Single-shot HI-AOS images
shown in Fig. 2(b) reveal the magnetization reversal of Co/Pt MLs (red arrow) for FM and AFM coupling with
CoGd, which proves that the AOS of Co/Pt MLs is RKKY exchange mediated. For the decoupled case, Co/Pt is
demagnetized and only CoGd undergoes AOS. We also studied layer sensitive time resolved magnetization
dynamics, which revealed the switching time of the magnetization of Co/Pt MLs as 3 ps. Another ferromagnetferrimagnet heterostructure, recently reported by L. Aviles Felix et al., (MgO/FeCoB/Ta/[Tb/Co] multilayers),
exhibits single-shot AOS after annealing at 250°C up to a maximum duration of 5 ps laser pulses[7]. A simple
perpendicular-MTJ (pMTJ) stack (FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB/Ta/[Tb/Co] MLs) results in a maximum TMR of 41%
with 150 Wµm2.RA product (see Fig. 2(c)). These studies show a path to integrate an MTJ device, which can be
written by femto-second laser pulse or pico-second electrical pulse and can be read electrically by TMR.
Decoupled

Pt 4 nm

AFM coupled

Pt 3 nm
Pt 1 nm

(a)

FM coupled

1st pulse

2nd pulse

3rd pulse

4th pulse

(c)
(b)

Fig. 2 (a) M(H) loops of “[Co/Pt] MLs/Pt-spacer (4, 3 & 1 nm)/CoGd” samples. (b) Images of Single-shot AOS
switching of the respective samples. (c) TMR of a simple pMTJ of the form “FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB/Ta/[Tb/Co]
MLs” after annealing at 250°C (adapted from reference-[7]).
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Extended Concept of MAMR and Its Performance and Reliability
Akihiko Takeo1, Gaku Koizumi1, Naoyuki Narita2, Masayuki Takagishi2, Tomoyuki Maeda2,
Tetsuya Roppongi3, Shohei Kawasaki3, Wenyu Chen3, Min Li3, Yan Wu3
1) Toshiba Electronic Devise and Storage Corporation, Yokohama, Japan
2) Corporate R&D Center, Toshiba Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan
3) Headway Technologies Inc., Milpitas, CA, USA

I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave-assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) [1] is expected as one of candidates to extend areal
density of magnetic recording especially for large capacity near-line hard disk drive (NL-HDD). It is
well-known that original proposed magnetic assisted switching (MAS) effect employs magnetic resonance
between microwave from spin torque oscillator (STO) and recording media. Here we demonstrate that
MAMR recording heads equipped with STO in a write gap also have another effect to change the
recording field amplitude and gradient at the same time. In this talk, the control method on how to balance
these MAMR effects, and experimental read/write performance and reliability of this MAMR system in
HDD will be discussed.

II. EXTENDED CONCEPT OF MAMR
STO for MAMR head is inserted in the write gap and it consists with a spin injection layer (SIL) and a
field generation layer (FGL). The magnetization of FGL can be excited into a steady-state of magnetic
precession by spin transfer torque from SIL and write gap field. In-plane rotation component of this FGL
magnetization mainly generates microwave on recording media and this microwave reduces medium
switching field by magnetic resonance. This is called as MAS effect as shown in Fig.1 (a). On the other
hand, out of plane component of FGL magnetization also changes the recording field distribution of the
write head. First, averaged DC out of plane component of FGL magnetization itself will generate a
magnetic field which is applied on the recording media. Second, stray field of FGL magnetization affects
soft magnetic flux distribution in the main pole and write shield of the write head. We call this effect as
Flux Control (FC) effect of MAMR head (Fig. 1 (b)). When oscillation angle is smaller than 90 degree,
FGL magnetization increases write gap flux density and reduces recording field on the media compared
with no STO in the write gap case. If oscillation angle is over 90 degree, FGL magnetization reduces write
gap magnetic flux and increases recording field on the media. All of MAMR heads with STO show both
MAS effect and FC effect at the same time. The balance of these MAS and FC effect depends on FGL
oscillation angle as shown in Fig. 2.
III. PERFORMANCE OF MAMR HEADS WITH FC DOMINANT DESIGN
MAS effect of MAMR was predicted to have large ADC gain. However it requires frequency matching
between STO and recording media. It is also significant challenge in the MAS effect development to
realize uniformity of medium magnetic grain [2], enough current density with stable STO oscillation under
main pole and write shield interaction [3], and so on. Many studies on MAMR designed with oscillation
angle close to 90 degree and mostly lower than 90 degree, which includes some FC effect ADC loss as
show in Fig. 2. This study focus on FC effect. If FGL oscillation angle becomes close to 180 degree, some
ADC gain will be obtained by write field amplitude and gradient improvement compared with write head
without STO [4]. This ADC gain may be relatively smaller than ideal ADC gain of MAS effect. However, it
will be easier to realize without special medium magnetic design optimization. Fig 3 shows the
experimental bit error rate (BER) performance depending on bias voltage with combination of MAMR
head with FC effect dominant design and conventional PMR media. It clearly showed more significant
Akihiko Takeo
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BER improvement in one direction bias polarity which induced proper spin torque from SIL to FGL. ADC
performance and other reliability performance will be discussed in this talk.
REFERENCES
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Fig. 1. MAS effect and FC effect of MAMR

Fig. 2. FGL oscillation angle dependence of MAMR gain
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Fig. 3. BER test of MAMR head with FC
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DESIGN AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF FLUX CONTROL EFFECT
DOMINANT MAMR HEAD: FC WRITER
N. Narita1, M. Takagishi1, H. Iwasaki1, H. Suto1 G. Koizumi2, A. Takeo2 and T. Maeda1
1) Corporate R&D Center, Toshiba Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan
2) Toshiba Electronic Devices and Storage Corporation, Yokohama, Japan
I. INTRODUCTION
In microwave-assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) heads, spin torque oscillator (STO) located in a write
gap (WG) has an effect to modify the recording field distribution in addition to generate microwave field for
microwave assisted switching (MAS). We call this field modulation effect as “Flux control effect (FC effect)”
[1]
. FC effect can be obtained on any media. It is because FC effect is independent of MAS effect, and it mainly
depends on magnetization angle of STO. FC effect is maximized when STO magnetization is reversed
perfectly against gap field, and MAS effect becomes negligibly small because of small in-plane component of
magnetization. In this case, assist effect of MAMR head is mainly determined by FC effect. We call this FC
effect dominant MAMR head as “Flux control writer (FC writer)". In this study, FC writer properties are
discussed by LLG and FEM simulation.
II. BASIC STRUCTURE AND CONCEPT OF FC WRITER
Figure. 1 shows the typical structure of FC writer. FC writer has an FC device located in a WG like as STO.
FC device basically consists of two magnetic layers called magnetic flux control layer (MFCL) and spin
polarization layer (SPL). MFCL is located between two spacer layers composed of material with different spin
diffusion length, sf. When DC current is supplied to the FC device via pole, SPL contacted with pole (main
pole or trailing shield) plays the role of STT source for MFCL, and reflection STT acts dominantly at the
MFCL interface on a long-sf spacer side. As a result, MFCL magnetization is reversed against gap field when
sufficient current is supplied into the device. Origin of FC effect in MAMR head is flux flow change around
WG and impact of FC effect depends on MFCL magnetization oscillation angle. In FC writer case, the
direction of MFCL magnetization opposes write gap field. Magnetic flux leaks from MFCL surfaces to outside
of WG, and leakage flux modifies magnetic flux distribution around WG. As a result, recording field is
enhanced by magnetization reversal of MFCL. Advantage of FC writer is that FC effect is obtained on any
media. It is because that FC effect is a static field distribution modification depending only on magnetization
state in MFCL. In contrary, MAS dominant MAMR writer needs to design special media based on a matching
with ferromagnetic resonance frequency of media and oscillation frequency of STO to maximize MAS effect
[2]
.
III. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure. 2 shows magnetization dynamic property of MFCL. Dynamic magnetization behaviors are
simulated by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. Anisotropy field, Hk, saturation magnetization, Ms,
and damping constant, , are set to zero, 800 emu/cc and 0.02, respectively. MFCL thickness is typically less
than 10 nm for locating an FC device in WG of a conventional writer. Spin polarization ratios on the interfaces
of MFCL and two spacers are set to 0.5 (trailing shield-side) and 0.0 (main pole-side). Gap field is about
Naoyuki NARITA
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18kOe in this case. Figure. 2(a) shows reversal property of MFCL magnetization as a function of current
density flowing into MFCL. The vertical axis shows normalized magnetization component of thickness
direction, mz. In this simulation, MFCL magnetization can be reversed when J > 0.9 x 108 A/cm2. Figure. 2(b)
shows MFCL magnetization reversal dynamics at J = 3x108 A/cm2. Magnetization can be almost completely
reversed at 0.15 ns after the polarity change of a writer current and kept reversal state stably. Recording field
distribution properties of FC writer are investigated by using FEM simulation. WG length of a tapered-WG is
18 nm. MFCL is located at the center of the write gap and magnetization is fixed at ideal reversal state.
Recording field distribution is calculated in media at 15.0 nm from head ABS. Figures. 3(a) and 3(b) show
amplitude and gradient gains of perpendicular field, Hy, as a function of designed 4Mst (Product of thickness
and 4Ms). Field distribution property of FC writer is improved in proportion to 4Mst. Amplitude gain is 250
Oe (3.6% improvement from w/o MFCL) and gradient gain is 40 Oe/nm (14.5% improvement from w/o
MFCL) if 8nmT-MFCL is reversed. Figure 3(c) shows down-track field distribution comparison between the
writer with MFCL and that without MFCL. Field amplitude gain/loss is crossed under MFCL. As a result,
gradient gain is emphasized compared with amplitude gain. These gains are smaller than typical MAMR gain
by MAS effect [3]. But, about 6.7% recording density gain is numerically observed even on this FC writer and
conventional medium model, and we can obtain such a certain write performance improvement on any media.
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(a)

Fig.2 Magnetization reversal property of MFCL.
(a) Current density dependent and (b) reversal
dynamics at J = 3x108 A/cm2

Fig.1 Schematic drawing of basic FC writer.

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

Fig.3 Recording field properties, (a) amplitude, (b) gradient and (c) distribution comparison
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Investigation of spin-torque induced magnetization dynamics
in all-in-plane spin-torque oscillator
Y. Sakuraba, W. Zhou, N. Asam, H. Sepheri-Amin, T. Nakatani and K. Hono
National Insitute for Materials Science (NIMS), Tsukuba, Japan, SAKURABA.Yuya@nims.go.jp
I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) is a key technology to overcome the limitation of the
areal recording density of hard disk drives. The most important component for MAMR is a spin-torque
oscillator (STO) that generates large ac magnetic field through the magnetization oscillation in a magnetic
layer, so called field generating layer (FGL), and assist the writing process in the recording media. Therefore,
to understand the spin-transfer torque (STT) induced magnetization oscillation dynamics is essential for
realizing a technology of MAMR. Previously, we have studied the epitaxial STO device with NiFe spininjection layer (SIL) and FeCo-FGL(Fig.1(a)), in which both FGL and SIL have in-plane magnetization, so
called all-in-plane STO. We successfully observed the STT-induced out-of-plane (OPP) mode oscillation
generating in FGL and SIL simultaneously.[1] Relatively large oscillation cone angle FGL of FGL ~ 70° was
determined by a numerical analysis. However, the thickness of NiFe SIL in previous device was 7 nm, which
is too thick to be used in a practical STO for MAMR placed in narrow gap between writing poles. Therefore,
it is important to investigate how oscillation behavior changes with reducing the thickness of SIL layer. In
addition, it is also required to investigate the STT-induced oscillating behavior in more practical STOs having
a poly crystalline structure. In this study, we have prepared poly-crystalline STO devices with additional
coplanar line on the just top of the devices with an electric separation using an insulating layer.(Fig.2(a)).
This additional coplanar line enables us to give an additional ac magnetic field to the STO, which offers us
another way to study the oscillation behavior and deepen an understanding of STT-induced magnetization
dynamics.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The epitaxial NiFe/Ag/FeCo STO devices with different NiFe thickness 3, 5, and 7 nm have been grown
on MgO (001) substrate (Fig.1(a)). The poly-crystalline NiFe/Cu/FeCo STO devices were grown on thick
Ta/Cu/Ta electrode. The rf output from the STO spectrum was measured by the spectrum analyzer with
applying dc current and nearly perpendicular magnetic field Hz. To apply in-plane ac magnetic field to the
poly-crystalline device, Ti/Au coplanar line are patterned on just above each STO devices.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Figure 1(b),(c) and (d) show the dc voltage dependence of dV/dI, R, and power spectral density (PSD)
in the epitaxial STO device with 7 nm-thick NiFe SIL. With increasing negative bias voltage, STT-induced
magnetization reversal occurs in NiFe layer at about -20 mV, where we observed clear peak in dV/dI and the
R jump up to the intermediate state. Then, the oscillation occurs at above -30 mV. Here we confirmed ideal
dual OPP-mode oscillation in both NiFe and FeCo which was reproduced by our micromagnetics
simulations[1]. Namely, the oscillation frequencies of FeCo and NiFe show blue and red shift, respectively,
and the strong rf output generates from their frequency difference, fNiFe – fFeCo ,through MR output. On the
other hand, we observed a different result in the STO with 3 nm-thick NiFe SIL. After the magnetization
reversal occurs in NiFe SIL, the R changes to the value identical to that in antiparallel state(see Fig.1(e,f)),
indicating that magnetization of NiFe perfectly flips to the opposite direction of FeCo FGL in this region.
Then, strong dip appears in dV/dI at -33 mV and the R changes to intermediate value. Above this bias voltage,
clear peak showing blue shift appears (see Fig.1(g)), which seems to correspond to the oscillation of FGL.
The much smaller frequency difference-like signal was observed in the device with 3nm-thick NiFe
compared to the device with 7 nm-NiFe, which might be explained by very small oscillation cone angle of
NiFe SIL SIL because the reduction of SIL decreases a time dependence of relative angle between
magnetization directions of NiFe and FeCo, resulting in rf output having the frequency of fNiFe – fFeCo Above
-80 mV, stronger peak with small U dependence of the frequency appears. If this peak frequency corresponds
to the OPP-oscillation in FeCo-FGL, this behavior might be favorable for MAMR because the stable
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oscillation against U is excited in this region. However, a source of this peak has not been clarified so far.
In poly-crystalline STO devices with 3 nm-thick NiFe, we also observed the clear peaks showing blue shift
and saturating behavior of peak frequencies at higher dc voltage region (see Fig.2(b)) which resembles the
result for the epitaxial device with 3nm thick NiFe partly. To understand an origin of these peaks, we
measured rf output signal with giving ac magnetic field by flowing ac current to coplanar guide line. As
shown in Fig. 2(c), although ac magnetic field does not lock with the peak at 6 GHz, clear locking happens
against the peak at 30GHz. This result indicates that, the peak at 6 GHz does not match neither the oscillation
frequency of FGL nor SIL, but the peak at 30 GHz generate from actual oscillation frequency of FGL or
SIL.This result suggests that applying ac magnetic field is useful technique to identify an origin of rf output
signals in the study of all-in-plane STO.
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Figure 1 (a)Stacking structure of epitaxial STO device with FeCo FGL and NiFe SIL. The applied dc bias
voltage dependence of dV/dI, R and PSD for the device with 7nm-thick NiFe(b,c,d) and 3nm-thick
NiFe(e,f,g).
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Figure 2 (a) device structure of poly-crystalline STO with a coplanar line. (b)PSD mapping of rf output
measured under 1.6T magnetic field. The white dotted line indicates the condition used for a measurement
of ac magnetic field (Idc = 3mA). (c)AC source frequency dependence of PSD measured with Idc = 3 mA.
The white dotted line corresponds to the frequency of external ac magnetic field.
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Design Concept of MAS Effect Dominant MAMR Head
(MAS Effect Dominant MAMR Head Design)
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I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave Assisted Magnetic Recording (MAMR) is one of the most promising candidates for the
next generation hard disk drive (HDD)[1]. While MAMR dominated by well-known magnetic assisted
switching (MAS) effect is expected a large potential to high areal density, it also requires various
techniques to achieve the practical use, such as frequency matching, interaction reduction between spin
torque oscillator (STO) and write pole and so on. In this talk, these key factors for the design concept will
be summarized and how to overcome these difficulties will be discussed on a simulation basis.
II. KEY FACTORS OF MAMR DESIGN CONCEPT
In this paper, well-known important key factors of MAMR design concept are summarized, such as
(i) interaction between STO and write pole, (ii) frequency matching, (iii) negative FC-effect and (iv) STO
vertical field effect [2]. -- (i) Interaction between STO and write pole: The injected current density of
STO in the write gap is doubled compared with a model without the magnetic interaction between STO
and write pole [3], which makes a large oscillation of FGL more difficult. (ii) Frequency matching:
Although the resonance frequency of a current media is in the 20-30GHz [4], the frequency of a rotational
field from STO is estimated to be around 50GHz under large gap field with a narrow gap length of
20nm[3]. This miss-match requires a longer gap length of the write head as well as a higher anisotropy
field (Hk) of the media. (iii) Negative FC-effect: When an oscillation angle [5] of the flux generation layer
(FGL) is larger than 90 degree, large flux control (FC) effect [6] is expected. It also means that a smaller
oscillation angle than 90 degree will much degrade the magnetic recording quality. (iv) STO vertical field
effect: the vertical field component of rotational field due to STO oscillation causes large detrimental
effect [2]. The typical example of this effect will be indicated in this paper. In the following section, the
MAMR design example tracing these key factors will be indicated.

III. TOTAL DESIGN OF MAMR USING SIMULATION
In order to satisfy the key factor(i) and (ii), several configurations with longer gap length of 30nm were
studied using simulation (figure 1). For the simulation, Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with spin
torque term including both write head and STO was solved. The configurations are shown in figure 1
including (a)single SIL1, (b)single SIL2, (c)dual SIL[6] and (d)dual FGL structure. The oscillation angle
of 80deg in the write gap was obtained when employing (c) or (d) structures, which have gap length of
30nm and dual spin torque sources. In order to satisfy the factor (iii), we simulated 2T SNR with high Hk
media shown in figure 2. Two kinds of media are included in figure 2, such as low Hk media with
averaged Hk=16.6kG and high Hk media with averaged Hk=22.5kG. Structure (d) indicated good 2T SNR
performance enough to achieve over 2800kFCI. The difference of structure (c) and (d) is caused from the
key factor (iv). The in-plane component and verical component of the rotational field on structure (c) and
(d) are shown in figure 3. The structure (d) has no vertical field in the peak of in-plane field, which leads
much better performance than structure (c). The erase widths are also shown in figure 2. These results
indicate that MAMR with the "dual FGL structure" will be expected to be usable over 2800kFCI without
TPI loss.
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Fig. 1 The relation between bias current density (J) and oscillation angle. Every FGLs have magnetic thickness
of 21.6nmT and every STOs were installed in the write gap=30nm.

Fig. 2 The relation between kFCI and 2T SNR (MD condition of HDD). The condition of this simulation
when using low Hk media and CMR head with 18nm gap is for 2300kFCI.

Fig. 3 Rotational field of (c) dual SIL and (d) dual FGL
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I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave-assisted magnetization switching (MAS) is one of the key issues of the microwave-assisted
magnetic recording (MAMR) as well as a spin-torque oscillator (STO) as a writer [1]. The MAS behavior
has been initially discussed theoretically using the macrospin model. These calculations showed that the
switching field linearly decreases with increasing the rf field frequency frf until the critical frequency fc
over which the switching field abruptly increases. This MAS behavior was clearly confirmed in the
experiment using a dot of perpendicularly magnetized Co/Pt multilayer [2]. This very good consistency
between the macrospin model and the dot experiment tells us that the MAS is the physically
well-described phenomenon. However, the MAS experiments using granular films exhibit very gradual
change in the coercivity Hc with frf [3-5]. Although someone may say that the inter-grain dipole and/or
exchange interactions in granular films affect the MAS behavior, these factors are not significant [6]. Thus,
the quite different MAS behaviors between the dot and granular film remain as a big mystery and a serious
issue to be solved for the MAMR application. In this talk, our recent studies on granular MAS experiment
[7,8] are reviewed.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main problem on the granular MAS experiment is the time mismatch between the rf and dc fields.
In the granular MAS experiment, the rf field has been usually applied as a pulse of nano- or micro-second
order to prevent the Joule heating whereas the dc field has been continuously applied. Therefore, the
magnetization curve is measured as a function of the dc field with the time scale of the order of second.
Thus, the time mismatch between the rf and dc fields is about 106 ~ 109. This means that the intrinsic MAS
behavior which has less thermal agitation effect due to the very short
time 2scale
would be masked by the
CoPtCr-SiO
15 nm
large thermal agitation effect of the dc field. To solve
this time mismatch problem, the rf field applied as a
continuous wave (CW) is essential. For this purpose,
we modified the devise structure for the MAS
experiment comprehensively, and the new device
successfully generates a CW rf field with suppressing
the Joule heating within the allowable level [7].
Consequently, the linear reduction of the coercivity in
the granular MAS experiment was successfully
observed as shown in Fig. 1 [8]. In this experiment, a
CoPrCr-SiO2 15 nm granular was used. From this
result, it is concluded that the previously reported very
gradual change in the coercivity of the granular MAS
experiment is attributed to the time mismatch problem
as mentioned above. We should address here that the
slope of the coercivity against frf significantly varies
Fig. 1 Hc of CoPtCr-SiO2 granular film under
with the rf field amplitude hrf. In the macrospin and
the assistance of rf field of hrf with increasing
dot experiment, the slope is invariant with hrf. and its frf [8].
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value equals to 2/ [1,2], where  is the
gyromagnetic ratio. Moreover, the largest slope
for hrf = 0.95 kOe in Fig. 1 is still much smaller
than the 2/. Thus, the hrf dependent slope of
coercivity against frf is the intrinsic nature of the
granular MAS. This behavior is explained by the
spindynamics theory under the application of a
large rf field [9]. Interestingly, it was found that
the slope of the magnetization curve depends on
the frf. The slope of the magnetization curve
relates to the switching field distribution. To
obtain the insight about this phenomenon, we
performed the microscopy observation for the
granular MAS using the hard X-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) imaging at SPring-8
BL39XU. Figure 2(a) shows the X-ray
absorption signal (XAS) and MCD images at the
coercivity state of the micropatterned granular
film after applying an rf field of hrf = 0.76 kOe
and frf =16 GHz. Since the magnetic contrast was
not clear in the MCD image, the autocorrelation
function MCD was calculated as shown in Fig.
2(b). It was confirmed that the zero-cross point
which corresponds to the magnetic cluster size
depends on frf, i.e. the zero-cross point is about
400 nm for lower frf whereas it becomes about
100 nm for higher frf. Note that this value is
almost the resolution limit of this MCD
experiment. Thus, these change in the magnetic
cluster size against frf relates to the change in the
slope of the magnetization curve.

(a)
XAS

MCD

500 nm

(b)

Fig. 2 Hard X-ray MCD imaging of CoCrPt-SiO2
granular film under the assistance of rf field [8]. (a)
XAS and MCD images of coercivity state for frf =
16 GHz. Dotted lines in (a) indicate the granular
film edge. (b) Autocorrelation function ΦMCD(r) of
MCD images coercivity state for various frf. Blue
triangles in (b) are the zero-cross points
corresponding the magnetic cluster size.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Modern media for Perpendicular Magnetic Recording (PMR) include a set of CoPt-based granular
layers with perpendicular anisotropy, denominated MAG layers, stacked in the progressively increasing
order of their anisotropies, the lowest anisotropy layer, denominated CAP, being located at the top of the
stack. The MAG layers are separated by weakly magnetic layers, denominated Exchange Control Layers
(ECL) that provide an adjustable exchange coupling between the MAG layers and, by this means, enable a
domain-wall assisted switching of the MAG stack. The main goal of this work is to provide an
experimental and theoretical methodology to evaluate the vertical exchange coupling between two adjacent
magnetic layers intermediated by an ECL based on Time-Resolved Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect
(TRMOKE).

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At first, TRMOKE is used to evaluate the anisotropy field HK, the damping parameter  and the
exchange stiffness A for several MAG layers of a PMR stack. The investigated samples have the structure
Al / Seed / Ru / MAG (10 nm) / C and Al / Seed / Ru / CAP (10 nm) / C respectively. The substrates are Al
disks of 95 mm diameter and the Seed is a NiFe-based alloy that enables the hcp growth of Ru and MAG
layers, with the c-axis oriented along the perpendicular to the film plane. Several MAG and CAP alloys are
investigated. The MAG1–5 alloys are CoPtX–Y (where X is non-magnetic element and Y denotes
oxide(s)) having a Co/Pt at. ratio of R = 3–5.5. The CAP1,2,2R alloys are CoPtX with Co/Pt at. ratio in the
range of R = 2.5–3. CAP2R is reactively sputtered in an Ar + 2 % O2 atmosphere. The damping parameter
 is shown to monotonically increase in the range of 0.03–0.07 with decreasing R in the range of 2.5–5.5.
This behavior is a consequence of the strong spin-orbit coupling of Pt 5d electrons which are polarized by
the Co 3d electrons. With increasing the Co/Cr at. ratio of CAP in the range of 7–9 %, both HK and the
saturation magnetization MS increase by approx. 15 %. However, the damping  undergoes a much weaker
variation. Reactive sputtering leads to the oxidation of non-magnetic additives to CoPt grain core, such as
Cr and B. The latter are extracted from the grain core and segregated at the grain boundaries. By
comparing CAP2 and CAP2R films sputter-deposited in Ar and Ar+O2 respectively, it is noticed that
reactive sputtering increases both HK and MS by approx. 20 % without noticeably changing .
The dependence of the vertical exchange coupling between two adjacent magnetic layers on the
interlayer ECL thickness is investigated for samples having the structure Al / Seed / Ru / MAG (10 nm) /
ECL(x) / SUL(10 nm) / C, where MAG, ECL and CAP are CoPtX-Y, CoRuX-Y and CoFeX respectively.
The ECL thickness is varied in the range of 0-1.4 nm. The SUL is used as the top magnetic layer due to its
high lateral exchange coupling which maintains the parallel orientation of spins during the application of
an external field under an angle with respect to the perpendicular to the film plane and avoids the
accidental demagnetization of the top layer during the application of the pump laser pulse. Two samples
having the structure Al / Seed / Ru / MAG (10 nm) / C and Al / Seed / Ru / SUL (10 nm) / C are
characterized using TRMOKE and VSM to extract HK, MS and  (Table I). Spin pinning at the interface
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between two exchange coupled films can lead to a stable spin configuration where spins change their
orientations along the direction perpendicular to the film plane. The magnitude of this effect is directly
related to the exchange stiffness constant A of the two layers. In a TRMOKE experiment, standing
spin-waves can be excited by a heating laser pulse if the film thickness is larger than the optical
penetration depth opt. For the investigated layers and the pump laser wavelength of  = 800 nm, opt is in
the range of 50 nm. The spatial inhomogeneity of the standing spin waves relates their frequencies to the
exchange stiffness A. In order to evaluate A for the SUL alloy, two samples having the structure Al / Seed /
Ru / SUL (10,50 nm) / C are investigated using TRMOKE (Table I). In the case of MAG layers, both the
film morphology and the crystalline texture rapidly degrade with increasing film thickness above ~ 20 nm.
Therefore A was evaluated for a non-segregated CoPtX layer, of similar composition as the MAG grain
core, and having three thicknesses Al / Seed / Ru / CoPtX (10,50,100 nm) / C (Table I).
The dependence of the vertical exchange coupling JV between the MAG and the SUL layers on the
ECL thickness is evaluated by fitting the dependence of the magnetization oscillation frequency on the
applied field. Two models are used for this purpose. A first model, denominated the two-spin (2S) model,
assumes a macrospin behavior for the two layers magnetizations. The second model, denominated the
chain-of-spins (CS-LLG) model, uses a discretization of the two layers into sheets of equal thickness,
parallel to the film surface, assumed to have a macrospin behavior. The system of LLG equations
corresponding to the exchange coupled sheets are solved and the oscillation frequency is extracted. Unlike
the 2S model, the CS-LLG model can account for the fanning of spins inside the MAG and SUL layers
caused by their exchange interaction. An exemplary fit using the 2S model is shown in Fig.1(a) and the
dependencies of JV on the ECL thickness extracted using the two models are compared in Fig.1(b). One
notices that the 2S model underestimates JV especially in the region of elevated exchange coupling
corresponding to small ECL thicknesses. This is a consequence of the fact that for a given value of JV, the
creation of a partial domain-wall inside the exchange coupled layers results in a lower free energy than in
the macrospin case. A lower free energy of the spin system translates into a lower spin oscillation
frequency. With increasing JV, the difference between the energies of the two spin configurations becomes
more pronounced, the inhomogeneous spin configuration being preferred. Therefore, the CS-LLG model is
expected to deliver more accurate results than the 2S model in the high exchange coupling regime.
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Fig. 1 (a) Oscillation frequency dependence on the applied field for various ECL thicknesses: 0 (), 0.11
(), 0.22 (), 0.38 (), 0.54 (), 0.8 () and 1.43 () nm and fit using the 2S model (solid line). (b)
Vertical exchange coupling dependence on the ECL thickness evaluated using the 2S () and the CS-LLG
() models.
Table I Magnetic properties of MAG and SUL
Layer
MAG
SUL

MS
(emu/cm3)
745
498

HK
(Oe)
19422
0


0.0511
0.0153

A
(erg/cm)
10-6
2x10-7
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I. INTRODUCTION
As embedded MRAM technologies come into production for eFLASH replacement at 2Xnm
nodes, development work is focusing on higher performance MRAM with faster read-write access times at
high densities for advanced technology nodes. For compatibility with advanced node transistors, as well as
to reduce overall chip power consumption to compete with conventional SRAM memory designs, MRAM
bits must be fabricated at reduced CD <50nm in order to reduce switching current, Ic. As MTJ size
decreases, the effects of etch and encapsulation related sidewall damage start to dominate the overall
performance of the bit—meaning that at small MTJ CD, the etch and encapsulation process design is
almost equally as important as the MTJ film stack design in order to achieve the desired system level
performance [1]. To improve MTJ performance at small CD, the effects of the film deposition, etch, and
encapsulation process must be characterized and co-optimized to bring STT-MRAM to market for
advanced technology nodes. In this paper we focus on improvement of free layer coercivity (Hc) by the
MgO/FL interface as well as the FL/encapsulation layer interface.
II. Fabrication and Characterization
Dual MgO pMTJ stacks were deposited on an Applied Materials Endura Clover ™ MRAM deposition
tool and patterned using 193 nm dry lithography and directional ribbon beam etching tools in order to
fabricate 1 Gbit arrays consisting of 30-75 nm diameter pMTJs with 130-200 nm pitch. Devices were
encapsulated using plasma enhanced CVD at 200C with various conditions to study the effect of
encapsulation on Hc. Device coercivity was characterized using both electrical test on full fabricated short
loop devices and pMOKE measurements of the 1Gbit arrays after encapsulation with a ~1mm spot size.
III. Results
For encapsulation studies, wafers were encapsulated with 4 different process conditions (A-D) resulting in
two different encapsulation films (processes A and B result in film 1, while processes C and D result in
film 2). The effects of diffusion and recrystallization of the CoFeB free layer/MgO interface as a function
of encapsulation process were studied by partitioning a 400C anneal step at three different points in the
device flow: (1) after the MTJ film was deposited, and before patterning (2) after the MTJ film was
deposited, patterned and encapsulated and (3) a combination of both (1) and (2) where the device was
annealed at MTJ film-level, then annealed again after patterning and encapsulation. As seen in Fig. 1 after
annealing process (1), no change of Hc was observed for the various process conditions studied,
suggesting that the encapsulation process does not significantly affect the magnetics of patterned bits. For
films that were annealed after patterning, a large difference was observed between encapsulation films,
with film 1 showing lower overall coercivity than film 2. Additionally, the different plasma treatment
conditions show significant change in Hc by a factor of 2 or more. The change in Hc from the pre-pattern
annealed wafers suggests that the encapsulation process could either affect crystallization of the FL/MgO
interface at the edge of the device, which is critical to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, or result in
chemical diffusion which, in-turn, may affect the edge anisotropy. To partition out these two possibilities
pre + post pattern annealed samples ensure that the FL/MgO interface is crystallized initially, then allow
for encap-device diffusion to occur during the second annealing. These devices show similar coercivity to
those that are only post pattern annealed, suggesting that the effect of the different encapsulation process
on Hc is related to diffusion of chemical species between the encapsulation film and the MTJ device,
rather than affecting the initial crystallization.
Sahil Patel
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In addition to investigation of the encapsulation process effects on coercivity, we also
investigated control over the MgO/FL interface through film deposition process improvement. Without
changing any free layer thickness, and only optimizing the MgO process to control the FL/MgO interface,
we show three process conditions in Fig 2 that show improvement of coercivity with similar TMR,
evidence of an improvement of interfacial anisotropy though FL/MgO interface engineering.
This optimization of encapsulation processes and MTJ films will allow for faster development of
films and processes to reach design goals of high density MRAM chips for advanced technology nodes.
Understanding the chemistry of encapsulation processes and their interaction with MTJ films at small CDs
will allow for the development of a fully integrated film/etch/encapsulation solution for future MRAM
products.
REFERENCES
1) L. Thomas et al., "Probing magnetic properties of STT-MRAM devices down to sub-20 nm using
spin-torque FMR," 2017 IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting (IEDM), San Francisco, CA,
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Fig.2 Median free layer coercive field as
measured by electrical test for three
different MgO process films. By controlling
the interface oxidation, Hc can be varied
from ~2300Oe up to 2700Oe with similar or
slightly higher TMR
Fig.1 Mean free layer coercive field as
measured by pMOKE on films encapsulated by
4 different processes for pre-pattern, post
pattern, and pre pattern + post pattern
annealed samples. Processes A and B utilize
chemical precursor X for encapsulation
deposition and use different plasma treatments
to modify the interface while Processes C and
D utilize precursor Y for encapsulation
deposition with two different plasma
treatments to modify the interface.
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I. MOTIVATION
A primary challenge to STT-MRAM becoming a viable non-volatile, high density memory is for the
free layer (or storage layer) in sub-20nm magnetic tunnel junctions to have the high thermal stability factor
∆=(energy barrier)/kbT>60 needed for data retention. Another critical requirement is that the switching
current density needed to flip the free layer during the write process must be sufficiently low in order for a
minimal area transistor to drive the write current.
The magnetic properties of the free layer must be tailored to meet these requirements. The typical free
layer has thickness tF > 2 nm and consists of CoFeB/non-magnetic metallic spacer/CoFeB, with the MgO
tunnel barrier at one CoFeB interface and a MgO cap at the other CoFeB interface. The critical switching
current density Jc0 is directly proportional to the product of the damping constant , the saturation
magnetization MS and thickness tF of the free layer. A common approach taken by other researchers is to
lower Jc0 by reducing MS, but this is expected to lower  and increase the temperature dependence of ,
which will lead to poor retention at elevated operating temperature [1]. The approach taken in this study is
to lower Jc0 by reducing the free layer thickness while keeping MS high. However, reducing the free layer
thickness is challenging, as Ms degrades for very thin perpendicular free layers, and  often increases [2],
which is expected to increase the switching current.
II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The non-magnetic, metallic spacer in our free layer is comprised of W, and its function is to act as a
sink for B atoms that diffuse out of the CoFeB layers during the crystallization process in the post-anneal
step. A thicker free layer requires a thicker spacer. The downside to having the W spacer is that it creates a
low (or no) moment “dead layer” region inside of the CoFeB, which suppresses the volume-averaged MS.
Thus, we can increase the MS of the free layer by reducing the W spacer thickness to the minimum amount
at which perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is still maintained. In addition, we have taken the single W
spacer layer and split it up into two thinner W layers, leading to further improvement of the free layer
properties. With these free layer design modifications, we were able to reduce the tF down to 1.2 nm while
maintaining high Ms > 1500 emu/cm3.
We proceeded to study a free layer thickness series, tF = 1.2, 1.3, and 1.7 nm, with two designs for
each thickness: one having a single W spacer and the other having two W spacers (with a total W thickness
equivalent to that of the single W spacer). For these 6 free layer designs, we fabricated bottom-pinned
STT-MRAM devices with electrical diameter matrixed in the range of 55 to 130 nm. For devices of this
size, switching of the free layer is expected to occur by domain wall nucleation and propagation. Thus, a
domain wall reversal model [3,4] was used to fit the data from measurements of empirical field switching
probability distributions, yielding outputs of domain wall energy and domain wall width, from which we
determined ∆ and the exchange constant Aex. Jc0 was obtained by fitting the pulse-width dependence of the
switching voltage to the thermal activation model for spin-transfer-torque switching [5-7].
II. RESULTS
The out-of-plane magnetization versus field loop in Figure 1a shows higher Ms for our modified free
layer stack (labeled split-W) compared to a free layer of equivalent thickness with a single W spacer
(labeled single-W). As determined by our ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements, the split-W free
layer has higher effective perpendicular anisotropy field HK⊥,  as low as 0.004, and a 3-fold reduction in
the inhomogeneous broadening H|f→0, in comparison to the single-W free layer. Because H|f→0 is caused
by anisotropy dispersion, a lower H|f→0 indicates a more uniform film.
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As shown in Fig. 1b, indeed, Jc0 is lower for the thinner free layers, down to 4 MA/cm2 for 65 nm
devices with tF = 1.2 nm, which is ~30% lower than for the 1.7 nm free layers. Furthermore, Jc0 is lowest
for the thinner free layers with the split-W spacer compared to single-W spacer. We will show that 
remains high for these ultrathin free layers, so that they have higher spin-transfer torque efficiency, defined
as  divided by the critical switching current, in comparison to typical, thicker free layers.
REFERENCES
1) J. Iwata-Harms et al, High-temperature thermal stability driven by magnetization dilution in CoFeB free
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2) E. C. I. Enobio et al, CoFeB thickness dependence of damping constants for single and double
CoFeB-MgO interface structures, IEEE Magn. Lett. 6, 5700303 (2015).
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and chip-level in perpendicular STT-MRAM, 2015 IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting (IEDM),
26.4.1 (2015).
4) G. Mihajlović et al, manuscript in preparation
5) Z. Li et al, Thermally assisted magnetization reversal in the presence of a spin-transfer torque, Phys. Rev.
B 69, 134416 (2004).
6) R. H. Koch et al, Time-resolved reversal of spin-transfer switching in a nanomagnet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92,
088302 (2004).
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Figure 1. a) Magnetization versus magnetic field loops for a free layer with a single W spacer (single-W)
and for our modified free layer with two W spacers (split-W). The tF = 1.22 nm for both free layers. Film
properties HK⊥,  and H|f→0 were determined by FMR measurement. b) Critical switching current density
Jc0 as a function of device diameter for MRAM devices with the 6 different free layer designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Using an electric-field (E-field) to control the magnetization switching has been
considered as a promising method and has been intensively studied for the applications on
ultralow-power memory and logic devices (1,2). Voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy
linearly lowers the energy barrier of a ferromagnetic layer via electric field effect and
efficiently switches perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJs) only with a unipolar
behavior (3,4). L10-phase FePd is a promising bulk perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
material for realizing these devices considering its low damping constant (α~0.007) and large
magnetocrystalline anisotropy (Ku~20 Merg/cm3). A synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF)
structure is composed of two FM layers which couple together through a non-magnetic layer
(as a spacer) via a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida exchange interaction. This concept based
on a FePd SAF free layer sheds light on a new possibility for bipolar E-field controlled
magnetization switching of p-MTJs, but until now experimental demonstration has not yet
been reported.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The FePd samples are grown on (001) MgO single-crystal substrates with a Cr/Ru seed
layer in ultrahigh vacuum magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure less than
5.0×10-8 Torr. During the deposition of the Cr (15 nm)/Ru (5 nm) seed layer and FePd layer,
the substrate temperature is kept at 350 ℃. The 7.5-nm FePd thin films are prepared by
co-sputtering with the Fe and Pd targets. A 5-nm-thick Ta capping layer is grown at room
temperature (RT). The damping constant of the FePd thin film is measured by time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-MOKE) measurements at the different temperatures (5).
Meanwhile, the p-MTJs stacks with FePd-Ta-CoFeB SAF free layer were prepared by
magnetron sputtering (6). Then the FePd SAF p-MTJ stacks were patterned into nano-pillars
by e-beam lithography and Ar ion milling. The spin transport properties were tested by
four-probe measurements for the 150-nm diameter FePd SAF p-MTJs using a Dynacool
PPMS at different temperatures.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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First, we will present our recent experimental results about the investigation on the
structure, thermal stability, and magnetic properties of FePd thin films seeded by a Ru layer.
An fcc-phase Ru layer induces the highly-ordered L10-phase FePd thin films with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (Ku~10.1 Merg/cm3). The thermal stability of FePd
samples is then studied through the annealing process. It is found that a Ku~6.8 Merg/cm3 can
be obtained with an annealing temperature of 500 ℃. In addition, the damping constant α, an
important parameter for switching current density, is determined as a function of the testing
temperature. We observe that α increases from 0.006 to 0.009 for as-deposited FePd sample
and from 0.006 to 0.012 for 400 ℃-annealed FePd sample as the testing temperature changes
from 25 ℃ to 150 ℃. These results suggest that Ru-seeded FePd provides great potential in
scaling perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions below 10 nm for applications in ultralow
energy-consumption spintronic devices (5).
In addition, we will report the demonstration of bipolar E-field switching of the p-MTJs
devices bidirectionally without the assistant of an external magnetic field. The
positive/negative voltage bias can lead to the high- and low-resistance states toggling back
and forth in FePd SAF p-MTJs, demonstrating bidirectional magnetization switching. A low
critical current density ~1×105 A/cm2 is obtained, which is one order of magnitude lower than
that of the best-reported STT devices (7). These results could eliminate the major obstacle in
the development of spin memory devices based on VCEC switching beyond their embedded
applications.
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Skyrmions have attracted considerable interest over the last years as potential candidates for novel
memories, where the skyrmions would represent the individual bits. The skyrmions would be moved along
a racetrack by spinorbit torques. They are stabilized by a careful balance of diolar, exchange and anisotropy
energy in addition to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia Interaction (DMI). DMI requires broken inversion
symmetry and can exist in the bulk in for example in B20 systems. Interfaces can also provide the necessary
break of inversion symmetry and systems, where a ferromagnet is in contact with a heavy metal, have
attracted considerable interest. Even though a large number of systems has been studied over the last years,
there are still many open questions on how to optimize the DMI and the role of interfacial disorder.
There are two most commonly used methods to determine the strength of the DMI. The first is based on
the asymmetric expansion of bubble domains in an out-of-plane magnetized sample. The dependence of the
domain wall velocity on an in-plane bias field allows to extract the DMI, when a suitable model is applied1.
The second method takes advantage of the non-reciprocal propagation of Damon-Eshbach spinwaves in the
presence of DMI. Measurements of the spin-wave frequency dependence on their propagation direction and
the magnetization direction with Brillouin Light Scattering spectroscopy (BLS) then allows to determine the
DMI2. In order to better understand, how details of the measurement approach and process itself influence
the measured DMI value, we prepared a series of samples, which were measured in three different
laboratories by BLS. Each laboratory followed their respective established approach to determine the DMI.
We then compared the BLS results with domain wall expansion measurements obtained from the same
sample series.
The DMI depends very sensitively on the details of the interface. This is most obvious in symmetric
sample stacks, where a ferromagnetic is sandwiched between two identical heavy metals. It has been shown
that for example Pt/Co/Pt stacks have DMI, which is understood to be the result of slight differences in
roughness and disorder between the bottom and top interface3. Here, we prepared a substrate/Ta(3
nm)/Co20Fe60B20(1.9 nm)/Pt(3.5 nm)/MgO wafer to get a better understanding of the influence of roughness
and disorder on the DMI. The wafer was diced into several chips for irradiation with 40 keV He+ ions with
fluences up to 21016 ions/cm2. The samples were characterized with ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
spectroscopy, SQUID and BLS. We found that the anisotropy continuously decreases with fluence, when we
assumed that the thickness of the CoFeB layer remains unchanged. The DMI strength at the interface can be
determined from the frequency-shift Δ𝑓 measured by BLS:
|Δ𝑓|ℎ
|𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 | =
⋅ 𝑚𝐴 ,
2𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝑘
where h is Planck’s constant, g is the spectroscopic splitting factor, which we determined by FMR, 𝑘 =
16.7 m-1 is the wavevector of the spinwaves and 𝑚𝐴 is the magnetic moment per area, which we
measured by SQUID magnetometry. No assumptions about possible thickness changes during the ion
irradiation are required to determine 𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 . For small fluences, 𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 increases by approximately 20%,
before it decreases for larger fluences, see Fig.1a. We carried out Monte Carlo based simulations to gain a
deeper understanding of the impact of the ion irradiation on the interfaces. We find that for the highest
fluences the atomic fraction of Co, Fe and B within the first 0.4 nm of the Pt layer exceeds 50%. We interpret
our result in light of recent density function theory calculations by Zimmerman et al. in the following way4:
The initial increase is possible due to increased intermixing and roughness, which leads Co and Fe embedded
in the heavy metal layer. This introduces additional asymmetric exchange interactions at anisotropic triplets,
e.g., Co-Pt-Co, that are located further from the nominal interface. This is in contrast to the DFT calculations,
where atomic displacements were confined to the first monolayer away from the interface.
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It is known that oxide interfaces also can give rise to DMI and that the magnitude of the DMI is correlated
to hybridization and the associated charge transfer at the interface5. The existence of DMI at oxide interfaces
has important technological implications. Heavy metal interfaces, which are most commonly used to
introduce DMI to stabilize skyrmions, always lead to a pronounced enhancement of the damping due to spinpumping. Here, we prepared substrate/Ti/Cu/Co90Fe10/Ta(t)/Oxide/Ta structures, where we control the oxide
by increasing the Ta thickness t from 0 nm to 3 nm6. The hybridization at the interface is systematically
changed from 3d-2p to 3d-5d and the DMI changes sign and magnitude, see Fig. 1b. The damping increasing
with Ta thicknesses and is the smallest for the oxidized Co90Fe10 interface.
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Fig.1: a) 𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 dependence on the ion fluence for the Ta/CoFeB/Pt system. b) DMI for the
CoFe/Ta(t)/Oxide system.
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Spin waves, the collective excitation of electronic spins inside magnetic materials, offer new
opportunities for wave-based computing [1]. To manipulate the propagation of SWs, various methods
including lithographically defined synthetic crystals, static magnetic fields, and electrical currents have
been utilized. The large size of control terminals (> μm) and high power consumption in these devices pose
obstacles for practical applications. Magnetic textures such as magnetic domain walls (DWs) have been
suggested as an alternative [2]. It has been predicted that DWs can cause significant changes in the phase
and magnitude of SWs within the length scale of nanometers. This prediction, in combination with
reconfigurability and non-volatility of DWs, makes DWs promising candidate for modulating SWs.
However, little experimental progress has been reported in this direction. A major challenge for
experimentally studying the SW transmission in the presence of DWs is that resonant excitation and
coherent propagation of SWs require well-defined quantization axes for spins. In existing studies this is
usually realized through the application of a large external magnetic field, which prevents the formation of
more than a single magnetic domain. To realize the coexistence of DWs and zero-field ferromagnetic
resonance, thin films with strong magnetic anisotropy and low damping are highly desirable. In addition to
DW-modulated SW transmission, the mutual interactions between SWs and DWs can enable the inverse
effect: the SW-induced DW movement. This provides the possibility of manipulating the orientation of
magnetic domains through magnon induced spin transfer torque [3].
In this work, by using magnetic multilayer films with perpendicular anisotropy and decent magnetic
damping, we experimentally demonstrated mutual interactions between spin waves and magnetic domain
walls, where the magnetic domain walls manipulate the phase and magnitude of spin wave, and a strong
spin wave in turn moves the position of magnetic domain walls. The discovery of mutual control between
spin wave and magnetic domain wall can lead to efficient mechanisms for modulating spin wave
propagation, which opens up the possibility of realizing all-magnon-based reading/writing devices [4].
In the first part of this work, we experimentally demonstrate that nanometer wide magnetic domain
walls can be used to manipulate the phase and magnitude of coherent spin waves in a non-volatile manner.
Coherent spin wave is excited and detected using antenna pairs and the vector network analyzer. [Co/Ni]
multilayers are chosen as the magnetic channel due to its perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and relatively
low damping factor, which allows the coexistence of domain walls and zero-field coherent spin wave
excitation. By comparing the transmitted signals of the spin wave in a device with and without a domain
wall, we observe a more than 10 dB change in magnitude and a nearly 180° shift in phase when the spin
wave passes through the domain wall (Fig. 1). This experimental result is also supported by micromagnetic
simulations.
In the second part of this work, we show that a spin wave can in turn be used to move the position of
magnetic domain walls (Fig. 2). We observe that domain wall moves opposite to the spin wave propagation
direction and reaches maximum efficiency at the spin wave resonance frequency. This can be explained by
the spin torque from magnon spin current: spin wave carries magnon spin currents along their propagation
direction. At the two sides of the domain wall, oppositely oriented magnons flow towards the same
direction, leading to a net spin injection into the DW, which further causes magnon spin transfer torque.
The transfer of spin current with magnon flow represents an energy efficient process. To transfer one
unit of spin angular momentum, the energy of a magnon ( ω) needs to be consumed, which corresponds to
tens of μeV for GHz SWs. This is smaller than the energy consumption in other spin current generation
methods such as tunnel junctions or spin valves, where the corresponding value is meV ~ sub eV. However,
at the current stage, the low efficiency associated with the inductive generation of SWs using the antenna
greatly degrades the overall power performance of the studied device, which can be improved by utilizing
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energy efficient SW generation mechanisms via spin orbit torque or magnetoelastic coupling. In the
meantime, the energy efficiency of magnonic devices can be improved by keeping signals in SW domain
and avoiding frequent interconversions between electrical and SW signals. The experimental results of the
mutual control between SWs and DWs thus provide such possibilities of using one SW to modulate the
transmission of others by reconfiguring the magnetic domain structures.
REFERENCES
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Fig. 2. Magnetic domain switching induced by the
spin wave. (a) and (b) MOKE images showing the
movement of the up-down and down-up domain
walls (DWs) under zero dc magnetic field by
applying microwave at resonant frequency.
Fig. 1. Transmission coefficient (S21) of
spin wave propagation with (a) and (c) and
without (b) and (d) a domain wall.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers in the electronics industry are looking at new architectures that are different from von
Neumann architecture for the growth of the semiconductor industry. Neuromorphic computing (NC), which
draws inspiration from the brain – which is a power-efficient computing system, is considered as a potential
alternative [1]. Various technologies, such as resistive RAM, phase-change RAM, and spintronics based
devices have been researched for NC and they have their place and disadvantages [2]. Spin-based synapses
and neurons have been researched in the recent past [3-4]. However, the research in this field is in its
primitive stage. As the brain has neurons for processing and synapses for memorizing, neuromorphic
computing also requires the construction of synthetic neurons and synaptic devices. Grollier and her group
have extensively worked on using spin-torque oscillators (STO) as neurons. A neuron array of 4 STOs,
interacting with each other, has been used to demonstrate vowel recognition [3]. Anomalous Hall Effect
(AHE) based demonstration of synaptic function of Co/Ni multilayers has been made by Fukami et al [4].
In the previous TMRC, the speaker had talked about how magnetic domain wall devices can be used as
synaptic devices and the challenges. In this talk, the speaker will talk about two key aspects of spin-based
neuromorphic computing: 1. How to achieve low-power consumption to make these devices energy
efficient? and 2. How we can achieve non-stochastic operation of synapses?
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
For energy-efficient synaptic devices, we have investigated CoFeB based materials with a perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA). Research was mainly focused on the heavy metal (HM) layer for high-spin Hall
angle and power-efficiency. All the layers were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering in Singulus TIMARIS
sputtering system. Lithography was carried out using a MicroWriter optical lithography tool. Ion-beam
milling was carried out for pattern transfer. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the devices. Characterization
by Kerr microscopy and simultaneous electrical-magnetic measurements were carried out. For achieving
non-stochastic synapse operation, pinning of the domain walls was achieved by a geometrical approach
based meandered domain wall device structure (Fig 2). The adjacent domain regions were offset by distance
d, which was varied from 30% of the width to 70% of the width W of the domain wall device.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the Kerr microscopic images of the devices without pinning sites. The primary aim of
this investigation is current-driven domain wall motion. It can be noticed that the reference sample (shown
in figure 1(b)) requires a large external magnetic field (closer to that of coercivity) and a larger current
density to achieve domain wall motion. Moreover, the domain wall motion was swift and is unsuitable for
synapse applications, where the domain wall has to be stopped at different points of the device. Figure 1(c)
shows the domain wall propagation in our devices with a novel stack structure. It can be noticed that the
domain wall propagation is gradual and they can be achieved with a ultra-low current density of 106 A/m2.
We also noted that the external magnetic field required to cause the domain wall motion is much less than
the coercivity. In devices shown in figure 2, effective pinning could be achieved at the corners, suggesting
the possibility to build non-stochastic synaptic devices. The talk will highlight the details of our experimental
investigations.
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Deep Neural Network-based Detection and Partial Response
Equalization for Multilayer Magnetic Recording
Ahmed ABOUTALEB1, Amirhossein SAYYAFAN1, Benjamin BELZER1, Krishnamoorthy
SIVAKUMAR1, Simon GREAVES2, Kheong CHAN3, and Roger WOOD1
1) Washington State University, Pullman, WA, USA, {ahmed.aboutaleb, a.sayyafan, belzer,
siva}@wsu.edu, roger.wood@ieee.org
2) RIEC, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8577, Japan, simon@riec.tohoku.ac.jp
3) Nanjing Institute of Technology, Nanjing, China, kheongsann@ieee.org
I. INTRODUCTION
The hard disk drive (HDD) industry stores data
at areal densities close to the capacity limit of the
one-dimensional (1D) magnetic recording channel [1].
New technologies are emerging to increase density,
including heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR),
microwave-assisted magnetic recording (MAMR),
and two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR).
TDMR employs 2D signal processing to achieve
significant density gains, without changes to existing
magnetic media. Recent encouraging studies [2]-[5] Figure 1: Cross-track View of the MLMR System.
propose multilayer magnetic recording (MLMR):
vertical stacking of an additional magnetic media layer to a TDMR system to achieve further density gains.
Using a realistic grain flipping probability (GFP) model to generate waveforms [3], [4], we investigate the
design of deep neural network (DNN) based methods for equalization and detection for MLMR.
Fig. 1 shows a cross-track view of the MLMR system
considered. On the upper layer, six tracks are written at
track pitch (TP) 48 nm and bit length (BL) 11 nm. On the
lower layer, three tracks are written at TP 96 nm and BL
22 nm. Hence, the system stores one bit on the lower layer
for every four bits on the upper layer. Consistent with the
notation in [5], the lower layer is indexed by 1, and the
upper layer by 2. For the tracks of interest, we denote the
Figure 2: Architecture of the CNN Detector System.
bit sequences written on the upper left and right tracks by
𝒂 , and 𝒂 , , respectively, and the bit sequence on the lower track by 𝒂 . Readings are obtained every 11 nm
down-track at the left, center, and right cross-track positions, and measured reading sequences are denoted by
𝒓 , 𝒓 , and 𝒓 , respectively.
We compare three methods for detection and equalization of bit sequences 𝒂 , 𝒂 , , and 𝒂 , from
readings 𝒓 , 𝒓 , and 𝒓 . The first method relies only on convolutional DNNs (CNNs) to detect the bit
sequences. Fig. 2 illustrates the CNN-only system, which consists of CNNs for detection on each layer.
Readings within a 3 × 17 sliding window comprise input examples for the upper layer bits. Since each reader
collects two samples per lower layer bit, and to
maintain a 17-bit down-track footprint, a rate
converter multiplexes these additional readings
across-track, resulting in size 6 × 17 lower layer
input examples. Each CNN detector accepts input
examples and estimates its corresponding bit label.
The second method consists of a non-linear CNN
equalizer followed by a Viterbi Algorithm (VA) for
Figure 3: Architecture of the CNN Equalizer-VA. System.
detection and is illustrated in Fig. 3. During training,
the CNN equalizer iterates with a constrained mean squared error (MSE) solver to adjust the target partial
response (PR) masks. The third method is the conventional 2D-linear equalizer followed by a VA. The 2D-linear
equalizer also iterates with a constrained MSE solver to adapt the target masks. We use the VA in [5], which is
the ML detector for an ideal MLMR channel that does not incorporate erasures caused by the write process.
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Figures 4 and 5 detail the architectures equalizer and
detector CNNs, respectively. The equalizer CNN
minimizes the MSE between its output and the ideal PR
waveforms 𝒚 , 𝒚 , and 𝒚 in Fig. 3. The detector CNN
minimizes the cross-entropy loss function between the
correct bit labels and its soft-output estimate. Stochastic
gradient descent is used to update the weights in both
networks. The detection CNN includes residual paths,
which enable it to achieve higher accuracies than equal
depth CNNs without residual paths [6]. Since the
detection CNN implicitly equalizes and then detects bit
sequences, it benefits from increased depth, and, hence,
from incorporating residual paths. In contrast, since the
equalizer CNN is followed by a VA, we have found that Figure 4: CNN
the equalizer CNN does not require increased depth to Equalizer
Architecture.
perform well.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We trained the three methods mentioned on 60 blocks of waveforms
generated based on the GFP model [3]. Each block contains 82,412 bits per
track on the upper layer and 41,206 bits per track on the lower layer. Table 1
summarizes the detection BERs obtained during testing for the three methods
studied. The testing dataset consists of 20 blocks. As a reference, we evaluated
the BER for a one-layer TDMR system with TP 48 nm and BL 11 nm. The
detection BER achieved by a CNN detector for this one-layer system is 0.0563.
Following the CNN detector, we interfaced a channel decoder that performs
coset-decoding using appropriate code rates. We then adjusted the rates via
code design and puncturing so that the decoder BER is less than 10 . This
results in a maximum code rate of 0.7477 achieved by the one-layer TDMR
Figure 5: CNN Detector
system. In comparison, the maximum code rates achieved by the two-layer Architecture
MLMR system are 0.7116 and 0.6289 on the upper and Table 1: BER comparison. One-layer system BER is 0.0563.
lower layers, respectively. Since there are four bits on
the upper layer per one bit on the lower layer, the total
rate of the MLMR system is 0.7116 + 0.6289/4 =
0.8688. Hence, the areal density gain of the MLMR
system over the TDMR system is (0.8688 −
0.7477)/0.7477 = 16.20%.
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A STUDY ON AM-FM COMBINED DETECTION FOR
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC RECORDING USING DUAL STO
READING
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I. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) magnetic recording using microwave assisted magnetic recording (MAMR)
and a spin-torque oscillator (STO) for reading has been proposed as a candidate of the prospective
recording technologies [1]. In the 3D magnetic recording using STO as a reading, the temporal
magnetization dynamics of the STO has the fluctuations for amplitude as well as frequency depend on the
recorded pattern [2]. Therefore, we have constructed the STO signal model which considers both
amplitude and frequency fluctuations in order to develop a combined signal processing using the amplitude
and frequency fluctuation detections. In our previous work, we have applied the STO signal model to the
low-density parity-check (LDPC) coding and iterative decoding system with the individual detectors for
amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) [3]. Furthermore, we have reported that the
system using dual STO provides the improvement of bit error rate (BER) performance for system noise [4].
In this study, we propose the AM-FM combined detection for dual STO reading system and evaluate the
BER performance for system noise.
II. READ / WRITE CHANNEL
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of evaluation system. The input sequence is encoded by a 128/130(0,
16/8) run-length-limited (RLL) encoder and a (3, 30)-regular LDPC encoder [5]. We assume that the
relative velocity between the medium and STO, the basic oscillating frequency of STO, the dot diameter
and interval Tc are 20 m/s, 8.56 GHz, 20 nm, and 25 nm [2], respectively. In this study, we also assume no
jitter-like medium noise. We builds creates the STO signal model which assumes both amplitude and
frequency fluctuations based on temporal magnetization dynamics of STO #1 and STO #2 [4] by the
micromagnetic simulation [2]. Then the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is superimposed to each
signal as system noise. Here, we define the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) for system noise at the reading
point as CNRS = 10log10(Pc/Pn) [dB], where Pc is the carrier power and Pn is the noise power in the
bandwidth of 8.0 to 9.12 GHz. The modulated STO signals pass through the band-pass filters which have
the passband of 8.0 to 9.12 GHz, and are fed to the AM and FM detectors. The outputs of AM and FM
detectors for STO #2 are subtracted from the outputs for STO #1. Then, the subtracted outputs are
equalized to the partial response class-I (PR1) target by the finite impulse response (FIR) filters with Nt_FM
and Nt_AM taps, where Nt_FM and Nt_AM are the number of taps for each FIR filters. In this study, we set
these parameters to Nt_FM = 15, and Nt_AM = 15. The a posteriori probability (APP) decoders compute the
log-likelihood ratios (LLR), LLRFM,k and LLRAM,k at the time of k for the respective PR1 channels. The
LLR modulator adds LLRAM,k to LLRFM,k only if LLRAM,k has the same sign as LLRFM,k, and outputs to the
sum-product (SP) decoder [3]. The SP decoder iteratively decodes using the constraint of the LDPC code
up to isp. Furthermore, the turbo equalization is performed between the SP decoder and the APP decoders
up to iglobal. After given iterations, the output sequence is obtained through a hard decision unit and the
RLL decoder. Then, the BER is calculated by comparing the input sequence with the output sequence.
III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND DISCASSION
Figure 2 shows the BER performances for CNRS, where the simulation parameters are set to isp = 10 and
iglobal = 10. The circle, triangle and square symbols show the BER performances of the AM-FM combined
detection, AM detection, and FM detection, respectively. The open and filled symbols also show the BER
performances of single and dual STO systems, respectively. As can be seen from the figure, all BER
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performances of dual STO systems have improvements of CNRS. Furthermore, the dual STO systems with
the AM-FM combined detection achieves “No errors” at CNRS = 12.4 dB, while the individual AM and
FM detections require CNRS = 17.3 and 13.3 dB, respectively. Therefore, the dual STO system provides
the CNRS improvement of about 3.5 dB with the AM-FM combined detection,
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of evaluation system.
Fig. 2 BER performance for CNRS.
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A MULTITRACK TIMING ERROR DETECTOR FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL
MAGNETIC RECORDING
Elnaz Banan Sadeghian
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, USA, ebsadegh@stevens.edu
I. INTRODUCTION
An areal density gain is achieved by moving from current industry standard of detecting one data track
of interest at a time to multitrack detection, the detection scheme where multiple tracks are detected jointly
from one or a handful of readback waveforms [1]. With the migration from 1-D detection to multitrack
detection, however, the timing recovery module changes drastically. Fig. 1 shows an example where two
data tracks of interest with different bit periods are to be detected from two overlapping readers sampled by
two free-running analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). In 1-D detection strategies, we first synchronize and
then detect each data track separately, one track at a time. For a joint detection of multiple asynchronous
tracks, however it is impossible to synchronize two readback waveforms to the timings of both tracks that
are themselves asynchronous. Rather, the synchronization and detection must be performed jointly. To this
end, in a previous work we proposed the rotating-target (ROTAR) algorithm for jointly detecting multiple
asynchronous tracks from one or more readback signals [2].
The synchronization module in 1-D detection schemes typically consists of a 1-D phase-locked loop
(PLL) and a 1-D timing error detector (TED). The joint detection approach, however, requires a TED that
can provide simultaneous timing error estimates of multiple asynchronous tracks from one or more readback
waveforms received over a channel with intertrack interference (ITI). We propose, for the first time, a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) TED which can be used within any joint detection and
synchronization scheme, including ROTAR, that is developed for a joint detection of multiple asynchronous
tracks from one or more readback waveforms in modern TDMR application. Our MIMO TED departs from
the two published TEDs of [3] and [4]: Unlike the 1-D channel in [3], each of the readback waveforms
includes ITI from adjacent tracks that are written with different timings. Also, unlike the 2-D channel of [4]
where usually a full scan of the 2-D output signal is available for processing, here, only a handful of readback
waveforms are available. Further, unlike a 2-D channel where a 2-D model for timing offset is used, in our
MIMO setting, similar to the 1-D setting of [3], we only consider timing offsets in the downtrack dimension.
II. MIMO M&M TIMING ERROR DETECTOR
The objective of our MIMO TED is to provide estimates of the actual timing errors of the tracks of
interest. To derive this TED, we follow the process outlined in the original 1-D Mueller and Müller (M&M)
TED [3]: The first step is to build an ideal timing function for each track of interest using a linear combination
of samples of channel responses from that track to all the readers. The second step involves the expression
of the estimated timing error of each track of interest as a linear combination of past samples of all relevant
readback waveforms. The last step is the calculation of the linear combining weights such that the estimator
remains unbiased, i.e. the expected value of the estimated timing error for each track of interest equals the
corresponding ideal timing function for that track. This process yields our proposed MIMO M&M timing
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interference of the adjacent tracks
, as much as possible. The proposed estimator of the timing error
readback waveforms provide for that timing error.
of track is a weighted sum of the estimates that all
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We present the performance of the proposed MIMO TED when used within the ROTAR algorithm [2]
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asynchronous data tracks from
readback signals, as illustrated in Fig.
for a joint detection of
1. The unknown timing offset parameters are frequency offsets such that they result in a maximum slip of
and
bit periods, respectively, for track
and track
at the end of the sector. We use the proposed
MIMO TED within a per-survivor processing (PSP) algorithm [5] to estimate the unknown timing offsets of
each of the tracks and for each state in the trellis. Fig. 2 compares the bit-error rate performance of the
ROTAR detector with PSP, where the proposed MIMO TED is used, labeled as “ROTAR+MIMO TED”
against a conventional 1-D receiver where the 1-D M&M TED is implemented. Fig. 2 also shows the
performance of a system, labeled as “SYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM”, where the two tracks are written
synchronously with each other and with the sampling rate of the two ADCs. We observe a gain of
dB is
achieved when the 1-D detection is replaced by the joint detection with “ROTAR+MIMO TED”. We also
see that the “ROTAR+MIMO TED” closely matches the performance of the synchronous system.
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Fig. 1 An example of two tracks of interest whose timing differ
in frequency and phase, and two readers with significant overlap.

Fig. 2 BER performance of the ROTAR detector with the
proposed TED used in the PSP algorithm for timing estimations.
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Progress and issues in CPP-GMR sensors for read heads
T. Nakatani, T. T. Sasaki, Y. Sakuraba, and K. Hono
National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy assisted magnetic recording technologies realize higher areal recording density. Accordingly,
the dimension of read sensor has to be shrunk for spatial resolution of reading of recording bits, therefore,
reducing resistance-area product (RA) of read sensor film is the critical issue. The optimal RA value for the
read sensor for 2 Tbit/in.2 has been predicted to be ~0.1 Ω μm2 [1], which is challenging for the current tunnel
magnetoresistance sensors (RA > 0.2 Ω μm2) [2]. Current-perpendicular-to-plane giant magnetoresistance
(CPP-GMR) sensors using highly spin-polarized Co-based Heusler alloys have been considered to be
promising for the next generation read sensors due to the intrinsically low RA ~0.05 Ω μm2 and the higher
magnetoresistance ratio (ΔR/R) compared to those with conventional ferromagnetic layers; e.g. CoFe.
Recently, new spacer structures with non-magnetic metals and oxides, such as Ag-In-Zn-O (AIZO) realized
significant improvements of ΔR/R up to 50% at RA ~0.1 Ω μm2 [3], which demonstrated a potential for the
applicability to the read sensors for >> 2 Tbit/in2. In this talk, we review recent progress and issues in
CPP-GMR materials and devices, specifically 1) the origin of large ΔR/R using AIZO spacer, and 2) degree of
atomic order in ultrathin Heusler alloy layer.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Polycrystalline CPP-GMR films were deposited by magnetron sputtering on a Cu bottom lead electrode at
room temperature. For the ferromagnetic Heusler alloy layers of spin-valves and pseudo spin-valves (PSVs),
we used mainly a Co2(Mn0.6Fe0.4)Ge (CMFG) Heusler alloy co-sputtered from CoMnFe and Ge targets. After
annealing the films at 280-300 °C, CPP-GMR devices were micro-fabricated by electron beam lithography and
Ar ion milling.
III. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
As shown in Fig. 1(a), ΔR/R is improved by using Ag/In-Zn-O (IZO) and AIZO spacers compared to a
standard AgSn alloy spacer; i.e. ΔR/R ~18% for AgSn, ~30% for Ag/IZO and ~50% for AIZO. From
microstructural characterizations using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), we found that the
actual spacer structure in the devices prepared with the Ag/IZO and AIZO spacers were a Ag-In:Mn-Zn-O
nanocomposite, where fcc Ag-In metallic paths are distributed in a rock-salt Mn-Zn-O matrix, formed by a
reduction-oxidation reaction between In2O3 and Mn (Fig. 1(b)). Electric current is expected to be confined in
the Ag-In paths, by which ΔR/R is enhanced as known for the current-confined-path (CCP) structure in
Cu:AlOx nanocomposite spacer [4]. The lateral size (width) of the Ag-In CCP was, however, different
between the Ag/IZO and AIZO “precursors” for the Ag-In:Mn-Zn-O nanocomposite; ~3 nm for Ag/IZO and ~7
nm for AIZO.
Based on the Ag-In CCP sizes and distributions from the STEM observations, we calculated the spin
resistance [5] of the CMFG ferromagnetic layers (rF) and the Ag-In CCPs (rCCP). As shown in Fig. 1(c), the
device with the AIZO precursor satisfies the condition for a good spin resistance matching between
ferromagnet and CCP (rF/rCCP ~1) for the resistivity of Ag-In of 30-40 μΩ cm, which was measured in 50
nm-thick Ag-In films, whereas rF/rCCP < 1 for the Ag/IZO precursor. Thus, the good spin resistance matching
between CMFG and Ag-In spacer explains the large ΔR/R for the AIZO precursor. On the other hand, small
CCP size is beneficial in view of small device-to-device resistance variation in read sensors. Fig. 1(c)
indicates an important guideline for this point; if CCP with a width of 3 nm and resistivity of ~10 μΩ cm is
obtained, we can realize a large ΔR/R because rF/rCCP ~1 and a small device resistance scatter at the same time.
Tomoya Nakatani
National Institute for Materials Science
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Since the degree of B2 order (SB2) dominates in determining the band structure of Heusler alloys,
obtaining high SB2 in Heusler alloy thin films is critical for the application to read sensors. We evaluated SB2
of polycrystalline CMFG films with the thickness of 4-10 nm by anomalous X-ray diffraction (AXRD). The
sample structure shown in Fig. 2(a) is similar to the reference layer of a bottom-pinned spin-valve sensor with
a AgSn spacer layer. By measuring the X-ray energy dependence of the (200) B2 superlattice diffraction peak
around the Co-K absorption edge (Fig. 2(b)), SB2 is obtained quantitatively. We found that SB2 decreased with
decreasing CMFG thickness below 6 nm especially for the CMFG deposited on a CoFe underlayer (“without
CoFeBTa underlayer” in Figs. 2(b) and (c)). The decrease in SB2 is suppressed by inserting a CoFeBTa (0.6
nm) amorphous underlayer [6, 7]. Since the thickness of Heusler alloy layers in spin-valve read sensors is
only 2-3 nm, improving SB2 in the ultrathin films is critical for further improvement of CPP-GMR output.
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Fig. 1 (a) RA-ΔR/R of PSV devices with AgSn spacer and Ag-In:Mn-Zn-O nanocomposite spacers prepared
from Ag/IZO and AIZO precursors, (b) elemental mapping of the PSV with a Ag-In:Mn-Zn-O nanocomposite
spacer and its proposed formation mechanism, and (c) spin resistance matching for Ag/IZO and AIZO.
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Fig. 2 (a) Samples for SB2 evaluation, (b) X-ray energy dependence of 200 B2 order diffraction intensity, and
(c) SB2 for CMFG thickness.
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Magnetic Recording Technology Advancements of LTO Tape
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I. LINEAR TAPE OPEN OVERVIEW
The Linear Tape Open (LTO) format was created in 1999 by IBM, HP, & Seagate (now Quantum) with
the goal of establishing an open tape format with interchange between participating vendors. This was a
novel approach in a tape industry dominated by proprietary formats. The first LTO Generation 1 products
hit the market in 2000 with a native capacity of 100GB and made an immediate impact as the dominate
mid-range tape format, DLT, was 35GB at the time. The LTO industry has since established a remarkable
track record over the last 20 years with a remarkably consistent capacity CAGR of ~ 30%. The latest LTO
Generation 8 with a capacity of 12TB was introduced into the market in 2017. LTO has become the
dominate tape format in terms of market share and the sole format in the mid-range market.
The LTO initiative can be viewed thru the lens of a classic business school case study as an example of
an open, competitive market driving innovation and technology into the market – and that is indeed true.
There are many new magnetic tape recording technologies that were driven by the need to be competitive
in the market, not unlike the competitive pressures in the HDD market driving technology to the market.
This paper will discuss many of those technologies and compare/contrast to the similar technologies in
HDD. The LTO initiative can also be viewed as a success story which is a result of not only the skill and
experience of those involved but also of being in the right place at the right time. This paper will discuss
some of the unique factors and timing of the LTO initiative which contributed to its success.
II. LTO MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING TECHNOLOGY
Magnetic tape recording technology is no different from magnetic recording technology for HDD from
the perspective of what is necessary to advance areal density. It’s a simple recipe in concept – make
smaller magnetized domains, make a better system to get the sensor back over the domains, and a better
way to encode data into the domains. The state of the art of HDD and tape is much different. The areal
density of magnetic tape recording is approximately 2 orders of magnitude less than HDD. That is offset
by having approximately 2 orders of magnitude more in surface area in which to record data on a low cost
and thin media. So, in one sense, magnetic tape recording technology is following the path blazed by HDD
magnetic recording roughly 7-10 years later in time.
However, magnetic tape recording is also very different from HDD magnetic recording. For example,
the media is extremely rough/abrasive and, being removable, brings a host of foreign contaminates and
debris into the head tape interface. Magnetic tape is also multi-channel with read-after-write capability and
can do so in both directions. All of this brings many different technical challenges to manage and
overcome.
An analogy may be racing cars designed for the track and racing cars designed for off-road. Both have
high performance engines, suspensions, brakes, and steering. The fundamentals of what is necessary to
achieve higher performance are the same but they are optimized for much different conditions and values.
HDD is Formula 1 and tape is Championship Rally. It is therefore appropriate to look at the evolution of
HDD magnetic recording and tape magnetic recording technologies from the perspective of the conditions
and uses which drove the evolution of their respective technologies.
III. SIGNIFICANT LTO MAGNETIC TAPE TECHNLOGIES
Some of the more impactful technology advancements which have advanced magnetic tape recording
over the last 20 years of LTO are described below. It should be emphasized that multiple technology
innovations enabled the LTO format and that the selected items are a subset of the many innovations
required for the success of the LTO technology.
ED CHILDERS
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MEDIA
Magnetic tape media is comprised of oriented magnetic particles coated on a polymer substrate. The
history of magnetic tape media advancements is one of consistently making smaller particles and more
uniformly distributing them and orienting them in the magnetic coating. Media advancements included two
significant technology changes. First, the implementation of “dual-coat” media in the late 1990s
provided the ability to achieve saturated recording. Prior to this, the magnetic layer was quite thick. The
“dual-coat” technology achieved a very thin magnetic recording layer by adding a non-magnetic layer
under the magnetic layer. Second, BaFe magnetic particles replaced “metal particle” as the magnetic
material in the tape media allowing for increased moment and decreased physical particle size. Lantz et. al.
[1] provide a description of the early BaFe capability.
HEAD
The head for use in magnetic tape recording must be designed for the “off-road” environment and is
significantly different from HDD heads due to tribology, multi-channel, and multi-direction requirements.
Biskeborn et. al. [2] provide a description of tape head advancements and challenges. However, the most
significant foundational technology advancement in heads for LTO was the use of HDD head processing
for the head structure. Prior tape heads used unique processing techniques only used for tape heads. This
achievement is clearly one of the most significant technology advancements as it allowed leveraging/using
of HDD technology and infrastructure directly into tape heads.
SERVO/TRACK FOLLOWING
The LTO foundational technology advancement in servo/track following was timing based servo
technology. Magnetic tape, a rough road with many potholes, is subject to dropouts and noise which
caused errors in amplitude based servo patterns. Timing based servo technology solved this problem by
implementing a channel detection scheme which, in concept, is similar to a data channel. Perhaps as
important, the timing based scheme allowed the encoding of information in the pattern enabling a
longitudinal “tach” written down tape. Prior to this, determining position down tape was uncertain and
slow. The ability to locate to a known location with certainty enabled a much more robust ECC structure
and rewrite strategy which greatly improved the reliability of data encoded to magnetic tape.
IV. RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME
LTO benefited, as mentioned previously, of being in the right place at the right time from a marketplace
perspective. The late 90’s was the time of distributed servers with every department and small business
with a server in the closet with a tape drive for local backup. It was this market that provided the demand
which drove DLT to a dominate position, though with a proprietary format which had no price competition.
At the same time a host of consumer video formats (eg. Exabyte, DDS, AIT, etc) attempted to tap into the
same demand leveraging consumer video tape technology into a data application. For the most part, these
suffered from poor performance and/or poor reliability. It was into this field that LTO entered, providing a
much better value proposition than DLT not only due to a higher initial capacity but more significantly due
to the highly competitive offerings of the LTO format participants – both media and drive. Today, this
value proposition continues with applications in the Cloud where demand for tape is growing.
REFERENCES
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Microelectronics industry is facing major challenges related to the volatility of cache memory elements
(usually SRAM and eDRAM). Indeed, due to decreasing devices size, leakage current in standby mode are
now dominating the power dissipation, and the increased density lead to heat dissipation and reliability issues.
Consequently, the introduction of non-volatility (NV) at cache level holds great promises for advance logic
nodes as it would lead to improved performances and largely decrease the power consumption of
microprocessors. Among NV memory technologies, magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) technology,
and mostly Spin-Transfer-Torque (STT)[1] family, has gained a lot of attention due to its scalability, low
power and relatively low access times, as well as a compatibility with scaled CMOS processes and voltages.
In fact, past years have seen major foundries and tool suppliers investing significant R&D resources into
embedded STT-MRAM. They recently started prototyping demonstrators beyond 28 nm node with chip
capacities larger than 1 Gb, progressively maturing for mass production. Despite all these advantages, STTMRAM also faces several challenges: i. the write process is still relatively inefficient and long compared to
SRAM, ii. speed gain requires to increase current flowing through the bit cell – the magnetic tunnel junction
(MTJ) –, which imposes a severe stress and leads to a reduced endurance of the MTJ and increased error
rates. Today, this mostly limits the use of STT-MRAM for slow SRAMs and eFlash replacements in caches
memories.
Spin-Orbit Torque (SOT) is an alternative MRAM writing mechanism originating from the spin-orbit
interaction and mediated by Spin Hall and Rashba effects[2]. SOT distinguishes by offering the possibility to
switch magnetization using in-plane currents, unlike STT that requires a current flow in the perpendicular
direction through MTJ. Such new memory class, SOT-MRAM[3], promise to mitigate some of the above
issues: it is a three terminal MTJ-based concept that allows isolating the read and the write path. It results in
significant improvement of the read stability, the write speed and the endurance of the device; therefore
opening the path to address SRAM replacement in lowest cache level by MRAM.
Across this presentation, I will cover the different challenges to take up SOT-MRAM from material and
stack optimization to technology large-scale integration and circuit design. After reviewing some key physics
involved and material developments, I will describe our full-scale integration process of perpendicular
magnetized SOT-MRAM devices on 300mm wafers, using manufacturable methods and CMOS compatible
processes[4]. We demonstrate state-of-the-art properties of W-based top-pinned magnetic tunnel junction
(MTJ) with perpendicularly magnetic anisotropy (PMA) that possess large endurance (>1011), and that can
be switched at sub-nanosecond regimes (210ps) with power as low as 300fJ on 60nm devices. Secondly, I
will introduce field-free switching solutions and with a focus on our manufacturable approach[5] that is
integration friendly, and that does not compromise SOT-MTJ cells performances. Finally, I will discuss
progress needs to bring SOT-MRAM toward industrial maturity and to diverse its application spectra.
[1] A. Kent and D. Worledge, A new spin on magnetic memories, Nature Nanotech. 10, p. 187–191 (2015)

[2] A. Manchon et. al, Current-induced spin-orbit torques in ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic systems, Rev.
Mod. Phys. 91, 035004 (2019)
[3] G. Prenat et. al, Ultra-fast and high-reliability SOT-MRAM: From cache replacement to normally-Off
computing, IEEE Trans. on Multi-Scale Computing Systems 2 (1), 49-60 (2015)
[4] K. Garello et. al, IEEE Symposium on VLSI Circuit, 81-82 (2018)
[5] K. Garello et. al, Manufacturable 300mm platform solution for Field-Free Switching SOT-MRAM, IEEE
Symposium on VLSI Circuit, 194-T195 (2019)
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Current-induced magnetization switching has received significant attention for next generation
magnetic random access memory (MRAM). Going beyond Spin Transfer Torque devices, that
are currently poised to become a commercially available embedded memory product, spin
orbit torque (SOT) devices are interesting as they present a potential trade-off of reducing the
total current at the expense of three terminal operation. Despite the fact that a decade of
research has gone into spin orbit torque, the source of spin current generation is still being
discussed vigorously. Following conventional giant spin Hall effect theory, the breaking of the
inversion symmetry in the bulk bandstructure of the SOT metal with high-Z atoms is
responsible for spin current generation. On the other hand, Rashba-Edelstein effect dictates
that the inversion symmetry breaking at the interface, together with scattering from high-Z
atoms, leads to the generation of the spin current. In most experimental systems, it is difficult to
distinguish one effect from the other. I shall talk about our recent work [1] on spin current
generation in amorphous FexSi(1-x), a material, that does not contain any high-Z atom and
where, due to the amorphous phase, a contribution from bulk band structure is not expected.
Despite these facts, the extracted SOT efficiency is between 3-12%, comparable to what is
observed in traditional SOT metal such as Ta or Pt.
[1] Hsu, Cheng-Hsiang, Julie Karel, Niklas Roschewsky, Suraj Cheema, Dinah Simone Bouma,
Shehrin Sayed, Frances Hellman, and Sayeef Salahuddin. "Spin-orbit torque generated by amorphous
FexSi1-x" (2020) https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.07786
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New materials that can efficiently generate spin-orbit toques are highly desired for low power and highspeed spin-orbit torque MRAM (SOT-MRAM), potentially for cache data storage or in-memory computing.
However, the Bi-based topological insulators showing high SOT efficiency will degrade the total readout
on/off ratio due to their high resistivity, and it will also lead to serious shunting problems in the writing path
[1,2]. Topological semimetals such as WeTe2 are promising alternatives for SOT-MRAM because they have
lower resistivity while possessing spin-momentum locking and spin Hall effect [3]. The resulting higher spin
Hall conductivity is desirable for energy-efficient spin-based memory and logic applications [4,5].
Using ion-beam sputtering techniques, we have successfully deposited WTex thin films with expected
signature Raman peaks. We found a sizable charge-to-spin conversion efficiency (aka SOT efficiency) of
~0.4 in WTex/CoFeB-based structures using two different techniques, i.e., second harmonic Hall
measurements and spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR). The field-like torque and thermal effects
are both negligible in our WTex/ CoFeB-based thin films. We also confirmed the WTex thin films have a low
resistivity of ~435 P:-cm which is comparable with that of heavy metal SOT material W.
We systematically studied the thickness dependence of charge-to-spin conversion efficiency ( ST) in
WTex/CoFeB heterostructures using spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) technique. As shown
in Figure 1 (left panel), ST value monotonically increases as the WTex thickness increases, showing a
maximal value of around 0.8 when the WTex is 58 nm thick. This trend indicates bulk spin Hall effect is the
main origin of the charge-to-spin conversion in WTex. To further understand the physical origin of this
dependence, we plotted the spin Hall conductivity (1s) as a function of charge conductivity in WTex (1xx) as
shown in Figure 1 (right panel), which shows that the WTex films are in the dirty metal regime.
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Fig. 1 (Left) Thickness dependence of charge-to-spin conversion efficiency in WTex/CoFeB
heterostructures; (Right) spin Hall conductivity as a function of charge conductivity in
WTex/Mo/CoFeB/MgO heterostructures.
We also studied the temperature-dependent magnetoresistance and resistance behaviors of WTex films
with different thicknesses. As shown in Figure 2 (left panel), the cusp like behavior for the 5 nm thick sample
is characteristic of weak anti-localization (WAL) effect. While the opposite magnetoresistance behavior for
the 41 nm thick sample is characteristic of weak localization (WL) effect. The WAL (WL) effect describes
the destructive (constructive) quantum interference of electron waves going around a self-intersecting path
in opposite directions in a disordered electronic system with spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Meanwhile, we can
fit the temperature-dependent resistivity data for the 5 nm sample using a 2D Weyl fermion model, and that
for the 41 nm sample using a 3D Weyl fermion model as shown in Figure 2 (right panel). These two pieces
of data suggest the existence of Weyl fermion transport and the large SOC in the WTex films.
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We show with both simulations and experiments that spintronic resonators can rectify
microwave-encoded signals to perform the key operation of neural networks, called
Multiply-And-Accumulate (MAC), which corresponds to the weighted sum of neurons signals made with
synapses and we demonstrate through simulations that such a network can be trained to recognize
handwritten digits.
Neuromorphic Computing aims to reduce the energy cost of Artificial Intelligence using electronic
devices to emulate neurons and synapses. Spin-Torque Nano-Oscillators (STNOs) are Magnetic Tunnel
Junctions that emit microwave signals. They hold great promise for Neuromorphic Computing [1], as we
can use their non-linear dynamic to emulate neurons and they can be integrated by millions in CMOS
chips. In previous works, it has been shown that their transient or coupled dynamics can be used to
perform pattern recognition [2,3].
However, one of the biggest challenges in Neuromorphic Computing is to include memory units
in the computing core: in the brain each neuron receives the weighted sum of 104 neural signals mediated
through synapses and the ability to tune these synaptic weights is called learning. Because the huge density
of connections in Artificial Neural Network makes hardware implementations complicated, we believe that
we could use microwaves signals mediated Neural Network in order to reduce wiring, thus increasing
hardware network efficiency. In order to build a Deep Neural Network [4] with spintronic radio-frequency
nano-neurons, it is mandatory to use radio-frequency synapses that can be tuned in a non-volatile way to
weight the radio-frequency encoded neural signals.
We propose an alternative solution where information is flowing in the Neural Network through
microwave signals. STNOs are promising devices for microwave communications [5,6] because they can
both emit and detect microwave signals. They are nano-pillars made of a polarizer, an insulating barrier
and a free magnetized layer. A DC current can make the magnetization of the free layer oscillate, and
through the tunnel magnetoresistance effect, produce an oscillating voltage. This is the auto-oscillator
mode. An RF current can make the free layer resonate if the frequency of the RF current is close enough to
the magnetic resonance frequency of the free layer. The mixing between the RF current and the oscillation
of magnetoresistance gives rise to a continuous voltage: this is the spin-diode or resonator mode [5].
In our architecture, the neurons are emulated by STNOs: because the oscillations require a
threshold current, there is a non-linear transformation between the input current of a STNO and its output
microwave power [2]. The microwave signals are weighted by STNOs acting as diodes. Because
spin-diodes are frequency selective, choosing the frequency of the oscillators and diodes gives us the
ability to route the information between neuron and synapses with a simplified spatial architecture. The
voltage rectified by spin-diodes is proportional to the power of microwave signal and depends on the
detuning between the microwave signal frequency and the resonance frequency of the diode. It is possible
to tune the resonance frequency of the spin-diodes in a non-volatile way in order to tune the synaptic
weights.
In this work we use an analytical model to simulate the dynamics of a chain of spin-diodes wired
in series under the influence of a sum of RF signals. Each diode in the chain has a RF signal with matching
frequency. Simulations with numerical differential equation resolution of the dynamics are used to validate
our analytical model. We demonstrate that this implementation is equivalent to the key operation of neural
NATHAN LEROUX
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networks, called the Multiply-And-Accumulate (MAC) operation. We discuss the resilience of this
weighted sum with respect to the different nonlinear behaviors of our diodes. We also made some
experiments using different RF signals generators to emulate oscillators and magnetic tunnel junction
based spin-diodes to demonstrate the validity of our implementation.
Finally, we simulate a single layer neural network with RF signals emulating neurons and
spintronic resonators to emulate synapses. We use a particular training algorithm that takes into account the
nonlinearities of our components and we manage to achieve state-of-the-art recognition on a handwritten
digit dataset. These are encouraging results for high density hardware neural network, as it is the first
demonstration of a fully-spintronic radio-frequency neural network.
This work was supported by the European Research Council ERC under Grant bioSPINspired
682955, the French ANR project SPIN-IA (ANR-18-ASTR-0015) and the French Ministry of Defense
(DGA).
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Fig. 1 Multiply-And-Accumulate operation

Fig. 1 Input signals are summed and send to different
chains of resonators to implement a MAC operation.

Fig. 1 Simulation of the voltage rectified by a 64 spintronic resonators chain with a microwave signal.
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Digital computing is based on deterministic bits that represent 0 or 1, with stable charges on a capacitor
or ferromagnets with a stable magnetic orientation. Quantum computing on the other hand is based on
q-bits that represent superpositions of 0 and 1, with coherent quantities such as a single spin or the phase of
a superconducting junction. Here, we draw attention to something in between, namely, a probabilistic bit or
a p-bit that fluctuates between 0 and 1 that can be represented by unstable entities such as stochastic
nanomagnets [1-2].
While probabilistic bits are not substitutes for coherent quantum bits, many applications envisioned for
Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices are shared by p-bits. Examples include hardware
accelerators for combinatorial optimization and sampling problems as well as inference and learning for
machine learning applications. Interestingly, a class of quantum algorithms that are used by D-Wave's
quantum annealers can be represented by p-bit networks as long as the encoded system belongs to a special
subclass of quantum systems that are called "stoquastic". In the absence of extreme limitations brought on
by the cryogenic operation to achieve phase coherence and entanglement in quantum computers,
probabilistic networks could represent more complicated stoquastic problems with fewer number of p-bits
due to the flexibility of their interconnections.
Naturally, probabilistic emulators can easily be built by conventional digital computers as well. As
such, it is natural to ask why dedicated hardware for probabilistic computers would be needed. We believe
that the key advantage of probabilistic computers over conventional deterministic computers comes from
their domain specificity tailored for probabilistic algorithms, more specifically, their ability of harnessing
ambient thermal noise to efficiently generate tunably stochastic outputs based on an input tuning parameter.
As an example, conservative estimates indicate that pseudorandom generators implemented in
straightforward digital CMOS requires more than 100X more area compared to a mixed-signal p-bit
implementation from a slightly modified 1T/1MTJ cell of the commercial STT-MRAM technology. A
much lower cell area results in both better energy-efficiency as well as better scaling to build larger p-bit
networks.
Recently, in a tabletop experiment [1], we have demonstrated that a network of 8 p-bits that make use
of such stochastic MTJs with unstable free layers can be used to solve classical optimization problems in
hardware. Fig. 1a shows the 1T/1MTJ building block (p-bit) that uses the stochastic MTJs developed by
the Fukami / Ohno laboratory of Tohoku University. Fig. 1b shows the system architecture where a
conventional microprocessor collects p-bit outputs and feeds back weighted inputs back to the p-bits. An
essential feature of this design comes from its asynchronous nature, namely, there is no global clock that
synchronizes the dynamical evolution of the system, rather, each p-bit is free to make an update by
considering the input it receives from its neighbors. Such updates have a natural energy-reducing property
so that after a given time, the system naturally relaxes to one of the low energy states of the encoded
problem, while the inherent stochasticity allows escaping local minima as in the celebrated simulated
annealing algorithm. For p-bits to make accurate updates however, the roundtrip time of the feedback
needs to be faster than the time it takes for p-bits to attempt a flip to ensure the updates are done with
up-to-date information from the neighbors. An asynchronous design that satisfies this requirement can
achieve a very large number of flips per second due to the possibility of designing massively parallel
STT-MRAM chips with more than a million 1T/1MTJ cells that operate independently.
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Fig. 1 (a) Hardware implementation of a probabilistic bit (p-bit). The 1 transistor / 1 Magnetic Tunnel
Junction (1T/1MTJ) cell of standard magnetoresistive RAM is modified to include an amplifier (more
typically a CMOS inverter). The stochastic MTJ (s-MTJ) uses a free layer whose energy barrier is less than
<< 40 kT so that the magnetization and the resistance of the MTJ fluctuates randomly. In this specific
experiment, the free layer is a ~15 kT magnet with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The input / output
relationship of the p-bit is shown in the bottom panel. The p-bit output is always binary (0 or 1) whose
average output (over many fluctuations) shows a sigmoidal behavior (top right). (b) An 8 p-bit network
where interconnections between p-bits are obtained through a microcontroller / DAC combination. A key
hardware requirement is to have faster interconnection delays compared to the average fluctuation time of
p-bits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, significant progress has been achieved in the development of STT-MRAM - non-volatile
magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) based on the spin-transfer torque (STT) effect in
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). Unlike its competitors, this type of memory already has commercially
available prototypes with a capacity of up to 1 GB (developed by Everspin), which have high speed
(several ns), an excellent tendency to scale (up to 11 nm), and also practically unlimited number of read /
write cycles. Despite these advantages, one of the key problems of STT-MRAM, which prevents its further
scaling to the sub-10 nm technology node, is the low energy efficiency associated with the high current
consumption (several tens of μA) required for magnetization reversal of MTJ free layer. To solve the above
problem, the use of spin-orbit-torque mechanisms to switch MTJ cell (spin-orbit-torque (SOT) effect) has
been previously proposed, both for individual control of the logical state of a magnetoresistive cell, and in
addition to the well-known STT-induced magnetization switching [1]. It was shown that the SOT effect
reduces the power consumption required to switch MTJ in the STT-MRAM cell by several orders of
magnitude. Nevertheless, the SOT-induced switching process is stochastic, which complicates its practical
application in storage spintronic devices, while the search for the optimal composition of spin-orbit
magnetic heterostructures with low SOT-switching current or high spin-Hall angle sufficient to
commercialize SOT-MRAM technology has not yet been completed. A promising method for controlling
the magnetization of the MTJ free layer by changing its magnetic anisotropy by an electric field has been
recently demonstrated [2]. The so-called voltage-controlled-magnetic-anisotropy (VCMA) effect
dramatically reduces the energy barrier between the two stable magnetization states of the MTJ and, as a
consequence, the switching current. At the same time, the VCMA effect requires a fairly fine adjustment of
the current pulse duration for precessional switching of each magnetic bit, which is a challenge for the
circuit implementation of STT-MRAM based on this principle. For this reason, the concept of Joule
heating-induced tuning of interfacial magnetic anisotropy, which leads to the formation of a giant
thermally-driven STT, seems particularly attractive [3]. The corresponding MTJ heating can be provided
by microwave radiation, which was considered by our group [4]. In this work we evaluated the change in
the components of a thermally-driven STT induced by a variable temperature difference across the tunnel
spacer at a given frequency of microwave radiation incident on MTJ.
II. THEORY AND EQUATIONS
Based on the Sommerfeld model of conduction electrons, the spin torque components induced by a
temperature jump ΔTB through the tunnel barrier of MTJ stack IrMn (7.5 nm) / CoFe (2.5 nm) / Ru (0.85
nm) / CoFe (0.5 nm) / CoFeB (3 nm) / MgO (0.78 nm) / CoFeB (3 nm ) [5] were calculated, which are
determined by the next expression:
T||T  b||T ΔTB   ω, t  m  m  m P 
,
 T
T
T  sI b ΔTB   ω, t  m  m P 

(1)

where T||T   describes in-plane (out-of-plane) component of thermally-driven STT, m (m P ) is the
magnetization unit vector in a free magnetic layer (polarizer), sI is the polarity of the applied current,
ΔTB   ω, t    ΔTBκ  ω  cos κωt is the time-varying part of the temperature drop, ω  2πf , f is the
κ 1... n
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frequency of a.c. current, b||T      / 2 eS MTJ RMTJ  STH η||T  ,  is the reduced Planck constant, e is the
electron charge, SMTJ is the cross-sectional area of the MTJ, STH is the static Seebeck coefficient, η||T  
is

the

dimensionless

thermally-driven

MTJ
RMTJ  2 1 / RPMTJ  1 / RAP


1

1  χT

spin-torque

efficiency,

RMTJ  RMTJ 1   0MTJ m  m p  ,

 TMTJ   , χT is the temperature coefficient of the MTJ resistance,

MTJ
MTJ
 TMTJ  is the average MTJ temperature, ρ0MTJ   RAP
 RPMTJ  /  RAP
 RPMTJ  , RPMTJ
( AP ) is the MTJ

resistance for parallel (antiparallel) magnetization configuration.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to Figure 1, the components of thermally-driven STT increase as a function of the
temperature jump ΔTB , where ΔTB  TF  TR , TF ( R ) is the temperature of the free (reference)
ferromagnetic layer of the MTJ. Since TF  T0  ΔT and ΔT  ΔK F , ΔK F is the magnetic anisotropy
change,

T0

is

the

external

temperature,

we

obtain

ΔTB  T0  TR  kΔT ΔK F

,

where

kΔT  ΔT / K F  const . From Figure 1 it can be seen that both in-plane and out-of-plane STT component

is linear with respect to ΔTB and can be described as T||(T  )  (T0  TR )  kΔT ΔK F . An impact of
heat-induced change of magnetic anisotropy ΔK F on the out-of-plane component of the STT was
demonstrated in an experiment on measuring the field-like STT due to the Joule heating of the MTJ [6].
These results can be useful in the development of STT-MRAM based on microwave-heating-induced MTJ
switching. The work is supported by RF President Grant (#075-15-2019-1139).

Fig. 1 (a) The time evolution of the temperature drop ΔTB induced by a.c. current with an amplitude of
250 µA and a frequency of 6 GHz. (b) The temperature profile across the CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB. (c)
In-plane (out-of-plane) component of thermally-driven STT as a function of the temperature drop ΔTB .
REFERENCES
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I. COMPARING NON-VOLATILE MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES
Applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data analysis, including machine learning, are
driving the needs for increasing storage and memory capacity, performance and power savings.
Meanwhile, semiconductor process shrinks are thwarted by the inability of NOR flash to scale at all and
the fact that SRAM is scaling poorly. To address these issues, the conventional memory and storage
hierarchy is migrating to new memory technologies. New non-volatile memories are needed to allow
Moore’s Law scaling to continue and to serve many of these budding applications while enabling power
efficient instant-on devices. This poster will examine the array of emerging memory technologies and their
application with a focus on uses and projections for MRAM technology leading to projections for MRAM
growth, and demand for required capital equipment to manufacture MRAM.
These non-volatile memory technologies include Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), Magnetic RAM
(MRAM), Resistive RAM (ReRAM) and Phase Change Memory (PCM) such as Intel and Micron’s 3D
XPoint (Optane) memory. Table 1 compares the important characteristics of these non-volatile memory
technologies to NOR and NAND flash (common solid-state non-volatile memories) as well as SRAM and
DRAM (common volatile memories).
II. MRAM APPLICATIONS AND TRADE-OFFS
MRAM, particularly spin tunnel torque MRAM, can scale beyond NOR flash’s limit and has
performance and endurance characteristics that approach those of DRAM and even SRAM, while
requiring lower operating power due to MRAM’s non-volatile storage characteristics. However, MRAM
products trade off storage capacity, data retention at elevated temperatures and endurance to meet
requirements for various applications where it might replace SRAM, NOR Flash or DRAM.
These applications include standalone MRAM chips, such as those produced by Everspin (claiming
over 125 million MRAM chips shipped) as well as applications using MRAM as the embedded memory in
microcontrollers used by industrial and consumer devices as well as for data center applications in FPGAs
and ASICs. These embedded memory uses will create a significant market for MRAM, and major
semiconductor foundries plan to ship MRAM-based products in 2020.
This poster will compare the current and projected state for the next ten years for various emerging
non-volatile memory technologies, show where they will find applications to make a market, and project
the growth of stand-alone as well as embedded MRAM technologies (e.g. Figure 1). It will also explore
the various trade-offs for applications, including automotive embedded memory, embedded memory in IoT
industrial and consumer applications as well as data center applications. Growth in MRAM and other
emerging memory applications will also drive the growth of specialized capital manufacturing equipment
used to make these products, as is shown by Figure 2.
This poster is based upon data from the 2020 Report: Emerging Memories Find Their Direction,
published by Coughlin Associates, Inc. and Objective Analysis.
REFERENCES
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and Objective Analysis (2020).
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Table I.

Characteristics of Emerging Memory Technologies.
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Fig. 1 Annual Baseline Petabyte Shipment Projections for Memory Technologies 2018-2020.

Fig. 2 MRAM Capital Equipment Spending Projections, 2019-2030.
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VERTICAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR FOR MRAM
K. Deniz BOZDAG1, Dafna BEERY1, Antonio ARREGHINI2, Peter CUEVAS1, Arnaud
FURNEMONT2, Andriy HIKAVVY2, Amitay LEVI1, Senthil Vadakupudhu PALAYAM2, Erik
ROSSEEL2, Irwin TAIN1, Khai TRAN1, Liping ZHANG2, Andrew J. WALKER1
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2) IMEC, Leuven, Belgium.
I. MOTIVATION
One of the main advantages of STT-MRAM is the scaling of the MTJ write current with device size.
Smaller devices require lower switching current [1]. Competitive MTJ sizes demand currents between 50μA and
200μA [2]. Due to the obvious link between memory cell area and product cost, finding the right selector which
is small but capable of driving sufficiently high current to write MTJ becomes one of the main challenges. Here,
we are proposing a vertical transistor approach to achieve compact memory cells and enough write current in
MRAM.

Fig. 1 a) Representation of two conventional 1T-1R emerging memory cells. The current directed through the
resistive element is proportional to the width of the select transistor. This sets one of the cell’s dimensions and
therefore area. b) Representation of two memory cells with our vertical SEG transistor. In comparison with a),
compactness is achieved by (i) moving the resistor contact from the substrate to on top of the wordline and (ii)
squeezing the width of the transistor into a more compact area using a circular or oval form.

II. FABRICATION
Fig. 2 shows the images of the vertical surrounding gate transistor. n+ junction region of bit-cell is formed on
the wafer surface by n+ ion implantation. A shallow trench is patterned and filled with SiO2 to isolate adjacent n+
junctions. Then, layers of SiO2/ p+ doped poly Si (WL)/ SiO2 films are deposited and patterned to form the
vertical transistors and the Word Lines: a “train” of holes are patterned within the WL layer and thin gate oxide
is deposited on the sidewall of the holes. After the oxide on the bottom surface of the holes is anisotropically
etched to expose n+ region, selective epitaxial growth process is used to form intrinsic Si Pillar inside the hole.
The bottom and top sections of the Si pillar are implanted to form the Source and Drain regions of the transistor.
Metal contacts connect the MTJ elements to the vertical transistors and to the bit lines, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic illustration and (b) cross-sectional TEM image of vertical transistor, (c) magnified view
of channel.

III. ELECTRICAL RESULTS
First, large Ids (> 400nA per nm of width for 60nm hole), low leakage (our equipment does not permit lower
current measurements) and sharp turn on (STS < 100 mV/dec) indicate single crystal behavior. The drive is
almost an order of magnitude greater than the 3D-NAND equivalent devices [3]. Second, there is a discernible
tightening up of the STS as the channel diameter shrinks indicating better gate control of the source-drain
conduction. Third, the drain induced barrier lowering increases with thicker gate oxide and longer gate length as
would be classically expected. Fourth, there is no indication of any gate induced drain leakage.

Fig. 3 Typical Ids-Vgs characteristics (log and linear) for several process splits.

IV. SUMMARY
We have presented the first results of a vertical channel transistor approach that uses the technology foundation
formed by 3D-NAND [4]. A low voltage, low leakage and high drive device has resulted that can be used to
achieve compact MRAM and other emerging memory cells.
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STT-MRAM, L, MSST 2017 - Santa Clara, 2017.
3) E. Capogreco et al., “Integration and electrical evaluation of epitaxially frown Si and SiGe channels for
vertical NAND memory applications”, IEEE International Memory Workshop, pp.109-112, 2015.
4) R. Delhougne et al., “First demonstration of monocrystalline silicon macaroni channel for 3-D NAND
memory devices”, VLSI Digest, pp. 2-3-204, 2018.
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FIELD-FREE TOGGLE SPIN-ORBIT TORQUE MRAM WITH
PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
Naimul HASSAN1, Felipe GARCIA-SANCHEZ2, Susana P. LAINEZ-GARCIA1,
Pedram KHALILI AMIRI3, and Joseph S. FRIEDMAN1
1) University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, USA, [naimul.hassan, susana.lainezgarcia,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) has gained significant traction in the
semiconductor industry, being implemented as an embedded nonvolatile memory (eNVM) in low-power
applications. At the same time, however, new MRAM device concepts are being explored to achieve
broader market adoption, particularly for more advanced technology nodes and for high-performance
computing applications. The key requirements to achieve this goal are: 1. The MRAM bits with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) that are currently used for STT-MRAM need to be scaled to
below ~20 nm, while reducing write currents compared to today’s STT-MRAM, 2. These PMA bits need to
operate at write speeds below 10 ns with low error rates, e.g. for use in L3 Cache, and 3. For embedded
Cache applications, endurance of the bits has to be essentially unlimited, unlike STT-MRAM where higher
write currents (needed for fast writing) typically result in limited endurance.
One of the strategies to achieve the above three requirements is the development of spin-orbit torque
(SOT) MRAM devices. SOT-MRAM has a three-terminal geometry, separating read and write paths, and
thus in principle enables much higher endurance than in STT-MRAM, even for high-speed sub-10 ns
writing. The key challenge of SOT-MRAM, however, is that the deterministic directional switching of
perpendicular SOT-MRAM bits (which are required for high thermal stability at small device size) requires
an in-plane symmetry breaking element, such as an in-plane field, within the device. This complicates the
stack design, increases the total device thickness, and potentially reduces the thermal stability of the
device.
Here, we instead present a toggle SOT-MRAM device concept where directional switching is not
required to switch PMA, thus simplifying the design of the device and eliminating the need for any
external magnetic fields [1]. This toggle SOT-MRAM is able to deterministically toggle between PMA
states with total directional programming times below 10 ns (including the read step required due to the
use of toggle switching) using a simple material stack that can be scaled to small dimensions.
II. TOGGLE SOT SWITCHING OF MRAM WITH PMA
The structure of the toggle SOT-MRAM device [1] is shown in Fig. 1(a), which is a three-terminal
magnetic tunnel junction with a simple material stack similar to that of STT-MRAM. The fixed
ferromagnet is polarized in the –z direction, and a unidirectional y-directed write current through the heavy
metal can cause deterministic toggling of the free ferromagnet between the +z and –z-directed stable states.
Write current through the heavy metal becomes spin polarized and applies in-plane SOT on the adjacent
free ferromagnet, while the compensating ferromagnet cancels the dipolar coupling field from the fixed
ferrromagnet. The resistance of the MTJ thus toggles between the antiparallel high and parallel low states
in concert with the magnetization of the free ferromagnet, and can be determined using a small
perpendicular read current via the tunneling magnetoresistance effect. Separation of the read/write paths
contributes to increased endurance, and the use of PMA permits thermal stability at small dimensions.
This field-free toggle switching exploits the precessional nature of field-like SOT to deterministically
switch the PMA free ferromagnet [2]. In the transient micromagnetic simulation of Fig. 1(b-c) using the
well-established magnetic parameters of [3], the magnetization of the free ferromagnet crosses the hard x-y
Naimul Hassan
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Fig. 1(a) Structure of three-terminal toggle SOT-MRAM. (b) Time vs. free ferromagnet magnetization
for single toggle operation. (c) Trajectory of the magnetization in 3D. (d) Consecutive toggle
operations.
plane in less than 200 ps and stabilizes at a toggled state in ~2 ns due to interplay between the field-like
SOT excitation and PMA [1]. Finally, removal of the SOT excitation quickly relaxes the magnetization
along the nearest easy axis direction, thus completing the toggle writing process. The application of
consecutive SOT excitations repeatedly toggles the MRAM state, as shown in Fig. 1(d). For directional
MRAM writing, the stored bit can be read and compared to the incoming data bit with a simple XOR gate
to enable total directional programming times below 10 ns [1].
Robustness analysis from micromagnetic simulations has shown that the proposed toggle MRAM
switches deterministically with greater than 50% tolerance to applied SOT current magnitude [1].
Moreover, room temperature simulations indicate that this switching is robust to thermal noise. The
proposed toggle SOT-MRAM device therefore provides a promising approach for a new generation of
compact, highly-efficient, and robust PMA-MRAM with sub-10 ns writing by field-free SOT switching.
REFERENCES
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Nanoscale magnets are the building blocks of many existing and emergent spintronic applications, e.g.
nonvolatile spin torque memory, spin torque oscillators, neuromorphic and probabilistic computing.
Controlling magnetic damping in nanomagnets holds the key to improving the performance of future
technologies. Here, we experimentally demonstrate and theoretically corroborate that a ferromagnetic
nano-particle (free layer of a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) nanopillar) can exhibit spin dynamics
qualitatively different from those predicted by the harmonic oscillator model. Nonlinear contributions to
the damping can be unusually strong, and the effective damping parameter itself can exhibit resonant
dependence on field/frequency [1].

Figure 1: (A) Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance on a 60 nm MTJ nanopillar with out-of-plane magnetic
anisotropy. The spectrum reveals three discrete spin wave modes localized in the nano-size free layer of
the MTJ. At the characteristic fields of the three-magnon scattering, the spin wave spectra show anomalies
(splitting, broadening, apparent anti-crossing). (B) Sketch of the three-magnon scattering: at the first
characteristic field, two quanta (magnons) of the lowest-energy spin wave mode merge into one magnon of
the next higher-energy mode. The lateral profile of the spin wave amplitudes is shown. Source: Ref. [1].
We carry out spin torque ferromagnetic resonance [2] on magnetic tunnel junction nanopillars with
in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. We observe a discrete spin-wave spectrum in the
geometrical confinement of the MTJ free layer (Fig. 1A). Its analysis uncovers a nonlinearity that has a
strong impact on nanomagnet’s response even at low excitation levels. The nonlinearity shows a distinct
resonant enhancement at characteristic magnetic fields corresponding to the three-magnon scattering
(Fig. 1B), where the frequency of the lowest-energy mode is half of that of a higher-energy mode. This
process manifests in splitting or broadening (Fig. 2A) of the lowest-energy spin wave mode spectrum and
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in an apparent anti-crossing signature of the higher-energy modes. We present evidence of processes in
which two quanta of the lowest-energy mode merge into one quantum of higher-energy modes.

Figure 2: (A) The frequency linewidth of the lowest-energy spin wave mode as a function of the applied
magnetic field. At the characteristic fields, the three-magnon scattering leads to spectral broadening.
(B) The linewidth of the lowest-energy mode decreases linearly with increasing the DC bias current
supplied to the MTJ, when the magnetic field is detuned far away from the characteristic field. Near the
characteristic field (i.e. in the three-magnon regime), the linewidth changes its behavior and grows. This
corresponds to a sudden divergence of the effective damping of the lowest-energy mode in the presence of
an anti-damping spin torque. Source: Ref. [1].
Our work demonstrates that nonlinear damping in nanomagnets is qualitatively different from that in
extended systems [1,3]. The observed resonant magnon scattering drastically alters the magnetization
dynamics of a nanomagnet driven by spin torques. We find that it reverses the effect of the spin torque on
magnetic damping and turns an anti-damping torque into a dissipation-enhancing torque. As shown in
Fig. 2B, the linewidth (corresponding to the effective damping) of the lowest-energy mode decreases, as
expected, linearly with electric current bias supplied to the MTJ, when outside of the three-magnon regime.
However, at the characteristic magnetic fields corresponding to the three-magnon regime, the linewidth of
the lowest-energy mode diverges near the expected critical current. The discovery of this counter-intuitive
effect advances our understanding of spin dynamics in nanoscale magnetic systems and has far-reaching
implications for spin torque oscillators, spin torque memory, and other emergent spintronic technologies.
REFERENCES
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I. INTRODUCTION
A dominant impediment in magnetic recording is pattern-dependent media noise, and its impact will only
grow more severe as areal densities increase. The pattern-dependent noise prediction (PDNP) algorithm
[1][2], widely used as an effective strategy for mitigating pattern-dependent media noise in single-track
detection, has recently been extended to the multitrack scenario [3]; it uses 2D patterns (spanning multiple
tracks) to mitigate both downtrack and crosstrack pattern-dependent noise, based on the architecture shown
in Fig.1. The sampled readback waveforms are filtered by a 22 MIMO equalizer with coefficients C, whose
(1) (2) T
output yk =[yk , yk ] is passed to a 2D-PDNP multitrack detector. Associated with each 2D bit pattern is
a signal level vector s, a standard deviation diagonal matrix , and a set of matrix-valued predictor
coefficients P0, P1, …, PN -1. The branch metric of edge e for the 2D-PDNP Viterbi detector is [3]:
p

(1)
where ¾1(e) and ¾2(e) are the diagonal components of , and Bi = iI − Pi.
Our focus here is how to choose the detector parameters θ = fC, , s, Pig, of which there are 2b(5 +
4(Np − 1)) + 4Nc, a number which can easily reach into the hundreds, depending on the number of bits b
in each 2D pattern, the number Np of matrix-valued predictor coefficients, and the number Nc of matrixvalued coefficients. In [3] these parameters are chosen according to a MMSE criterion, through a training
process based on the readback waveforms from a known set of training bits; C is chosen to minimize the
mean square error (MSE) to a matrix-valued “monic” target, and , s, Pi to minimize the sum mean-squared
prediction error. However, the MMSE parameters do not necessarily minimize the bit error rate (BER),
which is the more relevant performance metric from the perspective of the end user interested in maximizing
areal density.
We propose an adaptive algorithm to choose the detector parameters θ with the aim of minimizing BER.
Numerical results show this algorithm performs well at every tested track pitch and provides a 3% increase
in areal density over MMSE parameters on a set of quasi-micromagnetic simulated channel waveforms.
II. THE ADAPTIVE MINIMUM-BIT-ERROR RATE ALGORITHM
For the Viterbi detector that jointly detects two tracks, at time k there are four competing paths towards
the correct state. We define the path metric margin Mk by subtracting the correct metric from the best of the
rest. Minimizing the cost function J¿(θ) = E((¿− Mk)u(¿− Mk)), where ¿is a positive threshold, has been
shown to effectively reduce the BER [4]. Application of the stochastic gradient algorithm to this cost
function leads to the adaptive minimum-bit-error rate (AMBER) algorithm:
θk+ = θk + ¸Hu(¿− Mk)5θMk,

(2)

where ¸H is the product of a step size and the Hamming distance between the message bits of the two paths.
By plugging (1) into (2), we get the update equations for C, , s and Pi.
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III. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
We test the AMBER algorithm using a database of quasi-micromagnetic simulated waveforms from
Ehime University [5], in which 41206 pseudorandom bits were written on each of five adjacent tracks in a
shingled fashion with bit length 7.3 nm. The database contains perfectly synchronized readback waveforms
from 25 different reader positions spanning the three inner tracks, five different reader widths from f15.5
nm, 18.3 nm, 20.8 nm, 23.8 nm, 26.4 nmg, and six different track pitches from f16.1 nm, 18.1 nm, 20.1 nm,
22.1 nm, 24.1 nm, 26.1 nmg. We use tracks 2 and 3 to train the AMBER parameters, and we use the resulting
parameters to detect the bits written on track 3 and 4, with 11 matrix-valued equalizer coefficients and 16
patterns and 2 pattern-dependent matrix-valued predictor coefficients. The parameters are initialized to
MMSE for non-PDNP Viterbi. The initial step size is 10-5 with a half-life of 1000 iterations and the threshold
is ¿= 1. Fig. 2 shows the learning curve for the AMBER algorithm, where we see convergence after about
700 iterations. Compared with MMSE parameters, AMBER parameters achieve a 12% decrease in BER. We
plot BER versus track pitch in Fig. 3 with optimal reader width and position. We find MMSE parameters do
not perform well at narrower track pitches. However, AMBER parameters outperform non-PDNP Viterbi at
every track pitch, and provide a 3% increase in areal density over MMSE parameters.
REFERENCES
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Fig. 1 Architecture for the 2D-PDNP multitrack detector.
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Fig. 2 Learning curve for the AMBER algorithm.
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I. SYSTEM MODEL
The hard disk drive (HDD) industry is facing a physical limit on the areal density (AD) of one-dimensional
magnetic recording (1DMR) on traditional magnetic media. To increase capacity without media redesign, twodimensional magnetic recording (TDMR) has been introduced. The effective channel model has a media noise
term which models signal dependent noise due to, e.g., magnetic grains intersected by bit boundaries. Trellis
based detection with pattern dependent noise prediction (PDNP) [1] is standard practice in HDDs. The trellis
detector sends soft coded bit estimates to a channel decoder, which outputs user information bit estimates.
PDNP uses a relatively simple autoregressive noise model and linear prediction; this model is somewhat
restrictive and may not accurately represent the media noise, especially at high storage densities. To address this
modeling problem, we design and train deep neural network (DNN) based media noise predictors. As DNN [2]
models are more general than autoregressive models, they more accurately model media noise compared to
PDNP. The proposed turbo detector assumes a channel model for the kth linear equalizer filter output 𝑦(𝑘):
𝑦(𝑘) = (𝐡 ∗ 𝐮) + 𝑛 (𝑘) + 𝑛 (𝑘)

(1)

where 𝐡 is the PR target, 𝐮 are the coded bits on the track, ∗ indicates 1D/2D convolution, 𝑛 (𝑘) is media
noise, and 𝑛 (𝑘) is AWGN. We use a grain flipping probabilistic (GFP) model data (based on micro-magnetic
simulations [3]) to train and evaluate our system. The simulated media grain density is 11.4 Teragrains/in2. The
GFP waveforms correspond to five tracks of coded bits (±1), denoted as tracks 0 through 4, written using
shingled writing with a bit length (BL) of 11 nm. For 1DMR, the track pitch (TP) is 48 nm, and there are 9.33
grains per coded bit (GPB). For TDMR, TP =18 nm, and GPB = 3.50. There are 41206 and 41202 coded bits
per track for TP 48 nm and 18 nm respectively, which are close to the sector size of 32768 bits in a typical
HDD. For 1DMR, we use the readings from Track #2 as inputs, and for TDMR, the readings are from Track #1
through #3. The proposed methods are evaluated in comparison with baseline PDNP detectors.
II. BCJR-LDPC-DNN TURBO DETECTOR
In [4], we proposed a BCJR-DNN turbo detector for 1DMR, without LDPC decoding. Here, we generalize
to three-track TDMR and include decoding. Fig. 1 shows the BCJR-LDPC-DNN turbo detector for TDMR with
separate trellis-based ISI/ITI detection and DNN-based media-noise prediction. Log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) and
media noise estimates are exchanged between these two detectors until the BER converges. In Fig. 1, the GFP
simulated read-head output vector r contains two samples per coded bit. The odd samples r(1) (the “first
samples” per bit) for all five input tracks are passed to a 2D partial response (PR) equalizer designed to
minimize the mean squared
error (MMSE) between the
three-track filtered output
y(1) and the convolution of
the coded bits u with the 2D
PR mask h. The 2D-BCJR
trellis detector performs ISI
equalization on input y(1),
and generates LLR outputs.
The PR target h is 3 × 3 ,
hence, the 2D-BCJR state
bits are 3 × 2, so the trellis
has 64 states. In the 1st
iteration, the 2D-BCJR
LLRs 𝐋𝐋𝐑 , y(1) and the
Fig. 1 BCJR-LDPC-DNN turbo detector for TDMR.
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unfiltered even samples r(2) are passed to the DNN to estimate the media noise 𝐧 . The noise 𝐧 is fed back to
the 2D-BCJR to obtain a lower BER. Next, the 2D-BCJR passes LLRs 𝐋𝐋𝐑 to a low density parity check
(LDPC) decoder. The decoder generates the final LLRs 𝐋𝐋𝐑 at the end of each turbo-iteration.
AD is determined by increasing the LDPC code rate until the decoded BER is ≤ 10 . For the 2nd iteration,
the decoder LLRs 𝐋𝐋𝐑 are passed as inputs to the DNN instead of 𝐋𝐋𝐑 . The system exchanges LLRs between
DNN, BCJR and decoder iteratively to achieve higher AD. The dotted lines in Fig. 1 indicate optional inner
iterations between the BCJR and the LDPC decoder. We investigate two approaches to interface the BCJR and
LDPC with the DNN. In the first approach labeled as “3 CNNs 1 pass” in Table II, we use one convolutional
neural network (CNN) to estimate the media noise 𝑛 for the kth BCJR trellis stage for the three tracks. The
second approach labeled as “3 CNNs 1 pass” predicts 𝑛 using a separate CNN for each track. By employing
three CNNs, we expand the search space to improve the estimation of the media noise.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Table I presents simulation results for PDNP and BCJR-LDPC-DNN detectors for 1DMR. The 1D turbo
detector processes only the middle track, and its PR target h has three taps, thus its trellis has 4 states. The 1DPDNP uses the same PR target, but has 128 trellis states. LLRs are exchanged between the 1D-PDNP and the
LDPC decoder iteratively in a turbo architecture. To train and test the 1D-PDNP parameters, 20 and 80 blocks
are used respectively. The performance of the detectors is
evaluated on the TP 48 nm dataset. To be consistent with [4] Table I Simulation of PDNP and BCJRwe use 16 blocks for the training data set, and 84 blocks for LDPC-DNN detectors for 1DMR at TP 48 nm
the test dataset. Two turbo-iterations are performed for both
TDMR
Areal
User Bits Code
methods. For 1D-PDNP, the second iteration does not
Detectors
Density per Grain Rate
improve the AD, hence, we only report its first iteration. The
(Tb/𝐢𝐧𝟐 )
first turbo-iteration of BCJR-LDPC-DNN detector labeled as
1.186
0.1041
0.9710
1D-PDNP
“CNN 1 pass” acheives 1.60% density gain over 1D-PDNP.
The second iteration labeled as “CNN 2 passes” has density
0.1057
0.9865
CNN
1.205
gain of 2.01% over 1D-PDNP.
1 pass
Table II presents simulation results for PDNP and BCJRLDPC-DNN detectors for TDMR; the PDNP results are from
0.1062
0.9905
CNN
1.210
[5]. The two-track 2D-PDNP looks at 2 × 3 bit patterns and
2 passes
has 64 states; 40 and 60 blocks are used for training and
testing, respectively. The best PDNP performance belongs to Table II Simulation of PDNP and BCJR1D-PDNP with two turbo-iterations labeled as “1D-PDNP 2 LDPC-DNN detectors for TDMR at TP 18 nm
passes”, which we consider as the baseline. For the BCJRTDMR
Areal
User Bits
Code
LDPC-DNN detector, we use 80 and 20 blocks as the training Detectors Density per Grain
Rate
and test datasets respectivly. The one-CNN architecture
(Tb/𝐢𝐧𝟐 )
(labeled “1 CNN 1 pass”) achieves a density gain of 27.52%
2.482
0.2177
0.7600
1D-PDNP
over the baseline. For the three-CNNs architecture (labeled “3
1 pass
CNNs 1 pass”), the BCJR-LDPC-DNN detector has a density
2.531
0.2220
0.7750
1D-PDNP
gain of 27.75% compared to the baseline.
2 passes
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I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional detection systems in hard disk drives (HDD) typically include a 2D partial response (PR)
equalizer that pre-processes the readback signals and shapes the output to a controlled target response, followed
by a maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector which outputs log-likelihood ratios
(LLRs) to be passed to a channel decoder. Pattern dependent noise prediction (PDNP) algorithm [1] is usually
incorporated into the metric computation of the trellis in the ML/MAP detector to combat media noise intrinsic
to the magnetic recording (MR) channel. For next generation two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR)
HDDs, such conventional systems would suffer from impractically large trellis state cardinality when
performing multi-track detection, and they may no longer be capable of handling the increased nonlinearities in
high density recording channels. This work investigates applying advanced machine learning techniques to
TDMR. Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) are employed in place of the PR equalizer and ML/MAP
detector with PDNP to directly process the un-equalized readback signals and output soft estimates. ConvNets
are special deep neural networks (DNNs) that assume the inputs are images and perform convolution instead of
affine function in the network forward pass [2]. This enables far fewer parameters in ConvNets than regular
DNNs of the same depth and therefore allows for deeper networks. The motivation to use ConvNets is the
resemblance between data detection problem in MR and typical image processing problems. In MR channels,
the write process converts temporal data into spatial patterns recorded on a magnetic medium, which transforms
sequential correlation into spatial ISI/ITI. Data detection can be viewed as an image processing problem,
proceeding from the 2D image of the shingled bits (see Fig. 1), to higher level abstractions of features by means
of convolutional layers that finally allow classification of individual bits. Several variations of ConvNets are
compared in terms of network complexity and performance. The best performing ConvNet detector can provide
data storage density of up to 3.7489 Terabits/in2 on low track pitch TDMR channel simulated with a grain
flipping probabilistic (GFP) model.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The ConvNet detection system assumes a discrete
channel model for the kth readback signal 𝑟(𝑘):
𝑟(𝑘) = (𝐡 ∗ 𝐮)(𝑘) + 𝑛 (𝑘),

(1)

where 𝐡 is the channel response, 𝐮 are the coded bits, ∗
Fig. 1 A capture of the readback signals simulated
indicates 2D convolution and 𝑛 (𝑘) is reader electronics
from grain flipping probabilistic (GFP) model.
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The channel
response h is implicitly time varying and pattern dependent, because the channel is inherently nonlinear.
Therefore, pattern-dependent media noise arises. The system is trained and tested using data from a GFP model,
a realistic model which closely replicates output from micro-magnetic simulations but can be generated several
orders of magnitude faster [3]. The simulated media has grain density of 11.4 Teragrains/in2. Waveforms include
5 tracks (tracks 0 through 4), each of length 41,206 bits; only the coded bits for the three central tracks (tracks 13) are available. Fig. 1 shows a capture of the GFP readback signals. The blue and red stripes represent 1 and
+1 coded bits; they are curved because of the shingled writing process. The ConvNet system is tested on two
GFP data sets, each containing 100 blocks. Both data sets have bit length (BL) 11 nm, but different track pitches
(TP): TP 15 nm (equivalently 2.916 grains per coded bit (GPB)) and TP 18 nm (equivalently 3.491 GPB).
III. ConvNet DETECTOR
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram for the proposed ConvNet detection system. Three identically structured
ConvNets estimate tracks 1, 2 and 3 simultaneously in a downtrack sliding window. The ConvNet detector
processes a 2D patch of readback signals 𝐫 from three tracks and outputs a probability estimate for the center bit
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of the patch. These soft estimates are converted to
LLRs before being de-interleaved, weighted and
passed to a low-density parity check (LDPC)
decoder. The dotted lines and box in Fig. 2 indicate
future work, i.e., iterative detection between the
ConvNet detector and the LDPC decoder.
The ConvNet detector has a general architecture Fig. 2 Block diagram for the ConvNet detection system
of [INPUT - CONV - RELU - CONV - RELU - FC].
INPUT denotes the input to the network. It is a matrix representation of an image-like object: [3 × 𝑤 ], where
𝑤 is the width of the input. CONV layer #𝑘 computes dot products between 𝑐 different trained filters of size
[3 × 𝑤 ] (white rectangles in Fig. 1) and same-sized patches in its input (assuming input dimension [ℎ × 𝑤]),
with the filter moving in a sliding window fashion in both ℎ and 𝑤 direction of the layer input (white arrow in
Fig. 1). The dimension of CONV layer output is [ℎ × 𝑤] with the help of zero padding. RELU layer applies the
rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function 𝑓(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥) element wise on its input. Between CONV
and RELU layer, a batch normalization layer is added to accelerate the training [4]. FC stands for fully
connected layer, wherein each node is connected to all nodes in the previous layer output, and an affine function
𝑧 = ∑ 𝑤 𝑥 is applied to them. Probability estimates are then formed using the softmax function
𝑝 = 𝑒 ⁄∑
𝑒 , and binary classification can be made. The network is optimized during training using
gradient descent with cross entropy loss 𝐽 = ∑ ∑
1(𝑢(𝑖) = 𝑘) × log(𝑝 ). Experiments show that two stacks
of CONV-RELU layers are sufficient to yield a low bit error rate (BER) or 10 or lower.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Table I summarizes the
Table I ConvNet BER and complexity, TP 15nm, track 2
BER
performance
and
Network Structure
BER train-test
# learnables
computational
complexity
of
[3,11],
[3,11]*128,
[3,9]*64
0.0060-0.0118
230,210
ConvNets with different values of
𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑐 , for track 2 of TP 15 nm
[3,15], [3,11]*128, [3,9]*64
0.0021-0.0053
231,746
data set. 80 blocks are used for
[3,17], [3,11]*128, [3,9]*64
0.0016-0.0040
232,514
training and the remaining 20 blocks
[3,21], [3,11]*128, [3,9]*64
0.0011-0.0029
234,050
for testing. Comparing the first four
[3,21],
[3,11]*64,
[3,9]*32
0.0035-0.0068
61,730
rows, input width 𝑤 = 21 yields
lowest BER. Comparing the last
[3,21], [3,9]*128, [3,7]*64
0.0017-0.0041
184,130
four rows, we conclude the number
[3,21], [3,11]*32, [3,9]*16
0.0186-0.0213
17,042
of filters 𝑐 at each CONV layer has
the most influence on both
Table II Overall ConvNet density performance
complexity
and
performance.
TP
Network Structure
Average
Average User
Specifically, rows 4 and 5 show that
Code Rate
Areal Density
reducing both 𝑐 by half lowers the
15
[3,21], [3,11]*128, [3,9]*64
0.9567
3.7489 (2.6278)
complexity by roughly a factor of
3.8 but only suffers a factor of 3
15
[3,21], [3,11]*64, [3,9]*32
0.9367
3.6706 (2.5728)
BER increase. Table II shows
18
[3,21], [3,11]*128, [3,9]*64
0.9783
3.1949 (2.3569)
average user areal density (UAD)
results over tracks 1, 2 and 3 from
18
[3,21], [3,11]*64, [3,9]*32
0.9700
3.1677 (2.3368)
the ConvNets in rows 4 and 5 of
Table I, for both TP 15 nm and TP
18 nm datasets. The UAD values in parentheses are scaled density values after a 6.4 nm squeeze margin.
Complexity-performance tradeoff can be helpful in real-time hardware implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interlaced magnetic recording (IMR) [1] and Heat assisted IMR (HIMR) [2] show potential to increase
areal density capability (ADC) beyond 1 Tb/in2 by recording tracks in an interlaced manner. Recently,
research efforts on array-reader employed IMR (ARIMR) [3,4] and single-reader based multi-level IMR
(MLIMR) [5] have been made to improve performance and applicability of the IMR. In this study, to
further enhance the data transfer rate, ML-ARIMR is investigated with a customized joint multi-track read
channel signal processing scheme. Numerical evaluations with the micro-pixelated magnetic (MPM)
channel model [1] shows improvements of the cross-track profile of bit error rate (BER) with the proposed
ML-ARIMR approach.
II. JOINT MULTI-LEVEL READBACK FOR ARIMR
The ML-ARIMR reading 3 tracks jointly by two 4 level (4L) reads is illustrated in figure 1. There are
two separate configurations for ML-ARIMR readbacks, depending on the center-track, whether it is
narrow or wide one. Firstly, the two reads {rj(t)} covering two tracks are processed by analog front-end
(AFE) and timing and gain loops to form a two 4L baud-rate samples {xj(4L)} with shared contributions
from the center track. Then, the joint-4L equalizer provides 4L equalized samples {yj(4L)}, where the
equalizers are trained in minimizing means square error (MMSE) sense as below,
{g1,j, g2, j} =arg min (yj(4L) - g1, j * x1(4L) – g2, j * x2(4L))2

(1)

yj(4L) = g1, j * x1(4L) + g2, j * x2(4L)

(2)

where {yj(4L)} and {yj(4L)} are the ideal equalized signals with given recorded bit estimates and equalized
outputs, respectively. The equalizers need to be customized for each center-track configuration. Then the
joint-4L detector detects the target 3 bits z^(3b) by the Viterbi detector implemented for two 4L equalized
outputs. Note that the trellis diagram is not fully connected due to the common center-track, which enables
reliable data-bit recovery.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For performance evaluation, ML-ARIMR channel is simulated by MPM channel model, which
accounts various cross-track effects in interlaced recording [1]. The magnetic media is modeled by 1.5×
1.5 nm square micro-pixels, and bit sequences of 32 kbits are generated. The widths of magnetic reader
and writer are set to 72 nm and 60 nm, respectively. The cross-track separation (CTS) is set to 0.8 track
pitch (TP). For performance comparison, the BER performances of ML-ARIMR and MLIMR are
evaluated with 1600 kilo-bit-per-inches (kBPI) and 470 kilo-track-per-inches (kTPI). Figure 2 shows the
BER bathtubs of ML-ARIMR and MLIMR under 30 dB head electronics SNR. As expected, the joint-4L
equalizer and detector of ML-ARIMR improves the BER performance by using shared center track
information. Overall, on-track error rate is improved to 0.118 when jointly reading 3 tracks by
ML-ARIMR, compared to 0.184 of MLIMR jointly reading two tracks. Note that ML-ARIMR is less
impacted by the skew compared to the typical ARIMR, since the wide component readers still jointly
cover all the target read tracks and varying relative weights on the individual tracks are balanced by the
proposed joint multi-level equalization.
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Fig. 1 ML-ARIMR reading 3 tracks by two 4L signals.

Fig. 2 BER bathtubs for ML-ARIMR and MLIMR. Track density is set to 470 kTPI, and linear density is
set to 1600 kBPI.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the demand for storing a tremendous amounts of data, the recording density of a hard disk
drive has been rapidly increased by the hard disk drive industry [1]. However, since conventional hard disk
drive has disadvantages of thermal stability and superparamagnetic problems, bit-patterned media
recording (BPMR), that overcome these problem and extend an areal density beyond one terabit per square
inch (Tb/in2), is regarded as a potential magnetic storage system of the next generation. To increase the
areal density of BPMR, the distance between islands in both the down- and cross-track directions must be
reduced. Consequently, the decreased bit period and track pitch cause more intersysbol interference (ISI)
and intertrack interference (ITI), which degrade the bit error rate performance [2]. In this paper, we
propose a signal detection scheme using extrinsic information from neural networks for BPMR. To
improve performance of BPMR, extrinsic information obtained from a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
equalizer is transmitted to equalizer and Viterbi detector.
II. PROPOSED SIGNAL DETECTION SCHEME
In recent years, the use of detection schemes with neural networks to solve communication engineering
problems is an efficient way to estimate and detect data [3]. To improve system performance and reduce
the effect of ISI and ITI, we utilizes MLP equalizer, two-dimensional (2D) minimum mean square error
(MMSE) equalizer with one-dimensional (1D) generalized partial response (GPR) target, and Viterbi
detector. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed system. To address the 2D interference problem,
the partial response maximum likelihood which consists of equalizer and Viterbi detector is used. MLP
equalizer is exploited to reduce the probability of decoding failure. After the input data dp,q are passed
through the BPMR channel, the received data rp,q are equalized by MLP. Each hidden layer consists of 128
neurons and uses a rectified linear unit (ReLU) for the activation function of each neuron. In output layer, a
sigmoid function is applied. The MLP output Mp,q is fed to 2D MMSE equalizer and 1D Viterbi detector,
respectively. i.e., Mp,q is extrinsic information. The input for 2D MMSE equalizer is given by
RMp,q = rp,q + α∙Mp,q.

(1)

where α is the factor that scales extrinsic information. Therefore, the 2D MMSE equalizer output Ep,q is
calculated by
E p,q 

Mz

Nx

 

m  M z n  N x

(2)

wp ,q  RM p  m, q  n

where wp,q is equalizer coefficient. Then, the 2D MMSE equalizer output Ep,q is decoded by Viterbi
detector. The branch metric of Viterbi detector is calculated using the following equation:









 p ,q ( si , s j )  E p , q  f1  a p ,q 1 ( si )  f 2  a p ,q ( si )  f3  a p ,q 1 ( s j )    M p 1,q    M p 1, q 

2

(3)

where fn is a GPR target coefficient in the down-track direction. si and sj are the current and next states,
respectively, and a (sj ) and a(sk) are decisions at si and sj, respectively. The term of (α∙Mp-1,q+α∙Mp+1,q)
reflect the ITI effect from neighboring bit.
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider the discrete-time BPMR channel. Fig. 2 compares the BER performances of PRML
detection using 2D MMSE equalizer with 1D GPR target, MLP detection, and proposed detection scheme
(The scaling factor α is 0.2.) at 3 Tb/in2. At the BER of 10-4, the performance improvements of the
proposed signal detection scheme are approximately 1.5dB and 2.5dB compared to those of MLP detection
and PRML detection, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a signal detection scheme using extrinsic information from neural networks
for BPMR. The MLP equalizer and MMSE equalizer for reducing the effect of ISI and ITI are used
together. The proposed signal detection scheme shows improved performance when PRML detector
collaborates with MLP equalizer.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed signal detection schemes.

Fig. 2 BER performance according to SNR at 3 Tb/in2.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We have previously proposed the waveform equalization using a two-dimensional finite impulse
response (TD-FIR) filter [1], [2] and the inter-track interference (ITI) canceller [3] as a signal processing
method for shingled magnetic recording (SMR) [4]. In this study, we propose a neural network detector
which directly outputs log-likelihood ratio (LLR) as the reliability for the recording sequence from the
reproduced waveform and evaluate the channel error rate (CER) performance of the neural network
detector in iterative decoding system by computer simulation.
II. READ/WRITE CHANNEL
Figure 1 shows the proposed read/write system [1]. In the figure, we study the part surrounded by
dashed line. The recording sequence is recorded on a granular medium model [3] under the specification of
4 Tbit/inch2. In the reading process, the decoding target track and the adjacent tracks are read composed by
the array head with three readers at the same time [1], [2], and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
is added to each waveform as the system noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the system noise at the
reading point is defined as SNRS, 3 = 20log10 (A3/σS, 3) [dB], where A3 is the positive saturation level of the
waveform reproduced from an isolated magnetic transition and σS, 3 is the root-mean-square (RMS) value
of the system noise in the bandwidth of the channel bit rate fc at bit aspect ratio (BAR) of 3.0 [5]. The
reproduced waveform per reader passes through each low-pass filter (LPF) having cut-off frequency xh =
0.4 normalized by the fc. The LPF outputs are fed to a neural network detector to obtain the LLR
sequence. This time, to evaluate the performance of the part, CER is provided by comparing the recording
sequence and the hard decision of the decoded LLR sequence.
III. NEURAL NETWORK DETECTOR
Figure 2 shows the configuration of neural network detector. In the figure, D is the delay operator for a
bit interval, Nm (m = 1 ~ 3) is the number of elements in the mth layer, and yk (k = 1 ~ 8) is the output of the
3rd layer. We adopt N1 = 45, N2 = 30 and N3 = 8. In training process, the connection weights in the neural
network are learned by back propagation algorithm [6] so that the elements in the 3rd layer output
(1,0,…,0) for “000”, (0,1,0,…,0) for “001”, (0,…,0,1,0) for “101” or (0,…,0,1) for “100” as the teacher
signals (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7, y8) for the 3 consecutive recording bits “*0*” in down-track direction, as
well, (0,0,1,0,…,0) for “011”, (0,0,0,1,0,…,0) for “010”, (0,…,0,1,0,0,0) for “110” or (0,…,0,1,0,0) for
“111” as the teacher signals for “*1*”. We use the soft-max function in the 3rd layer, where the sum of yk is
always 1 [7]. Thus, yk is regarded as the probability. Furthermore, LLR calculator provides LLR defined as
LLRNND = ln ((y3 + y4 + y5 + y6) / (y1 + y2 + y7 + y8)).
Figure 3 shows the CER performances of the proposed system and the conventional system for BAR at
SNRS, 3 = 22.0 dB with the circle and triangle symbols, respectively. The conventional system employs
TD-FIR filter [1], [2] with Nt = 45 taps for the partial response class-I (PR1) signaling [9] and Soft-Output
Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) detector [8]. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed system shows better
CER performance than the conventional system for BAR = 1.0 ~ 2.0, while the both systems are the
almost same CER performance for BAR = 2.5 ~ 4.0. As the result, it is clarified that the proposed neural
network detector is useful under the read/write channel with smaller BAR which the influence of ITI is
Madoka NISHIKAWA
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larger than that of inter-symbol interference (ISI).
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RLL: run-length-limited
LDPC: low-density parity-check
SP: sum-product
isp = 0: Number of local iteration in SP decoder
iglobal = 0: Number of turbo equalization

Fig. 1

Read/write system.

Fig. 2

Configuration of neural network detector.
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MULTITRACK DETECTION WITH 2D ITERATIVE SOFT ESTIMATE
AIDED NEURAL NETWORK EQUALIZER FOR HEAT ASSISTED
INTERLACED MAGNETIC RECORDING
Yuan LI, Yao WANG and Yushu XU
School of Electronic Information and Electric Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240,
China.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recently proposed heat-assisted interlaced magnetic recording (HIMR) system [1] is found to provide
significant areal density improvements compared to conventional heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR)
system. However, in the HIMR system, there are severe transition curvatures caused by the smaller circular
thermal profile for the top low temperature written tracks and this causes noticeable nonlinear distortions for the
readback signal; meanwhile the 2D inter-symbol interference (ISI), media noise and thermal jitters are serious
for the high density HIMR. Additionally the unique interlaced tracks of HIMR system brings both challenges
and opportunities for the signal processing, however, the corresponding research has not been well explored yet
and this hampers the further improvement of areal density. Hence we proposed a multitrack detection scheme
(Fig.1(b)) with 2D iterative soft estimate aided neural network (NN) equalizer for the HIMR system, which can
effectively mitigate the 2D ISI and nonlinear distortion compared to the conventional 2D linear equalizer.

II. CHANNEL MODELING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
First, for the investigated HIMR system, the pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) is recorded with the
simplified micromagnetic write model, and the write field is assumed as 10.5 kOe. The medium is assumed as
FePt with mean 𝑇𝑐 of 775 K (σ𝑇𝑐 = 2% and σ𝐻𝑘 = 5%), and it consists of Voronoi grains with average size
of 6nm. The writing temperatures for the bottom and top tracks are 1109 K and 809 K respectively, which makes
the track pitch of 20nm and bit length of 10nm (i.e., the channel density of 3.2 Tb/𝑖𝑛2 by assuming the same
linear density for every track). Then the recorded pattern is readback using a read head array (RHA) with free
layer length of 40 nm and magnetic fly height of 7 nm, shown as Fig.1(a). Since the bottom high temperature
(HT) track possesses reduced transition curvature and increased thermal gradient compared to the neighboring
top low temperature (LT) track in the HIMR system, we propose using RHA to detect three tracks
simultaneously and utilize the soft estimate from neighboring tracks to aid the 2D NN equalization of current
̅̅̅,
track (i.e., 2D-ISA NNE). Specifically, during the 1 st iteration, the readback signals (𝒓
𝒓𝟐 and ̅̅̅)
𝒓𝟑 are sent to
𝟏 ̅̅̅
the 2D NN equalizer to force the inter-track interference (ITI) to be zero and mitigate the nonlinear distortion,
and then the BCJR detector and LDPC decoder are implemented for the signal recovery of three tracks (HT1,
̅̅̅,
LT2 and HT3). Then during the 2nd iteration, besides the readback signals (𝒓
𝒓𝟐 and ̅̅̅),
𝒓𝟑 the soft estimates
𝟏 ̅̅̅
𝑎̃𝑛,𝑘 = tanh(𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑛,𝑘 /2) (𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑛,𝑘 is the posteriori log-likelihood ratio for LDPC decoder of track 𝑛 at time 𝑘)
of HT tracks (HT1 and HT3) are also fed into the 2D NN equalizer of middle LT track (LT2) to iteratively
cancel the ITI and nonlinear distortions. Compared to the hard ITI cancellation, such iterative soft estimate
aided NN equalization (2D-ISA NNE) can effectively cancel the ITI and mitigate nonlinear distortion with
minimum cost of error propagations. Then the improved soft estimate of LT2 track is feedback to aid the 2D NN
equalization of neighboring HT tracks. Such similar soft estimate aided equalizations are implemented for next
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iterations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
With numerical simulations, it is found that for the multitrack detection with RHA, the 2D linear and NN
equalization (2D-LE and 2D-NNE) techniques can provide significant SNR gain (Fig.2 (a)) compared to the 1D
equalization (1D-LE and 1D-NNE) with the single read head. Meanwhile the conventional 2D NN equalizer can
provide 0.3 dB and 1 dB SNR gains compared to the 2D linear equalizer for the HT and LT tracks, respectively,
since the former can effectively mitigates the nonlinear distortion caused by the circular thermal contour. More
interestingly the proposed 2D-ISA NNE (after 3 iterations, Fig.2(b)) outperforms its hard estimate version (i.e.,
2D-IHA NNE), and it also provides the SNR gains of 1.8 dB and 3.2 dB compared to the conventional 2D NN
equalizer for the HT and LT tracks, respectively. Compared to 2D linear equalizer, the SNR gains of 2D-ISA
NNE will be as high as 2.1 dB and 4.2 dB for the HT and LT tracks, and the BER gap between the HT and LT
tracks decreases significantly because the iterative soft estimate from the LDPC decoder of neighboring tracks
decreases the mean squared errors of the nonlinear equalizer for the current track.
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Fig.1 (a) The schematics of HIMR system with read head array; (b) the proposed multitrack detection algorithm
with 2D iterative soft estimate aided NN equalizer (i.e., 2D-ISA NNE).

Fig.2 (a) Decoded BER for 1D/2D linear and NN equalizer, and (b) decoded BER for proposed 2D ISA-NNE
and 2D-IHA NNE algorithms in HIMR system.
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Magnetization reversals in magnetic recording media are largely carried out by brute force: a field is applied
opposite to the existing magnetization direction of some bit that has sufficient magnitude to nucleate a seed that
then grows into an oppositely magnetized bit. The fields used are generally quite large, ∼10 kG, requiring
elaborate magnetic circuitry to keep the fields localized so they do not spill over onto neighboring bits. This
situation is to be contrasted with the resonant magnetization reversals performed in NMR spin echo experiments
in which r.f. fields of a few Gauss coherently reverse the magnetization in the presence of static fields of a few
kG, by applying a so-called Pi pulse; two such pulses restores the original alignment.
Rotating the magnetization in a similar way in ferromagnetic samples is generally not possible for two
reasons: 1) some sort of anisotropy is generally present, the axis of which defines the equilibrium direction,
causing the off axis precession frequency (determined by any applied external field together with the samples
own demagnetization and anisotropy fields) to be angular dependent, and 2) the magnetization evolves into an
inhomogeneous state at large tipping angles due to the excitation of internal dipole or dipole-exchange modes1
via the so-called Suhl instabilities2. Avoiding the first requires sweeping the frequency of the applied r.f. pulse,
referred to as chirping 3, while the second can presumably be suppressed by restricting the sample size so that
the exchange interaction keeps the spins in the sample aligned as the magnetization rotates.
In this presentation we will demonstrate, through direct simulations, that Pi rotations are indeed possible
when the sample is sufficiently small. Such reversals can be performed in a static field, H0, that is applied either
parallel or anti-parallel to the anisotropy axis, or in the absence of an external field using precession about the
internal demagnetization and anisotropy fields generated by the sample itself. Zero external field reversals
require a circularly a polarized r.f. H1 field, however in all three cases the required magnitude can be less than
the sample’s coercivity field.
Our simulations were carried out using the open-source National Institute for Standards and Technology
OOMMF code4,5, one mode of which directly integrates the Landau-Lifshitz equation. In order to implement the
chirping requirement a modification6 was made to the original code such that the dynamic r.f. H1 field is
maintained perpendicular to the magnetization, M(t), at each time step, thereby applying maximal torque at all
times. The required chirp frequency is then the time derivative of the phase of the evolving field H1(t). The
simulations presented here were mostly performed for right circular cylinders of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) 25
nm in diameter and 50 nm in height. We choose this material simply because it has the lowest damping known,
thereby giving the longest time to perform a rotation. The material parameters used7 are typical for YIG: γ = 2π
× 2.8 GHz/kOe, saturation magnetization Ms = 139 emu/cm3 , damping constant α = 5 × 10–5, exchange stiffness
constant A = 3.5×1012 J/m. Before attempting to rotate the magnetization of a sample, we must first establish the
equilibrium static distribution both with and without an external H0 field; one such approach is to start with all
moments aligned and then evolve the system in the presence of damping until it stabilizes.
Figure 1 shows the time dependence of the components Mx (t), Mz(t), and H1x(t) of the 25 × 50nm sample
with its cylindrical axis aligned along z and in zero external field with an applied H1 field of 200 Oe. Note we
are able to perform an essentially perfect 360o rotation of the magnetization. Figure 2 shows the same processes,
but represented as a projection on the unit sphere. When zero field simulations are carried out for an identical
sample but with an H1 field oscillating at the small amplitude ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency, rather
than rotating uniformly the magnetization rotates up to some maximum angle, ! = ! max , after which it returns
to ! = 0 , subsequently nutating between these extremes; i.e., perfect Pi pulses are no longer possible.
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Simulations of chirped rotations in the presence of an applied axial field, parallel or anti-parallel to the
cylinder axis are equally successful. If the sample dimensions are scaled up by a factor three it is still possible to
perform near perfect
chirped rotations but for
large applied fields this is
no
longer
possible.
Cross-sectional images of
the spatial distribution of
the
magnetization
at
intermediate angles !
reveal the breakdown of a
uniform
distribution
which is ascribed to the
excitation of internal
Figure 1
modes, a topic we are
currently examining.
There is currently
much interest in the
magnetic recording community, particularly in Japan, in so-called microwave assisted magnetization reversal
(MAMR) in the presence of an applied H0 field
directed opposite to M. Much work involves the
application of a fixed microwave frequency,
which, as just described, leads to a nutating
behavior as the precesssing magnetization drifts
in and out of phase with the applied H1 field. If
! exceeds some ! max > " / 2 then reversal
can be achieved by simply terminating the pulse
and letting the magnetization relax. But clearly a
better procedure is coherently chirp the H1 field,
with or without a pulsed H0 field. This processes
has the advantage of being much more selective
by not disturbing neighboring bits; this might
also be exploited to allow stacking
differently-tuned bits on top of each other 8. Our
chirping algorithm facilitates calculating the
required H1 phase profile for given bit
Figure 2
geometries and magnetic material properties.
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Microwave Assisted Magnetic Recording (MAMR) is one of the key technologies with a
potential for increasing recording densities up to 3 Tb/in2 [1]. The physics of MAMR recording
is based on lowering the energy barrier of the recording media grains by applying a
microwave magnetic field (AC field). By properly tuning the frequency of the microwave field
to the resonant frequency of the media grains, a significant reduction of the switching field
can be achieved [1], [2]. A typical source of AC field in the media is a Spin Torque Oscillator
(STO), positioned in the gap between the main pole and trailing shield of the recording head
[1], [2]. Basic STO design consists of two magnetic layers separated by a metallic
non-magnetic spacer. One magnetic layer is commonly referred to as SPL (Spin Polarizing
Layer) with the purpose of producing a flux of spin-polarized electrons. A second magnetic
layer is commonly referred to as FGL (Field Generating Layer) and its primary function is
generation of an AC field in the recording media. Two main STO designs have been proposed
in the literature. The first design had a fixed SPL layer with high perpendicular
magnetocrystalline anisotropy [3], [4]. The advantage of such a design is high stability of
FGL precession. In order to reduce power consumption by the STO, SPL materials with high
polarization, such as Heusler alloys are preferred [5]. Therefore, STO designs with a soft SPL
layer was also investigated [6]. Both designs are schematically shown in Fig. 1. The lack of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy in high polarization Heusler materials represent technological
challenge for the STO design, because the magnetization in both layers can move.
Furthermore, their oscillation frequencies can be different, which will lead to the complex
modulation of the spin torque between the two layers caused by the changes in the relative
angle. This in turn leads to the instabilities of precession angles and degradation of single
domain states. Therefore, the solution with two synchronized layers is desired for a stable
oscillator. Results obtained from micromagnetic simulations of stable and unstable oscillators
with two free layers are shown in Fig. 2.
In this work, a system of differential equations describing stability of a spin torque
oscillator (STO) with two free layers is introduced. The system is derived from the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation for two freely rotating magnetic moments
interacting via spin torque. In the case of two free magnetic layers, the magnetization of each
layer can precess at its own frequency, which is directly proportional to the local effective
field in the layer. The spin torque depends on the relative angle between two layers.
Therefore, if the magnetization in two magnetic layers rotate with different frequencies, the
spin torque will vary in time. This can lead to instabilities of the precession angle in both
layers. When two layers oscillate at equal frequencies, instabilities due to spin torque
variations are eliminated. Requirement for the synchronization leads to a system of three
differential equations for three unknowns. Stable oscillation orbits for each layer are
obtained by finding fixed point solutions of the system. Results were confirmed using FEM
micromagnetic simulations.
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of two basic STO designs consisting of SPL, FGL and a nonmagnetic
spacer NM. Left: STO with a fixed SPL, right: STO with a soft SPL. The latter is also referred
as STO with two free layers.

Fig. 2 Trajectories of unstable (left) and stable (right) precession of the magnetization vectors
in STO obtained from micromagnetic simulations. Top trajectory refers to FGL, bottom
trajectory to SPL, respectively.
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Introduction
Microwave assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) has the potential to realise large gains in areal
recording density. The key component enabling this gain is the spin torque oscillator (STO), which is
typically located in the gap between the main pole and the trailing shield of the write head.
Simulations of spin torque oscillators integrated into write heads have shown that the average
magnetisation vector of the field generating layer (FGL) does not rotate completely in the plane of the
FGL, but instead describes a cone, with a cone angle θc with respect to the y (down-track) axis [1].
An example is shown in fig. 1.
As the FGL magnetisation moves out of plane there are various negative effects: 1) the amplitude
of the high frequency (HF) field in the recording medium decreases, 2) a DC field component in the
opposite direction to the head field is applied to the medium and 3) if the cone angle is small the
STO can act as a shunt, reducing the strength of the write field. In this work the effect of the FGL
magnetisation cone angle on the recording performance was investigated in an attempt to quantify
these effects.
The model
A head field distribution was obtained from a FEM model. The main pole of the write head was
60 nm wide at the trailing edge and 60 nm long. The distance between the main pole and the trailing
shield was 20 nm and the trailing shield gap was inclined at an angle of 15◦ to the vertical axis.
The STO was modelled as a uniformly-magnetised field generating layer (FGL) with Ms of 1591
emu/cm3 . The STO thickness was 8 nm and the width and height were 20 nm.
A cone angle of zero indicates the FGL magnetisation lies along the y axis, i.e. perpendicular to
the plane of the FGL. A cone angle of 90◦ means the FGL magnetisation rotates in the x-z plane. During recording the perpendicular component of the FGL magnetisation was aligned with the direction
of the in-gap head field, i.e. it changed direction as the polarity of the head field changed.
The recording medium had the following structure: Head ABS / 4.5 nm spacing / 12 nm RL /
3.5 nm IL / SUL. The recording layer (RL) was a granular medium with an average grain size of 6
nm (area = 36 nm2 ) and an average grain pitch of 7 nm. The grain size distribution was about 17%.
Grains were discretised into 1 nm thick layers. The damping constant was 0.03 and the temperature
was 300 K.
Results
Since the y component of the FGL magnetisation aligned with the down-track component of the
head field in the trailing shield gap, the field generated by the FGL in the medium was in the opposite
direction to the head field, reducing the total amplitude of the effective head field. An example is
shown in fig. 2, which depicts the down-track components of the head and FGL field along the downtrack axis passing under the centre of the FGL. The field from the FGL was the constant part due to
the out of plane FGL magnetisation. The field from the FGL was mostly negative and in the opposite
direction to the head field. The two small positive regions either side of the negative peak were due to
the 15◦ tilt angle of the FGL. The FGL field was relatively small compared with the head field (about
1/5 th for θc = 30◦ ) and was highly localised in the vicinity of the FGL.
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The maximum switchable Hk of the hard phase of a single grain with a “notched” structure [2] is
shown in fig. 3. An decrease in the FGL cone angle from 90◦ reduced the maximum switchable Hk
in front of the FGL but there was no significant change in the effective head field gradient (dHk /dy),
which exceeded 6 kOe/nm in the region y = 10 - 12 nm, until θc reached 30◦ .
Tracks with a 20 nm bit length were written on granular media and the FGL cone angle was varied
from 90◦ to 30◦ . Fig. 4 shows the results. A decrease of the cone angle from 90◦ had a detrimental
effect on the SNR. For cone angles lower than ≈50◦ the SNR was lower than tracks written without
a STO. The relative contributions of the HF field and DC field from the STO will be discussed in the
paper.
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Fig. 1: FGL in-plane and perpendicular magnetisation components. A DC field was applied along
the y axis of the FGL, changing direction every
0.5 ns. The y axis component of the FGL magnetisation (M-perp) followed the DC field.
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Fig. 3: Maximum switchable Hk of hard phase of Fig. 4: SNR of tracks with a 20 nm bit length writgrain as a function of head position and FGL cone ten by a head and FGL with various cone angles.
angle.
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I. ABSTRACT
In the magnetic hard disk drive (HDD) industry, continued increase of the recording density requires
higher anisotropy media in order to maintain thermal stability. However, further advances by scaling have
run into a stumbling block due to limitations on the required magnetic fields, particularly for writing, which
is currently being addressed by alternative approaches such as heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR)
and microwave-assisted magnetic recording (MAMR) technologies. We present the demonstration of an
alternative approach based on the effect of the spin transfer torque (STT) which manipulates tunneling spinpolarized currents, instead of magnetic fields, between a nanoscale magnetic probe and a magnetic recording
media. Writing is performed by spin polarized electrons injected from the probe into the media, due to the
STT effect. Reading is produced by the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect between the two magnetic
layers, the probe writer and the media substrate, respectively. The demonstrated STT–based magnetic
recording overcomes the magnetic field limitations to both writing and reading for the next-generation
energy-efficient and extremely high–density recording.
II. INTRODUCTION
Up to date, the scaling challenge of generating a sufficiently high magnetic field to write into high–
anisotropy magnetic media required for thermal stability at such high areal densities remains an open
question. It is noteworthy that using magnetic fields not only limits the requirements on the energy
consumption, but also significantly limits the spatial and temporal resolutions of magnetic recording. This
study aims to exploit the effect of spin-transfer torque (STT) to overcome this stumbling roadblock.
Specifically, instead of using magnetic fields, a spin-polarized tunneling current generated by a magnetic
nanoprobe in the proximity to a recording media is used to switch the magnetic state of the local region in
the media through the STT effect.
To maintain the required quantum-mechanical conditions, e.g., an adequate local spin accumulation in
the media, the distance between the nanoprobe and the recording media should be kept as small as possible,
preferably in the 1–nm range. It is noteworthy that this goal is not out of reach, because already today the
fly height between the recording head and the media can be kept as small as 4 nm throughout the entire disk
surface with the help of special tribology approaches and servo signal processing. Such nanoprobe devices
have already been demonstrated to show unprecedented spintronic properties due to the sub–10–nm size,
including a significantly reduced STT switching current.1–3 In this study, a nanoprobe head is used to write
into perpendicular magnetic media via STT effect. As for reading, the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR)
effect, measured with a relatively small tunneling current between the two magnetic layers, in the probe and
the media, respectively, is used to distinguish the two local possible magnetization directions in the media.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Both the nanoprobe and recording media were made of CoFeB based perpendicular magnetic films. The
only difference was the fact that the anisotropy field of the probe media was made higher (by varying the
thickness of the CoFeB and MgO layers) to ensure the probe magnetization direction could be used a
reference orientation. A programmable point contact mounted on the scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
system was designed for high sensitivity transport measurements. By applying a constant current, the probe
was brought into a contact mode with the recording media using a nanoscale piezo-electric manipulator. The
“tunneling contact” was established when the tunneling current reached the threshold corresponding to a
separation below 3 Å.
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State-of-the-art He-ion focused ion beam (FIB) trimming was performed to develop a nanoscale
magnetic structure on top of the tip as shown in Fig 1(A). The CoFeB structure was trimmed through FIB
etching with an Orion NanoFab system using He and Ne ion beams. From the pristine Si probe, several thin
film stacks were deposited on tips of the probes and milled to isolate the region through FIB. The technology
has been proven in other studies elsewhere to prevent further ion implantation effects.4
Fig 1(B) demonstrates the mechanism of writing into the media with spin polarized currents through the
STT effect. The top graph shows the time dependence of the value of the spin polarized current, programmed
in some random sequence. Simultaneously, the magnetic state of the media was imaged via MFM, as shown
in the bottom raw. The middle raw illustrates the direction of the magnetization in the media according to
the MFM imaging. A direct correlation between the electric current sequence and the MFM sequence could
be clearly observed. It can be noted that the switching takes places every time the electric current is above
the STT switching threshold value. This experiment directly showed switching of the local magnetization in
the media using spin polarized currents in the probe via the STT effect.

Figure 1 (a) Fabrication of a probe writer. recording system. (b) Writing with spin polarized
currents through the STT effect as confirmed through MFM imaging. The scale bar is 50 nm.
IV. CONCLUSION
STT magnetic recording has been shown here as a potential next generation technology capable of
continuing to scale hard-disk capacity. This study has demonstrated magnetic recording via the STT effect
which makes the writing energy extremely small. Using spin polarized currents, instead of magnetic fields,
to write and read information promises a next paradigm shift in magnetic recording to further increase
information storage densities. In addition, such a recording system could be translated from the disk form
factor to a non-volatile memory device in which STT and TMR are used for writing and reading information
into densely packed three-dimensional (3D) stacks of magnetic bits.5,6
The elimination of the need for magnetic fields to control the write and read mechanisms makes 3D
integration of magnetic devices relatively straightforward. Last but not least, such a technology could be
used to write/read into/from next-generation magnetic media made of antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials.
Because of the lack of stray fields for both writing and reading and the unprecedented high spin exchange
energies, compared to the anisotropy energies in traditional ferromagnetic materials, AFM based magnetic
media, with bits coded as the AFM order parameter, also known as Neel vector, can be used to process
information at extremely high densities and data rates.
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